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Visual Perception of Objects and their Parts in
Artificial Systems
Abstract
Humans are able to perceive their surrounding apparently with ease. Without muchthinking we can process the complex visual stream into meaningful entities which
we call objects. How we do this remains an open question already addressed by years of re-
search. Still, there exists a general consensus that (so-called) Visual Object Perception is one
of the most fundamental abilities of intelligent agents to make sense of their environment.
In this thesis we advocate the idea that Visual Object Perception can be decomposed into
three concurrent ways of perceiving objects: Instance, category, and function perception. This
decomposition emanates from the idea that perception is inseparably intertwined with actions
and tasks. If actions require a specific object (e.g., fill this tea into my teddy-bear cup), one
starts perceiving available objects at the instance level. If the task asks for a generic cup (e.g.,
go to the supermarket and buy some cups), agents need to perceive objects at the category
level, without caring for the exact instances. Finally, the function level is used when objects are
defined by the task itself instead of a specific category name. For example, transport water from
A to B (1) or bore a hole into the soil for seeding plants(2). Both tasks define objects by the
role they have in the action context, i.e., a fillable object (1) and an object to poke/bore into
the soil (2), respectively.
Especially having mastered function level perception was a step in our cognitive evolution
which enabled early hominids during the advent of humankind to make sense of their envi-
ronment and use objects as tools. Eventually, this allowed us to build better tools driven by
human ingenuity which separates us from all other animals.
In order to make a machine interact with objects in a “human-like” way, we see two ques-
tions which need to be addressed: First, what objects do I see and, second, how can I manip-
ulate or use these objects? The former requires label assignment (e.g., classification, recogni-
tion), the latter requires to estimate the orientation and location (pose) of recognized objects
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in order to correctly apply motor behavior to use them. Depending on the required percep-
tion level (i.e., instance, category, or function), both problems need to be treated with different
approaches. Consequently, there is a total of 6 sub-problems (2 problems× 3 perception lev-
els): Instance Recognition, Object Categorization, and Object Function Assignment; Pose
Estimation of instances, Pose Estimation at the category level, and Pose Estimation at the
function level. In this thesis we contribute to Instance Recognition, Object Categorization,
Object Function Assignment, and Pose Estimation at the category level. While not published
at the time of submission of this thesis, we also discuss a small preliminary study about Pose
Estimation at the function level at the end of this thesis.
For Instance Recognition all objects in the environment are uniquely defined and need to
be discriminated. This requires all objects to be recorded and learned before a system is able
to recognize them. As a consequence, it limits agents to specific environments; moving a ma-
chine to a new environment would require a new training set and more training. To solve
this problem, we present a method which is able to automatically record a training set from a
scene with minimal human supervision. Moreover, to deal with highly visual similar objects
(e.g., two similar looking cups) we develop an algorithmwhich is highly discriminative, while
being robust to illumination, scale, and object-rotation.
At the category level we treat Object Categorization as well as Pose Estimation. As rich
models like Deep Convolutional Neural Networks have become de facto standard in modern
Object Categorization systems, huge amounts of relevant training data are required. Our first
contribution, the TransClean algorithm, is able to generate such large sets of relevant training
images for categories, while also dealingwith ambiguous categorynames. For example: The cat-
egories apple, nut, and washer are ambiguous (polysemes), because they can refer to different
objects: Apple refers to a notebook or the fruit; nut to the hardware or the fruit; washer to the
hardware or a washing-machine. The general idea is that this ambiguity usually does not exist
in other languages. For example, washer translates to the German words “Waschmaschine”
(the washing-machine) and “Unterlegscheibe” (the hardware) - the ambiguity does not exist
here. TransClean uses this idea to sort out irrelevant images retrieved fromonlineword-tagged
image databases (e.g., Google Image-Search) by comparing images retrieved for different lan-
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guages. The second contribution aims at treating the challenging task of PoseEstimation at the
category level. This is complicated, because the systemcannot align storedmodels to recorded
known instances in the scene (which is done for Pose Estimation of instances). We treat this
by introducing a Deep Convolutional Neural Network which not only predicts the category
but also the category pose of objects. The need for a large set of annotated training data is met
by synthesizing cluttered indoor scenes.
Lastly, the function level is determined by treating objects not as a whole but, instead, as an
aggregation of parts in specific constellations. First, we present three sequential algorithms for
segmenting a scene into objects and objects into their parts. Second, we develop a framework
which analyses the parts and part-constellations to learn the function of each part (e.g., being
a blade or a tip) together with the function of the object as a whole (e.g., being something
for cutting, drilling). Interestingly, objects and their parts can possess multiple functions. For
example, a hammer-like object can be used to hit a nail or it can be used as amakeshift replace-
ment for task (2), defined earlier: Bore a hole into the soil for seeding plants, now, using the
handle as the tool-end.
All the work presented in this thesis has been systematically evaluated using existing or new
benchmarks and proved better than state-of-the-art in their respective tasks.
The comprehensive treatment of Artificial Visual Object Perception which we introduce in
this thesis has widespread application in various scenarios including robots in human health-
care, house-hold robots, and robots for emergency response (e.g., disaster zones). For exam-
ple, it allows for new problem solving strategies in agents. Instead of looking for a predefined
and hard-coded object which solves a task, agents can perceive objects at, for example, the
function level and propose creative solutions: Use a hammer to bore a hole into soil or push a
button which is out of reach; use a boot or a helmet to transport water.
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Glossary
class Used in this thesis in a general sense to distinguish between objects with different la-
bels. Which entities are regarded different depends on the level of perception. This is
different to some works in the literature which use class, object classification, or generic
recognition to describe what we refer to by category and categorization.
inter-class variance The variance among objects of different classes in a classification con-
text. The bigger the variance, the more different the objects’ appearance and the easier
the classification.
intra-class variance Similar to inter-class variance, but describing variance among objects
within the same class. The smaller the variance, the easier the classification and the
pose estimation.
object signature In the context of Object Categorization (OC) a signature is often a vector
in a high-dimensional Hilbert space. It is a numerical representation of the visual ap-
pearance of an object and allows for easy comparison to other objects’ signatures using,
for example, the dot-product, L1-norm, L2-norm, or min-operation. Machine learning
algorithms like Support Vector Machines(SVMs) and decision trees aim to separate
classes by segmenting this signature space. Borders (e.g. hyperplanes) are called deci-
sion boundaries. In the context of Instance Recognition (IR), graph-representations
are commonly used as signatures to allow for better discrimination. This comes at the
cost of more complicated and computational more expensive metrics and similarities.
polyseme A single word which has multiple meanings, e.g., orange being the fruit and the
color or nut referring to the fruit and the hex-nut.
RGB-D Data representing the three color channels (Red, Green, Blue) together with the dis-
tance of the point to the sensor (Depth).
RGB-D sensor A sensor which records RGB-D data. In this thesis we use active sensors
which project a structured light pattern onto the scene and analyze the scattered return
for the depth calculation.
x
supervisedmethod Methods or predictor models which use training data where the input
as well as the desired response is known (labeled data). Using the training data, the
model seeks to predict reasonable output for new input.
unsupervisedmethod Similar to supervised methods with the difference that training data
is not available or not labeled (e.g. desired responses are not known).
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It is comparatively easy to make computers exhibit adult
level performance on intelligence tests or playing checkers,
and difficult or impossible to give them the skills of a one-




In July 1966, Seymour Papert of MIT proposed the summer vision project to studentswhich started with the following sentence [12]: “The summer vision project is an at-tempt to use our summer workers effectively in the construction of a significant part of
a visual system.”
Nobody at that time assumed that 50 years later this “summer project” still occupies a sig-
nificant number of researchers world-wide and is far from being solved. Since then many re-
search areas in “computer vision” or “machine vision“ have emerged and many applications
been named which shall benefit from automated interpretation and ”understanding“ of sen-
sory inputs by computer systems. One of the core applications are autonomous robotic sys-
tems. Here we are especially interested in systems which are able to operate in unstructured
environments¹ like households, disaster-zones, and unknown territories.
Suchagent’s ability tomakedecisions and toplanactions verymuchdependson their ability
to perceive their surrounding and process the complex visual stream into meaningful entities
like available objects, potential dangers, landmarks for localization, or goals. Interestingly, the
process of visual understanding of our surrounding is so fundamental to us, humans, that it is
even difficult for us to name the steps which lead to our perception of a scene or an object. In
this thesis we advocate the idea that object perception is in two ways inseparably intertwined
¹The term unstructured describes an environment which does not need to be well defined, unlike the opera-
tional workspace of robots in industrial assembly with predefined tool and object locations.
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Figure 1.1: Three levels of perception. Each object is a unique instance (blue boxes). The
combination of many instances results in categories (red boxes). Again combining several cate-
gorieswhich allow for a certain functionality results in the third perception level, that of function
(green boxes). Note, the mapping from an object to the function label is not necessarily sur-
jective as shown here. An object can possess multiple functions at the same time as shown in
Fig. 3.2.
with the concept of actions, planned tasks, and set goals (this is similar to the idea which led
to Object-Action-Complexes [13–15]).
First, the level of granularity or specificity of object-perception is dictated by the task at
hand: (1) ”Filling the blue-and-white-stripedmug“, (2) ”filling a cup“ or (3) ”filling something
for transporting a liquid“ all require a different perspective on the involved objects. (1) re-
quires a specific object (there is only one existing in the world). (2) requires a more general
understanding of the category ”cup“ and (3) finally defines an evenmore general set of objects
solely by their purpose or use.
Second, an object is perceived in different ways depending on the action-context : A ham-
mer, usually used for hitting a nail, can also be perceived as a borer and used for drilling a
hole into soil for planting seeds (using the handle as the tip). The human ability to think of
makeshift replacements, eventually, led to tools being specifically designed to possess multi-
ple functionalities (i.e., so-called multi-tools): A swiss army knife is designed to be used as a
screwdriver, a corkscrew, a knife, a bottle-opener, and so on. Some examples of improvised
tools and designed multi-tools are shown in Fig. 3.2.
In line with the literature, we denote the level of perception for the problems (1) and (2) as
the instance and category level, respectively [16]. We promote that problem (3) requires and
defines an even more general level of perceiving objects, that of functionality.





For easier orientation we define color-codes in this thesis. Color-codes are used for the level
of perception in figures and visible at the outer side of each page: For instance perception we
use blue, for category perception red, and for function perception green. General chapters, in-
cluding the introductory as well as the closing chapters, have a gray color-code.
In Chapter 1 we already mentioned that we consider object perception as a stack of three
task-dependent levels: The instance, the category, and the function level.
In this chapter we give an overview of the problems arising in the three perception levels
and which are treated in this thesis. Figure 2.1 illustrates the general problem areas and the
terminology we use. Figure 2.2 shows a more detailed overview of the problems and contri-
butions in this thesis. The chapter ends with Section 2.1 which lists the research published in
the course of this work with individual contributions.
In Chapter 3 we start to describe the subproblems which arise from the three perception
levels. Althoughwe introduce and discuss important relatedworks in the broader field around
object perception, detailed and specific reviews of the literature are in the respective papers
throughout this thesis.
Chapter 4 deals with classifying objects at the first level - the instance level - also known as
Instance Recognition (IR). It introduces a paper about automatically training an IR system
which consists of two parts. First, a method for automatically generating training sets for the
work environment of an agent using its own sensors. Second, a classifierwhich is able to create
highly discriminative signatures of objects in order to achieve high classification accuracy.
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Recognition of an 
object.
What objects do I see, 
have  available?
A precursor to object 
manipulation and use. 
How can I use the 
objects I see?
Not needed Not needed
Figure 2.1: An overview of the problem areas treated in this thesis.
Chapter 5 deals with perception at the category level. While the first part (Section 5.1) fo-
cuses on the sameproblemof training-set generation and classification, it does so for categories.
The second part (Section 5.2) introduces a paper in which we describe how to do concurrent
Object Categorization (OC) and Pose Estimation at the category level (PEC) using synthe-
sized training data with a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN).
Chapter 6 introduces the third level - the functionality level - of object perception which
aims at assigning function to objects rather than category labels. Object-parts play a crucial role
here. First, they help to reduce the huge variance between objects for one functionality and,
second, parts possess a function in their own right. For example, many objects for cutting
consist of two parts: one handle (for grasping) and one blade (for the cutting). Therefore, we
first introduce several algorithmswhich aim at segmenting scenes into objects and objects into
parts (Sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3), and second, we show how to retrieve functionality, at both
the part and the object level (Section 6.4).
Finally, in Chapters 7 and 8 we summarize our findings and conclude with a discussion in
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Figure 2.2: A detailed list of the problems and the contributions in this thesis sorted by the
level of perception: Instance, category, and function (top, middle, bottom).
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CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEW .
2.1 List of Publications andContributions
The following is a list of my contributions to each publication described in this thesis, sorted
by their order of appearance:
[1] Schoeler, M. and Stein, S. and Papon, J. and Abramov, A. and Wörgötter, F.: “Fast
Self-Supervised On-line Training for Object Recognition Specifically for Robotic Ap-
plications”, 9th International Conference on Computer Vision Theory and Applications
(VISAPP), 2014. See page 23.
Ideas, methods, evaluation, figures, tables, main text, literature research
about 80% contribution
[2] Schoeler,M. andWörgötter, F. and Aein, M. and Kulvicius, T.: “Automated generation of
training sets for object recognition in robotic applications”, IEEE/RSJ 23rd International
Conference on Robotics in Alpe-Adria-Danube Region (RAAD), 2014. See page 39.
Ideas, methods, evaluation, figures, tables, main text, literature research
about 70% contribution
[3] Schoeler,M. andWörgötter, F. andPapon, J. andKulvicius, T.: “Unsupervised generation
of context-relevant training-sets for visual object recognition employing multilinguality,”
IEEEWinter Conference on Applications of Computer Vision (WACV), 2015. See page 47.
Ideas, methods, evaluation, figures, tables, main text, literature research
about 75% contribution
[4] Papon, J. and Schoeler, M.: “Semantic Pose using Deep Networks Trained on Synthetic
RGB-D,” IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV), 2015 (in press). See
page 57.




2.1 LIST OF PUBLICATIONS ANDCONTRIBUTIONS .
[5] Papon, J. and Abramov, A. and Schoeler, M. and Wörgötter, F.: “Voxel Cloud Connec-
tivity Segmentation - Supervoxels for Point Clouds”, IEEE Conference on Computer Vision
and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2013. See page 71
Ideas, figures
about 15% contribution
[6] Stein, S. and Wörgötter, F. and Schoeler, M. and Papon, J. and Kulvicius, T.: “Convexity
based object partitioning for robot applications”, IEEE International Conference onRobotics
and Automation (ICRA), 2014. See page 81.
Master supervision, ideas, methods
about 30% contribution
[7] Stein, S. and Schoeler, M. and Papon, J. and Wörgötter, F.: “Object Partitioning using
Local Convexity”, IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR),
2014. See page 89.
Master supervision, ideas, methods, text, Publishing of the algorithmwithin Point
Cloud Library (PCL)
about 40% contribution
[8] Schoeler, M. and Papon, J. and Wörgötter, F.: “Constrained Planar Cuts - Object Par-
titioning for Point Clouds”, IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
(CVPR), 2015. See page 99.
Ideas, methods, evaluation, figures, tables, main text, literature research
about 80% contribution
[9] Schoeler,M. andWörgötter, F.: “Bootstrapping the Semantics of Tools: Affordance anal-
ysis of real world objects on a per-part basis,” IEEETransactions on AutonomousMental De-
velopment (TAMD), 2015 (in press). See page 111.
Ideas, methods, evaluation, figures, tables, 90% text, literature research
about 80% contribution
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[10] Papon, J. and Schoeler, M. and Wörgötter, F.: “Spatially Stratified Correspondence
Sampling for Real-Time Point Cloud Tracking”, IEEE Winter Conference on Applications
of Computer Vision (WACV), 2015. See page 147.
Ideas, methods
about 15% contribution
ICRA is considered the premier robotics venue having an h5-index¹ of 64. It ranks before
IJRR and IEEE Trans. Robot. CVPR is the top computer vision venue with an h5-index of
128, ranking beforePAMI, IEEETrans. ImageProcess., ECCV, ICCVand IJCV. Furthermore,
CVPR is the highest ranking conference across the field of Engineering &Computer Science,
just placed behind the journals Nature Nanotechnology and Nature Photonics. ICCV ranks
number three among the computer vision conferences with an h5-index of 68.
The research leading to this thesis was supported with funding from the European Com-
munity’s Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013 (Specific Programme Coopera-
tion, Theme 3, Information and Communication Technologies) under grant agreement no.
270273, Xperience, grant agreement no. 269959, Intellact, and grant agreement no. 600578,
ACAT.
¹The h5-index is the h-index for articles published in the last 5 complete years. It is the largest number h such
that h articles published in 2010-2014 have at least h citations each. All metrics were taken from Google





In Chapter 1 we already introduced the three perception levels: The instance, categoryand function levels. Objects are perceived at these three levels depending on the taska human or robot is set to solve. In some tasks specific instances are required, in other
tasks, we do not care about specific objects but more about objects of a specific category, or
which allow for a certain functionality.
Two fundamental problems arise in all tasks: First, howcanone recognizeperceivedobjects
in a scene, thus assign them a class¹? Second, what is the pose/orientation of the recognized
objects in the scene in order to apply learnedmotor behavior to use them? For example, when
filling a cup you should not hold it upside-down. If youwant to sit downon a chair, you cannot
do so from the backrest’s side. Pose of a rigid body in 3D is described by 6Degrees of Freedom
(DoF). There are three translational and three rotational DoF. The problem of finding the
transformationbetweenanobject’s intrinsic reference frame(where actions arebeingdefined)
and the object recording in the world’s reference frame (e.g., room-axis aligned) is addressed
by pose estimation.
For the first problem, classification, we define three subproblems: For the instance level, we
call this Instance Recognition (IR), at the category level Object Categorization (OC), and at
the function levelObject FunctionAssignment (OFA).Depending on the perception level, we
¹We use the term class in a general sense to distinguish between objects with different labels. Which entities
are regarded different depends on the level of perception. This is different to some works in the literature
which use class, object classification, or generic recognition to describe what we refer to by category and catego-
rization.
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Figure 3.1: A comparison of the three perception levels. Top: Labeling for specific objects.
Bottom: Effects of the perception level on the classification. Note that functionality is always
defined in relation to parts of objects (handle, blade, ...).
can also define the three pose estimation problems: Pose Estimation of instances (PEI), Pose
Estimation at the category level (PEC), and Pose Estimation at the function level (PEF).
Although related problems, IR, OC, OFA as well as PEI, PEC, and PEF impose different
constrains on the set of algorithms used to address them. This is best explained by looking at
how the different perception levels define a class. At the instance level a class is only a single
object, at the category level a class represents a set of similar objects, and at the function level
classes represent objects compatible to certain functionalities.
Therefore, methods for the six problems have to deal with vastly different magnitudes of
intra-class variance, inter-class variance, potential number of classes, and number of objects
per class (see Fig. 3.1). Intra-class variance describes the degree of visual variation of objects’
appearances within a single class, whereas inter-class variance describes the variation between
objects of different classes. In general the smaller the intra-class variance, the easier the classi-
10
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fication (in the extreme case of no intra-class variance, we could simply use a nearest neighbor
label assignment for the classification). The smaller the inter-class variance, the harder the
classification, since the algorithms need to discriminate very similar objects with potentially
complex decision boundaries.
Variance is caused by two effects: First, viewpoint, occlusion, and illumination alters a sin-
gle object’s appearance². Second, different objects have different appearance. The latter is
responsible for the increase in intra-class variance when going from the instance level to cate-
gories and to functionalities, because we combinemore andmore objects into single classes. At
the same timewe increase the inter-class variance as wemerge similar objects and remainwith
fewer and (hopefully) visually better distinguishable classes.
3.1 Instance Perception
Using an agent to fetch your favorite coffee-cup among other cups requires fine-grained la-
beling like the red cup, the bear cup, or the blue two handle cup. Each unique item is called an
instance. Two problems arise: What do I see and how to use it ? While the former requires
Instance Recognition (IR), the latter requires (among others) Pose Estimation of instances
(PEI).
3.1.1 Instance Recognition (IR)
To recognize individual objects, one needs to distinguish potentially very similar instances of
a more general cup-category. Due to the low inter-class variance algorithms developed for IR
need to be very discriminative. This is the reasonwhy researchers tend to use very constrained
algorithms like template matching [17] or matching of local descriptors which geometrically
align in a knownconstellationusing for example aHough transform[18]. Modern approaches
primarily use robust local features like the Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [18], Gra-
dient Location and Orientation Histogram (GLOH) [19], DAISY [20] or Speeded-Up Ro-
bust Feature (SURF) [21] in 2D as well as Spin-Images [22], Signature of Histograms of Ori-
entations (SHOT) [23], Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) [24] in 3D, just to name a
few. An overview is given by Mikolajczyk and Schmid [19] as well as Alexandre [25] for 2D
and 3D, respectively.
Besides the low inter-class variance there is anothermain problem in IR: Instances aremost
of the time specific to an environment, therefore, training data is not publicly available. This
is why training data needs to be recorded before IR pipelines can be employed. As soon as
objects in the environment change or new objects are introduced, this process needs to be
repeated. This leads to an inflexible system. In Chapter 4 we contribute to the solution of
²This is the only contributer to intra-class variance in case of IR
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this problem by introducing a recognition pipeline which can detect and train novel objects
on-the-fly with minimal human supervision.
3.1.2 Pose Estimation of Instances (PEI)
PEI is one of the precursors to manipulation of known objects by artificial agents. It is nor-
mally solved by aligning full object models to the partial recordings of objects in a scene. This
can be done by extracting local features for bothmodels, findingmatches, and identifying the
transformation which aligns all features best. Algorithms used for this are, for example, Ran-
domSampleConsensus (RANSAC) [11, 26, 27] orGeometricHashing [28]. For refinement,
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [29, 30] is usually used. It starts with the coarse pose and iter-
atively converges the model to the scene by minimizing the distance between pairs of closest
points using a mean-squared-error cost function. In this thesis we do not not contribute to
PEI. A comprehensive overview of algorithms is given in the Ph.D.-Thesis by A. Buch [11].
3.2 Category Perception
The huge number of objects in the world causes humans to group similar entities into mean-
ingful categories starting in their second year [31]. This process is, at first, much facilitated by
color or shape of objects and, at a later stage, by higher-level features. According to Piaget,
one of the leading scientists on child development in the 60s, this Adaptation-process can be
split into two complementary sub-processes: Assimilation and Accomodation [32]. Assimila-
tion describes the mechanism by which perceived and familiar objects are sorted into existing
categories. If the visual-impression of a new object is too different from existing categories, the
Accomodation-process forms a novel category [33]. Assimilation, for example, is a powerful
acquisition during a child’s development as it allows transferring knowledge from a group of
known objects to new objects. If you encounter a new knife and recognize it as belonging to
the knife category, you can recall trajectories and grasping points for cutting andquickly handle
it without relearning it from scratch. While recognizing the knife demands Object Categoriza-
tion (OC), using it requires (among others) Pose Estimation at the category level (PEC).
3.2.1 Object Categorization (OC)
Being able to recognize the belonging category for a given object is called OC. As different
objects are being combined into single classes, this can lead to complex decision boundaries
in the object signature space.
While generalizability for Instance Recognition (IR) is limited to recognizing a known ob-
ject under different viewpoint, occlusion, and/or illumination, OC algorithms are expected
to generalize to novel objects (of known categories). This is why methods usually trade-off
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some discriminative power for generalizability. Constrained algorithms like template match-
ing or Hough transforms do not work well anymore, because objects in one category can have
remarkable differences in their appearance, such that local image patches have little spatial co-
herence across different objects. This is why a geometric verification stage is less common in
OC. Instead, objects aremore frequently described by object signatures using for example Bag
of Words (BoW) [34], Fischer-Vectors [35–37], or sparse coding [38, 39].
Machine learning algorithms (e.g., Support Vector Machines(SVMs) [40–42], decision
trees and random forests [43–47], or boosting [48]) are then used for training on signatures
with known labels (supervised learning). After learning, the predictive model should be able
to merge signatures of objects of the same class (by assigning same labels) and differentiate
them from object signatures of other classes (by assigning different labels).
While these classical methods tend to work well for a small number of classes, they do not
scale to large object categorization problems with up to 1000 classes and hundreds of thou-
sands of instances like the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)³
[49]. This growth in data led to the advent of Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN)
architectures⁴ with thousands of learnable parameters. DCNNs take a special role in that they
replace the traditional pipeline <feature extraction>→ <signature generation>→ <class learn-
ing> (with fixed feature extraction and signature generation steps) by a pipeline which starts at
the signal level provided by, for example, an RGB-D camera⁵. They use a stack of consecutive
layers (the first is the input signal layer, the last is the output layer) with each layer being the
input to the next layer. A very powerful property of DCNNs is the fact that the last layer can
predict any kind of output (e.g., in Section 5.2 we predict not only the category, but also the
pose of objects). Layers are connected by neurons which are only applied in local regions of
their input layer (receptive field) and share weights across image regions (using convolution).
Interestingly, lower layer neurons automatically tune to local image features based on gradi-
ents (like edges and corners) whereas neurons in later layers adapt to characteristic higher-
level features for categories [50]. Thus they learn the steps of traditional feature extraction and
signature generation⁶.
WhileDCNNs canbe tailored to datasets by pure learning, they need an enormous amount
of labeled training data to avoid over-fitting. While there are popular ways like augmenting
training data (shifted, rotated, and/or flipped versions of training images) or drop-out [55]
(randomly deactivating neurons in the network to prevent over-fitting), DCNNs are not prac-
tical if training data is scarce.
³ http://image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/
⁴ A comprehensive introduction and tutorial onDCNNs forVisualRecognition byLi andKarpathy is available
at http://vision.stanford.edu/teaching/cs231n/syllabus.html.
⁵ A camera which records red, green, and blue as well as distance to the camera for each pixel.
⁶This is why DCNNs with stripped Fully-Connected layers are often used as generic signature extractors [50–
54].
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We contribute to solving this dilemma for learning rich models in two ways: In Section 5.1
we introduce our TransClean algorithm. It is able to automatically retrieve large amounts of
OC training data when given a category name (e.g., nut) together with a descriptive context
(e.g., crack or delicious). In this example nut has a double-meaning: It can refer to either a food-
nut or a hex-nut. Downloading training data directly from large word-based image-databases
like Google-Image-Search results in many irrelevant images in the training set. Using the con-
text, TransClean can disambiguate the name of the category and retrieve task-relevant images.
In Section 5.2 we randomly generate cluttered indoor scenes in 3D. From those we can syn-
thesize an unlimited number of training images. Compared to the TransClean algorithm, this
approach is limited to categories where full 3D models are available. It quickly makes up for
this disadvantage by being able to automatically annotate all objects with a full 6 Degrees of
Freedom (DoF) pose. This allows for the training of methods for category level pose estima-
tion.
3.2.2 Pose Estimation at the Category Level (PEC)
In order to execute tasks, the agent needs to determine exactly where and in which pose an
object is located in a scene. For example, when filling a cup you should not hold it upside-
down. If you want to sit down on a chair, you cannot do so from the backrest’s side. The
problem of finding the transformation between an object’s intrinsic reference frame (where
actions are being defined) and the object recording in the world’s reference frame (e.g., room-
axis aligned) is addressed by pose estimation. Interestingly, we, as humans, can infer pose of
an object even if we have never seen it before. For example, if you see a new object of known
category (a cup, a knife, and so on), you immediately know how to use it. While trivial for us,
artificial agents cannot accomplish this, yet.
A lot of research has been conducted to solve pose estimation for known instances in a
scene (see Section 3.1.2). Here it is normally solved by aligning full object models to the par-
tial recordings of objects in a scene. However, this can only be done with known instances.
Doing pose estimation at the category level is much harder. For example, aligning two similar,
but different objects usually fails. Comparing each object in a scene to a huge collections of
stored models (from one category), in order to increase the chances of finding a good match,
would be very inefficient. While the variance within a category as well as the complexity of
the problem calls for rich models (e.g., DCNNs), scarcity of training data with annotated 6
DoF pose usually prevents those models from being trained. In Section 5.2 we show how to
circumvent this dilemma.
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3.3 Function Perception
Describing objects by their functional properties is not a novel concept. Gibson coined the
term affordance in his work The theory of affordances [56]. Affordance of the environment is
”what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill“ [56, p. 127, ln.
11]. Properties of objects always need to be defined in relation to the perceiver. According
to Gibson, affordances exist even if the actor is not able to perceive them. They are indepen-
dent of an actors experience, knowledge, and cultural background [57]. Diverging from this
view, Norman specifically includes subjective perception into the affordance term [58, p. 9,
ln. 19]: ”Affordance refers to the perceived and actual properties of a thing, primarily those
fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used.“
In this thesis we abstain from using the term affordance, because it not only describes visu-
ally perceivable properties, but a comprehensive view on objects and environment including
physical properties like weight, flexibility, being a solvent, being nutritious, conducting vibra-
tions, and soon. Inclusionof all theseproperties into a framework for artificial vision is beyond
the scope of this thesis. Consequently, we only determine the visually perceivable functionality
of objects from the viewpoint of a humanoid agent.
Figure 3.2: Tools which possess multiple functionalities. Top row: Tools specifically designed
to be used in multiple applications (i.e., multi-tools). Bottom row: Makeshift-replacements
with objects being used in a different way from what was intended by the designer.
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3.3.1 Object Function Assignment (OFA)
Most work found in the computer vision literature focuses on one of the two aforementioned
levels of perception (i.e., Instance Recognition (IR) andObject Categorization (OC)). In this
thesis we advocate the idea of adding a new even more general level to the labeling hierarchy,
which we denote as Object Function Assignment (OFA). OFA ignores the concept of tradi-
tional OC-classes completely. Instead, it assigns functionality or usage to objects. Categories
like cups, mugs, glasses, goblets, and bowls would consequently be combined into a func-
tional class of contain; knifes, saws, cleavers into a class of cut. The interesting observation at
this point is that labeling by verbs instead of nouns becomes much more natural for OFA as
compared to IR andOC.This already shows thatOFAcombines objects in a very general sense
going away from the traditional object description by label to an entirely different descriptive
level by functionality. Objects at this level do not even need to have traditional OC-labels -
one can think of an artistic object which is hard to describe by name, but has functionality.
Furthermore, objects can possess multiple functionalities at once. A hammer-like object can
be used to hit a nail or to drill holes into soft materials using the handle. In the latter example,
the former hammer-head becomes the handle, and the hammer-handle becomes the borer of
the improvised tool. If we attach a blade to the other end of the hammer-head, it could also be
used for cutting.
It becomes evident that function perception is, therefore, strongly linked to object percep-
tion at the part level. For each functional context, parts have a function in their own right (e.g.,
cutting tools can consist of blades, handles, amotor, a cord, a switch, and so on). This viewpoint
from the action and part domain rather than the category and full-object domain allows hu-
mans to bootstrap tool usage and even - byways of human ingenuity - createmakeshift replace-
ments for tools. This eventually led to tools being designed for various tasks (i.e., so-called
multi-tools). The most prominent examples are swiss army knifes which possess dozens of
functionalities⁷. Some examples ofmake-shift replacements versus designedmulti-tools which
are better described by their functionalities and parts rather than a single category for the full-
object are depicted in Fig. 3.2.
In the next Section 3.3.2 we give an introduction how to extract parts of objects, which is a
prerequisite for the OFA introduced in Chapter 6.4.
3.3.2 Object Segmentation and Partitioning (OP)
The word segmentation is widely used to describe the process of dividing an image or a point
cloud into entities. It is used for naming the processes of dividing a scene into objects (i.e.,
object and instance segmentation), a scene into categories (i.e., semantic segmentation), and ob-
⁷The swiss army knife ”The Giant“ of Wenger in Delemont, Switzerland, set the Guinness World Record of
most functions on a penknife in 2008 with 141 different functions [59].
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Figure 3.3: Simple object segmentation pipeline: Ground-Plane Subtraction and Euclidean
Clustering. A: Unlabeled point cloud showing 3 objects on a table. B: Using RANSAC one
can fit a plane (black line) and extract the table points within a distance d to the plane (yellow
points). C: Point cloud after removing the table points. D: Euclidean Clustering clusters all
points which have a distance smaller than R. This results in three separate clusters (red, blue,
and green).
jects into their parts (i.e., part segmentation). While partitioning is often used interchangeably,
we reserve this word in this thesis for describing the process of dividing full-objects into their
parts (also known as part segmentation).
One can divide segmentation and partitioning methods into two groups: Supervised and
unsupervised methods. The former group is often combined with classification (semantic
segmentation) and generally dominated by trained object- or part-detectors using sliding-
windows detectors, Markov Random Fields(MRFs), Conditional Random Fields(CRFs), or
template matching methods [60–62]. While supervised methods yield good performance,
they need to be tuned to known objects or categories.
Using very broad classes as in the case of OFA, we increase the intra-class variance in such
a significant way that it becomes harder to train supervised methods in an appropriate way.
This naturally leads to unsupervised data-drivenmethods, which do not need training data.
Thus they can be applied to arbitrary and novel objects. Some of the simpler unsupervised
methods are Ground-Plane Subtraction as well as Euclidean Clustering (Fig. 3.3) which have
their origin in the Similarity and Proximity Gestalt-Laws [63]. While simple, these algorithms
still serve as first steps in many modern systems (this is especially true for Ground-Plane Sub-
traction). Unluckily, they do not work well if trying to separate cluttered scenes or stacked
objects (do not even think about separating parts of objects with it).
In 1987 Biederman [64, 65] proposed that objects should be described as an assembly of
parts. He used primitive geometric shapes like cuboids, spheres, cylinders, and tori (so-called
Geons) as parts. Unluckily, his model is far too minimalistic for being used with real objects.
Motivated by the findings of Richards and Hoffman [66, 67], who indicated that part percep-
tion in humans is much facilitated by concavities (cups), we introduce the Locally Convex
Connected Patches (LCCP) algorithm for object segmentation in cluttered scenes (Section
6.2) and the Constrained Planar Cuts (CPC) algorithm for the subsequent Object Partition-
ing (OP) into constituent parts (Section 6.3).
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3.3.3 Pose Estimation at the Function Level (PEF)
In order to use an object according to its assigned functionality, robots need to do Pose Esti-
mation at the function level (PEF). While we, as humans, can easily use the objects depicted
in Fig. 3.2, this is not trivial for artificial agents. Just like OFA we belief that PEF needs to be
addressed at the part level. For example, if we look at a ”fillable“ object. It probably consists
of at least one container and maybe some handles. While the container poses are important
to determine the way the object can be filled, the handle orientations are needed to determine
potential grasps for the object. Therefore, instead of having one pose for the full object, each
part needs to have its own pose. Although we did not publish research at the time of submis-





Recognition of known objects in a scene is one of the fundamental tasks a ma-chine has to master before being of any assistance to humans. Here all objectsinvolved in the scene are specifically known to the system. Example applications
are: Agents which are employed in industrial settings, or service robots which work in house-
hold environments. An example task involves the precise description of the involved objects:
Pour intomyblue-white stripedmug. While there is a lot of complicated reasoning involved to
generate a sequence ofmotor commands for such a task, the objects involved are well defined.
The robot is asked to specifically perform the task with a specific instance of the cup class: The
blue and white striped mug, which is located somewhere in the scene.
In instance perception each object is treated as a unique class. Since different classes rep-
resent visually similar objects, the algorithms employed need to deal with a low inter-class
variance compared to Object Categorization (OC) and Object Function Assignment (OFA)
(see Fig. 3.1). Even worse, training data is usually scarce as objects are highly specific to the
individual operating environment. This is why training data needs to be recorded before In-
stance Recognition (IR) systems can be employed. As soon as objects in the environment
change or new objects are introduced, this process needs to be repeated.
Consequently, we now contribute to solving two problems: First, the high object similarity
which we treat by introducing a discriminative algorithm. Second, the inflexibility of recog-
nition systems due to environment specific objects, which we treat by automatic recording of
training sets:
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[1] Schoeler, M. and Stein, S. and Papon, J. and Abramov, A. and Wörgötter, F.: “Fast
Self-Supervised On-line Training for Object Recognition Specifically for Robotic Ap-
plications”, 9th International Conference on Computer Vision Theory and Applications
(VISAPP), 2014 (p. 23).
Therecognition system is able to segment and learnunknownobjects fromsceneswithmin-
imal human intervention. It employs a two-level pipeline which combines the advantages of
RGB-D sensors for the segmentation of unknownobjects from the scene (called object extrac-
tion in the paper) and high-resolution RGB cameras for the object learning and recognition.
It starts with unsupervised object extraction, for which it uses a combination ofGround-Plane
Subtraction and Euclidean Clustering (see Fig. 3.3). Given a new object the agent first takes
several images from different viewpoints and extract the objects.
For the next step, object learning and recognition, we need to treat potentially similar ob-
jects. We now further discuss the novel Radial key-point orientation scheme, which we intro-
duced in the paper. While it leads to highly discriminative object signatures, it is also robust
to object rotation in the image plane as shown in Figure 4.1. In this experiment we compare
the widely used Dominant Local Gradient (Local) [18, 43, 68–70] with our Radial orienta-
tion scheme on artificial objects, which only differ in their shapes. As signatures we use Bag
of Words (BoW) histograms [34]. To determine similarity between two histograms, we use





with h and k being L1-normalizedN-dimensional histograms:
N∑
i=
hi = 1 and
N∑
i=
ki = 1. (4.2)
As shown in Fig. 4.1, Local orients key-points always in direction of the dominant local
gradient, thus important shape information is lost. Therefore, the BoW-signatures cannot dis-
criminate between the objects (high histogram-intersection similarity between different ob-
jects). This is not the case for proposed Radial orientation. Consequently, we are able to
outperform state-of-the-art algorithms, some even using full 3D information from multiple
recordings. We additionally show that our proposed pipeline can easily train environment
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Figure 4.1: Comparing Radial and Local orientation schemes.
Top: Local features, like SIFT, capture the local appearance of an image at key-point loca-
tions. They only “see” a key-point’s neighborhood (denoted by the blue squares) and in the
key-point’s reference frame (denoted by the black lines). To make the description invariant
to object rotation in the image plane, Local orients key-points in direction of the dominant
local intensity gradient (green-to-white transition). Our Radial orientation scheme achieves
invariance to rotation by orienting key-points along the radial direction away from the object’s
center.
Bottom-left: Binning the features to histograms using the BoWapproach. The blue boxes next
to the bin numbers show the local appearance of the stereotypical feature (so-called visual
word). Because Local oriented key-points are all pointing along the dominant local gradient
(green-to-white transition), local features extracted at those key-points are all the same, thus
represented by the first bin. Radial oriented features, on the contrary, do not orient features
along the local gradient. This leads to diverse histograms with different bins being used.
Bottom-right: Pair-wise comparison of object histograms using the histogram-intersection
similarity fromEq. (4.1). The high similarity of all objects for Local confirms that it is not able
to discriminate shapes. Radial can discriminate the shapes and assign meaningful similarity
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Abstract: Today most recognition pipelines are trained at an off-line stage, providing systems with pre-segmented images
and predefined objects, or at an on-line stage, which requires a human supervisor to tediously control the
learning. Self-Supervised on-line training of recognition pipelines without human intervention is a highly
desirable goal, as it allows systems to learn unknown, environment specific objects on-the-fly. We propose
a fast and automatic system, which can extract and learn unknown objects with minimal human intervention
by employing a two-level pipeline combining the advantages of RGB-D sensors for object extraction and
high-resolution cameras for object recognition. Furthermore, we significantly improve recognition results
with local features by implementing a novel keypoint orientation scheme, which leads to highly invariant but
discriminative object signatures. Using only one image per object for training, our system is able to achieve a
recognition rate of 79% for 18 objects, benchmarked on 42 scenes with random poses, scales and occlusion,
while only taking 7 seconds for the training. Additionally, we evaluate our orientation scheme on the state-
of-the-art 56-object SDU-dataset boosting accuracy for one training view per object by +37% to 78% and
peaking at a performance of 98% for 11 training views.
1 INTRODUCTION
Creating recognition systems which can quickly adapt
to new and changing environments is not only a chal-
lenging but also highly desirable goal for the machine
vision community. Solving this goal is especially im-
portant for creating machines (robots), which are able
to assist humans in their daily life, as this task requires
robots to interact with a multitude of objects it may
encounter in a household. This, in turn, depends on
successful detection and recognition of objects rele-
vant for potential actions. Unluckily object recogni-
tion still remains one of the hardest tasks in computer
vision, which leads to failures in todays robotic appli-
cations (Szeliski, 2010). One reason is that classifi-
cation performance scales badly with the number of
trained classes, which prohibits training the recogni-
tion system of a robot to deal with all possible objects
it may encounter. One way to solve this problem is to
reduce the objects to the most likely classes for a spe-
cific environment (a robot working in a kitchen will
probably not need the knowledge about a hay-fork).
However, this inevitably limits the robot to the most
probable classes from the designers point of view.
Furthermore recognizing specific instances (like the
red coffee cup) is not possible. We, on the other hand,
want to pursue a different path. We want to create
a robot which is able to do quick, automatic and ro-
bust learning from scratch, enabling it to adapt to new
or changing environments and only learning objects
it encounters. Consequently our system needs to deal
with the following problems in the training stage:
T1 Automatic detection and extraction of object can-
didates from the scene without prior object knowl-
edge.
T2 Automatic training set generation with minimal
human intervention.
T3 Dealing with a training set which is as small as
possible and preferably just made of one obser-
vation per object (users should not spend their
time rearranging objects for the robot to generate
a large training set).
T4 Quick training of the recognition system.
For the recognition stage the system needs to deal
with additional problems:
R1 Quick and robust recognition of objects in a scene
(especially dealing with different distances, poses




R2 Determining the 3D coordinates of all objects for
subsequent manipulations.
We address these issues by providing:
• A new two stage vision pipeline combining low
resolution 3D information for object detection and
high resolution 2D information for object recogni-
tion. 3D information is needed to make extraction
of unknown objects on textured background pos-
sible (see Section 3.1). In addition using a high-
resolution camera does significantly improve ob-
ject recognition due to the much higher quality vi-
sual information as we show in section 4.2.
• A novel orientation scheme for local keypoints,
denoted as Radial, which is rotation invariant but
includes information about the object shape and
thus making object signatures much more dis-
criminative. We show that it outperforms state-of-
the-art orientation schemes on two benchmarks in
section 4.2 and 4.3.
• A fusion of two classifiers using Gray-SIFT
(Lowe, 2004) and a simple local color feature
(CyColor), which is based on the hue and satura-
tion channels of the HSV-colorspace. This com-
bination, called Fused, is not only much faster to
extract than color versions of SIFT, but also sig-
nificantly boosts recognition performance on the
benchmarked datasets.
This enabled us to build a system which works on-
line and highly automatically. It starts completely un-
trained, continues with fully automatic object extrac-
tion and leads to reliable object recognition.
2 RELATED WORK
Although there are many recognition systems tack-
ling some of the aforementioned problems, only few
of them work fully automatic starting without ob-
ject knowledge and with minimal human interven-
tion. The reason is that most systems which try
to extract objects from 2D images already need a
trained classifier or rely on video streams and hu-
man manipulation to extract moving objects (Gall
et al., 2011; Schiebener et al., 2011; Welke et al.,
2010; Zhou et al., 2008). While there are methods
which use a trained classification algorithm to seman-
tically segment static images (Lai et al., 2012; Vi-
jayanarasimhan and Grauman, 2011), few of them
can extract unknown objects, like in (Iravani et al.,
2011) where the authors threshold the spatial density
of SIFT features or in (Ekvall et al., 2006) where a
background subtraction algorithm is employed. Un-
fortunately both systems have their drawbacks. In the
first case objects can only be placed on texture free
ground and in the second case training requires a pick
and place-back action by a human supervisor, thus be-
ing not fully automatic (see problem T1 and T2). Fur-
thermore, using just 2D images will not enable the
robot to infer the absolute position of an object in the
room, thus rendering it helpless when trying to exe-
cute an action and failing at problem R2.
Two other good approaches are presented in
(Schiebener et al., 2011) and (Welke et al., 2010).
The authors of the first work extract objects by phys-
ical robot interaction. Features are being tracked dur-
ing the manipulation and simple geometrical models
(planes and cylinders) are fitted to the point clouds
for building object models. This method needs ob-
jects which are textured for reliable feature matching
as well as objects which can be described by planes
and cylinders. Furthermore, the robot needs to move
all objects it encounters for training as well as for
recognition, which dramatically slows down the sys-
tem. In the second work objects are put into the hand
of the robot and multiple images of the object are ac-
quired while turning it. Since objects have to be seg-
mented from the background using a stereo camera,
problems with untextured objects or objects similar
to the background emerge. Also holding an object in
the hand can occlude important parts for the training,
especially for small objects like the pen we use in our
experiments.
To compare object recognition pipelines, re-
searches often rely on publicly available benchmarks
like the RGB-D Object Dataset (Lai et al., 2011) or
the KIT ObjectModels Web Database (Kasper et al.,
2012). We did not use them, because results for
comparison are only available for turntable record-
ings, where objects are placed in the same spot and
recorded from different inclinations. This is a very
constrained scenario as objects are always placed up-
right and in-plane rotation is minimal. Instead, we
used the SDU-dataset (Mustafa et al., 2013), which
consists of single objects in arbitrary poses, but in a
fixed distance and without occlusion. Robots, how-
ever, specifically also face objects in random dis-
tances and with occlusion, while working in human
environments. Therefore, we recorded a new pub-
licly available benchmark based on cluttered, high-
resolution scenes with multiple objects partially oc-
cluding each other in random distances and poses1.








To automatically detect, extract and recognize objects
in the scene, and thus solving problems T1 and R1,
we implemented a vision system which consists of
two sensors:
1. RGB-D sensor for object detection and extrac-
tion (Section 3.1).
2. High-resolution 2D camera for the object recog-
nition (Section 3.2).
Starting at an untrained recognition system the robot
makes use of 3D information provided by the RGB-
D sensor to automatically extract the object in front
of it. Hereupon the vision system creates a mask and
warps it to the reference frame of the high-resolution
camera, takes an image and saves it for the training.
The only job of the human supervisor is to actually
tell the robot the names of the encountered objects,
which addresses problem T2.
3.1 Object detection and extraction
All data from the RGB-D camera is processed in the
form of point clouds. Creating object masks is done
in the following way utilizing functions from the point
cloud library (Rusu and Cousins, 2011):
1. The point cloud (see Figure 1 A and B) is down-
sampled for faster processing using a voxelgrid-
filter.
2. The groundplane is subtracted (see Figure 1 C
and D) by using a RANSAC plane fit to the vox-
elized cloud and deleting the respective inliers
(This leaves a set of disconnected object candi-
dates in our cloud, see Figure 1 C and D).
3. An Euclidean clustering scheme with a fixed dis-
tance threshold is applied to the cloud and all vox-
els within a cluster are treated as belonging to one
object.
For all experiments a voxel resolution of 5 mm, a
groundplane separation threshold of 5 mm and a clus-
tering threshold of 4 cm have been used. The resulting
labeled voxel cloud is then projected onto the high-
resolution camera frame (see Figure 1 F), and for each
indiviual cluster a 2D mask is created using the posi-
tions of the projected points belonging to that cluster.
Since the number of projected voxels for one object is
much smaller than the actual pixel count on the high-
resolution image covering the object (due to the dif-
ference in resolution), we extend each projected voxel
on the image by the average distance to the nearest
neighboring voxel with the same label. This allows
us to create a full mask for each object in the high-
resolution image instead of just having a sparse set
of pixels from the projection. Note that this simple
scheme can provide us with fast, robust and accurate
segmentation even for scenes which are cluttered in
2D or with textured background, as long as the visi-
ble parts of the objects are not touching in 3D space.
Since we already possess complete 3D information
for all objects, unlike systems which are working in
2D solely, we automatically solved problem R2 as
well.
Figure 1: Process chain for extracting objects from the
scene. A and B: The acquired point cloud from the RGB-
D camera from different perspectives. C and D: The point
cloud after groundplane subtraction. E: High-resolution
camera image. F: Projected voxels on high-resolution im-
age.
3.2 Object recognition
We implemented two recognition pipelines to incor-
porate full RGB information. One based on color
versions of SIFT and a faster version fusing two dis-
joint classifiers: Gray-SIFT with a three dimensional




as Fused. We chose SIFT features as they are con-
sidered state-of-the-art and are widely used in recent
works of object recognition (Silberman and Fergus,
2011; Zhou et al., 2010; Van de Sande et al., 2010;
Binder et al., 2011; Bo et al., 2011). In all cases a bag-
of-words algorithm with k-means clustering (Csurka
et al., 2004) is employed to generate compact signa-
tures for the objects. We use all descriptors of up
to 5 images per object for the vocabulary generation
(about 4000 to 30000 for all objects). We cluster
them to 300 visual words using k-means and gener-
ate signatures by binning each descriptor to the near-
est visual word in L2-distance. The resulting sig-
natures are used with one-versus-rest support vector
machines (SVM) (Vapnik, 1998) using a histogram
intersection-kernel (Barla et al., 2003) for the classi-
fication.
3.2.1 Radial orientation scheme
While we leave the SIFT descriptors untouched, we
do adapt the detector step (determining the location,
size and orientation of the keypoints) to leverage on
the additional information provided by the first part of
our pipeline 3.1. Keypoint locations are placed on a
regular grid within each object mask with a stepsize of
∆D/dStep, with dStep being a fixed number and ∆D be-
ing the diagonal of the mask size (∆D =
√
∆h2 +∆w2,
∆h and ∆w denoting the height and width of the
mask’s bounding box, respectively). In our experi-
ments a value of 14 for dStep yielded a good trade-
off between classification performance and speed. An
overview of how we are locating the keypoints can be
seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Defining keypoint location and object center.
Left: Extracted Object mask, Middle: Determined object
size and center, Right: Keypoint locations.
For each location we extract SIFT features on four
different scales ∆D80 2.5
l(l = 0,1,2,3). Using four dif-
ferent sizes makes our signatures more robust to small
errors in object size estimation in case of occlusion
and is a common technique in the literature (Gehler
and Nowozin, 2009; Bosch et al., 2007b). In contrast
to the aforementioned works we are not using a fixed
scale but instead scale our SIFT features with the di-
mension of the mask, which makes our classification
scheme completely robust to scale variations, even for
unknown object, which addresses problem R1.
As the orientation of the keypoint decides, if the
resulting signatures are invariant to in-plane rotation,
we want to briefly discuss two popular approaches
found in the literature: Local gradient and Fixed ori-
entation. The Local gradient scheme orients features
along the dominant local brightness gradient of the
image patch around each keypoint. This is by far the
most widely used orientation scheme (Lowe, 2004;
Zhou et al., 2010; Silberman and Fergus, 2011; Bosch
et al., 2007b; Bosch et al., 2007a) as it makes im-
age signatures invariant to in-plane rotation. This un-
fortunately sacrifices discriminative power (Calonder
et al., 2010), as important information about the ob-
ject shape, encoded in the orientation of the dominant
local gradient, is lost. Consequently an important cue,
describing the object shape, is missing. The Fixed
orientation scheme on the contrary orients all key-
points in a fixed direction (Calonder et al., 2010; Bay
et al., 2008), thus incorporating the shape information
into the signature and as a result making it more dis-
criminative. This however comes at the cost of mak-
ing it variant to in-plane object rotation. To make our
signatures robust to inplane-rotation, but still keep-
ing their discriminative power, we introduce a simple,
but powerful novel orientation scheme named Radial.
For this we approximate the center of the object by
determining the middle of the object mask and ori-
ent all keypoints in a radial manner, pointing away
from the center. An example of the three orientation
schemes is depicted in Figure 3. Note that using the
Radial orientation scheme requires knowledge about
each object’s location, which we retrieve by segment-
ing in 3D directly.
Figure 3: Comparing the three keypoint orientation
schemes: Fixed orientation, Local gradient orientation and
our Radial orientation.




Traditionally SIFT descriptors are extracted on gray-
scale images. One popular possibility to use full RGB
information is to extract SIFT descriptors on all chan-
nels of an image separately and concatenating each
channel’s descriptors to one big descriptor (Van de
Sande et al., 2010; Bosch et al., 2007a). While this
generally boosts recognition performance all opera-
tions for SIFT have to be repeated on three channels,
which makes the feature extraction slow. Addition-
ally, SIFT-based feature can not deal with textureless
objects as SIFT only considers gradients. To speed
up the feature extraction and to cope with textureless
objects, we employed a second much faster feature
which we will call CyColor. This feature is extracted
using the local pixel value at a keypoint location in
HSV-colorspace. To account for the cyclic nature of
the hue channel, we defined the three dimensional fea-
ture vector ~fC in the following way:
~fC = [sin(2πH),cos(2πH),S],
with H and S denoting the hue and saturation value
[0,1]. Using this feature vector one easily gets rid
of the problematic cyclic nature of the hue channel,
while still being mostly robust to illumination vari-
ations, since we ignore the value channel. Since our
CyColor feature itself does not cover shape of the ob-
ject, we always fuse it with Gray-SIFT as described in
the next section.
3.2.3 Fused classifier
There are multiple ways to fuse different classifiers
(Rodriguez et al., 2007; Gehler and Nowozin, 2009),
but most of these methods need a large training set
to determine meaningful weights via cross-validation.
We on the other side want to keep the training set
as small as possible (see problem T3). Consequently
one robust weighting scheme (when intra object vari-
ance for the individual features is unknown), is av-
eraging the classification results. For this we train
two independent classifiers: One using Gray-SIFT
and one using aforementioned CyColor feature. Each
classifier extracts features on the same keypoints. For
the classification we use one-against-rest SVMs and
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4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Our main goal is to create a system which can be
trained as fast as possible with minimal human inter-
vention. Consequently we investigate how the differ-
ent orientation schemes and features deal with a lim-
ited number of training samples. This is important as
it shows how many observations the robot needs to
robustly recognize the objects and therefore how fast
the robot learns to distinguish between objects start-
ing from an untrained system. We tested our system
on two datasets: Our own publicly available scene
benchmark and on the SDU-dataset which was kindly
provided by the authors (Mustafa et al., 2013).
4.1 Experiment on 42-Scenes
Benchmark
For the 42-Scenes Benchmark we recorded about 60
images per object in different poses and under differ-
ent lighting conditions using the proposed object ex-
traction pipeline. All objects are shown in Figure 4.
For object recognition the robot was only allowed to
select a fixed number of images per object from this
pool for the training. After the classifier was trained,
we exposed it to a new scene with several objects be-
ing placed in random orientation, distance and pose
with partial occlusion up to 50%. Each object was
shown in 15 scenes. Example scenes together with
masks and classification results are depicted in Figure
5.
Apple1 Apple2 Banana Box Cookies Cup1
Cup2 Cup3 Kalebasse Knife Milk Notebook
Orange Pen Spoon Tea Teabagbox Thermos
Figure 4: All objects used in the experiments.
To simulate the effect of a reduced image res-
olution, as one would encounter when directly us-
ing the RGB-D camera images for the recognition,
we reduced the high-resolution images and masks
from their original size R f ull = 2464× 1632 pixels
to the maximum Microsoft Kinect resolution Rlow =
1280×1024 pixels using bilinear interpolation. First
note that the result of this operation still yields much
higher quality images (less noise, sharper contrasts)
as compared to the images you can retrieve with the
Microsoft Kinect and second that using the depth






Figure 5: Four scenes from our 42-Scenes Benchmark with cluttered objects in various poses which the robot had to solve.
(A-D): Top left: High-resolution scene image, Top right: Automatically extracted masks. Bottom: Example outcome using
Radial-Fused.
We compare three different features HSV-SIFT
(Bosch et al., 2007b; Bosch et al., 2007a; Gehler
and Nowozin, 2009), Opponent-SIFT (Van de Sande
et al., 2010) and Fused (Section 3.2.3), as they all in-
corporate color information. For HSV-SIFT, features
are extracted on each of the three HSV-channels sep-
arately and concatenated to form a 3×128 = 384 di-
mensional vector. Opponent-SIFT does the same but
on the three CIELAB channels. Altogether we com-
pared the six following classification algorithms:
• Fixed-HSV-Low: Fixed keypoint detector with
HSV-SIFT features on reduced scene resolution
Rlow.
• Fixed-HSV: Fixed keypoint detector with HSV-
SIFT features on full scene resolution R f ull .
• Local-HSV: Local gradient detector with HSV-
SIFT features on full scene resolution R f ull .
• Radial-HSV: Radial keypoint detector with HSV-
SIFT features on full scene resolution R f ull .
• Radial-Opponent: Radial keypoint detector with
Opponent-SIFT features on full scene resolution
R f ull .
• Radial-Fused: Radial keypoint detector with
Gray-SIFT features combined with CyColor fea-
tures (as described in Section 3.2.3) on full scene
resolution R f ull .
To compare each classifier’s performance we aver-
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aged the F1-score (Hu et al., 2009) across all objects
and across all scenes for 20 runs with a random draw
of training images (see Figure 6). We decided to use
the F1-score, as it puts equal weights on precision
and recall and therefore describing the overall perfor-
mance of the recognition system. It ranges from 0 to





with P and R denoting precision and recall, respec-
tively. For comparing the processing time of the dif-
ferent classifiers we used an Intel i7 hexacore proces-






















Figure 6: Averaged F1-score across all objects in all 42
scenes using different classification algorithms versus num-
ber of training images per object.
4.2 Discussion 42-Scenes Benchmark
Influence of image resolution
When comparing Fixed-HSV-Low and Fixed-HSV,
the lower resolution Rlow in general decreased the
classification results significantly. While the differ-
ence for one training image per object is negligible
(as both have a bad performance), an increasing
number of training images shows the influence of
the lower resolution. Due to the low resolution
visual information of the object is lost for the SIFT
features, which decreased their discriminative power.
We found out, that reducing the image resolution to
640× 480, the average F1-score again decreased by
roughly 6% compared to the resolution Rlow. This is
consistent with the findings of Ekvall et al. (Ekvall
et al., 2006) who also noted a decrease in perfor-
mance when decreasing resolution. This strongly
emphasizes the importance of image resolution and
justifies our approach to combine a low resolution
RGB-D sensor and a high-resolution RGB camera.
Influence of orientation scheme
When comparing the three orientation schemes
(Fixed-HSV, Local-HSV, Radial-HSV), two
regions can be analyzed separately:
1. Few training images per object (≤ 11 images per
object)
2. Enough training images per object, such that an
increase does not improve classifier performance
significantly (> 11 images per object)
Few training images: Having only a few images puts
very high emphasis on the signature itself. Orienta-
tion schemes which produce signatures invariant to
in-plane rotation like Radial and Local are superior
to orientation schemes which are fragile to object ro-
tation like Fixed. Accordingly one needs only a few
images to generalize to the full object using the for-
mer scheme. The distinction between Radial and Lo-
cal is caused by the poor discriminative power of the
Local scheme as described in Section 3.2.1.
Many training images: Using many images the ro-
bustness of the signature becomes less important, be-
cause different object poses are known for the train-
ing. Here the performance is more dictated by the
power of the SVM, which uses all signatures as in-
put to separate the classes. Consequently orienta-
tion schemes which lead to discriminative signatures
(Radial and Fixed) work better in this regime. This is
the reason why the performance of Local drops below
the performance of Fixed when increasing trainingset
size.
Since our orientation scheme is robust to in-plane
rotation, but still discriminative (see Figure 3) , it is
by far the best choice for robotic applications using
local features and improves classification by 16.9%
for one training image per object and about 10%
for the saturated region. Please also note that the
Radial orientation scheme is very fast to calculate (in
average 4 ms per object).
Influence of feature selection
Comparing Radial-HSV and Radial-Opponent one
clearly sees that the Opponent version of the SIFT
descriptor is superior to the HSV version. This
confirms the findings of (Van de Sande et al., 2010)
where the authors compared several color extensions
of SIFT. When only a few images are available the
classifiers Radial-Fused and Radial-Opponent
perform equally good, with Radial-Fused being
slightly better for one training image (2%) and
Radial-Opponent being better for more than 5
images per object (3%). The reason for the fused
classifier to perform better for a very small number of
training images is that the CyColor descriptor is fully




same side is visible or the object color distribution
does not change too much when rotating the object.
Consequently we achieve results of 79% for Radial-
Fused, 77% for Radial-Opponent and 70% for
Radial-HSV when using only one image per object.
In the saturated region (> 11 images per object) the
performance of Radial-Fused and Radial-HSV are
identical, because we train already with a variety of
different poses. This means that being completely
pose invariant and being only invariant to in-plane
rotation does not make a big difference any more.
Here Radial-Opponent shows better results than
Radial-Fused with an average score of 93.1%, but at
the cost of being slower as shown below. Noteworthy
is that using the red-green and yellow-blue channels
of the Opponent-color space as base for our CyColor
feature decreased the performance of the Fused
classifier to 76% for one training image. The reason
is, that the Opponent-color space is not invariant to
lighting variations in contrast to the H and S channels
of the HSV color space (Van de Sande et al., 2010).
This is a severe problem when using the absolute val-
ues of these channels, whereas considering gradients,
as SIFT does, circumvents this problem.
Time performance
Since we are also interested in the speed of the
recognition system (problems T4 and R1), we mea-
sured the time for object extraction and compared
the training and recognition time for the three best
scoring classifiers. The average time for the object
extraction in a scene with 6 objects is 30 ms. Table
1 shows that Radial-HSV and Radial-Opponent
are 3 times slower for the recognition and about
2 times slower for the training compared to the
combination of Gray-SIFT and CyColor. This result
is not surprising as the SIFT feature extraction step
is by far the slowest part of the whole recognition
process and consequently doing it on three channels
instead of just one increases the processing time
significantly. The training time grows approximately
linearly with the number of images used for the
training, again showing the advantage of a clas-
sification algorithm which can deal with a small
number of training images. To reach the maximum
performance (Radial-Opponent with 13 images per
object) training takes 201 s. Consequently a decision
has to be made, whether a high recognition rate or a
fast system is preferred.
Table 1: Comparing training time and average object
recognition time for Radial-HSV, Radial-Opponent and
Radial-Fused using a single training image per object.




4.3 Experiment and discussion
SDU-dataset
For the SDU-dataset (Mustafa et al., 2013) we fol-
lowed the same experimental procedure as described
in the paper. Since we are interested to see how well
our classifier deals with a limited number of train-
ing samples, we mainly compared to Figure 7 in their
paper. Figure 7 shows accuracy (mean of the con-
fusion matrix) of our three highest scoring Radial
classifiers on the SDU-dataset as well as results of
their best scoring classifier in the paper (named SDU-
Best which uses a combination of a point cloud fea-
ture and a hue-saturation histogram, (Mustafa et al.,
2013)-Figure 7-pink curve). All parameters are left
unchanged. As can be seen, all Radial classifiers are
supperior to the SDU-Best classifier, altough we did
not use the depth channel. Radial-Fused is by far
the best scoring classifier (especially for few training
samples) with an accuracy increase of 37% compared
to SDU-Best (78% versus 41%) for a single training
view. Using 11 and more training views per object,
accuracy increases to 98%, which is a big improve-
ment over the state-of-the-art as presented in the pa-
per. This is a significant result as it shows how valu-
able absolute color information (only provided by the
CyColor descriptors) is for object recognition espe-
cially for few training samples.
As stated by the authors knowing about the shape
is indispensable for robust recognition. While they
need 3D information to calculate shape descriptors,
our Radial orientation scheme includes shape infor-
mation in a natural way directly from 2D data.
5 CONCLUSION
This work presented a recognition system, which can
adapt to new and changing environments. This is es-
pecially important for robots assisting humans in their
daily life. To achieve this a system needs to deal
with problems T1 - R2 as described in our introduc-
tion. Therefore we designed a two stage pipeline, fea-
turing fast, automatic and robust learning of objects






















Figure 7: Averaged classification accuracy versus number
of training images for the SDU-dataset.
with minimal human intervention. In the first stage
(Object detection and extraction) the robot uses 3D
information from the RGB-D sensor to automatically
retrieve objects from cluttered scenes. Projecting all
object masks to a high-resolution camera, we were
able to provide the second stage of the recognition
system (Object recognition) with accurate and de-
tailed visual information.
We tested our recognition system in two scenarios:
First with 18 objects with varying poses, illumination
and distances in 42 scenes with partial occlusion and
second on the SDU-dataset with 56 objects in arbi-
trary poses. The former is made publicly available.
Comparing results of the SDU-Benchmark to our 42-
Scenes Benchmark, one can see that our benchmark
is more challenging, although the SDU-dataset uses
more objects. The reason is twofold: First, we did not
put any constrains on object pose, distance as well as
illumination, and second, we evaluate on a collection
of labeled and masked scenes which show occlusion,
making the recognition more difficult. In both bench-
marks our novel Radial orientation scheme achieved
better than state-of-the-art results. This is because
our orientation scheme leads to signatures which do
incorporate shape information in contrast to widely
used local gradient orientation schemes. Furthermore,
using a simple fusion of Gray-SIFT and our three
dimensional CyColor feature did not only speed up
the recognition pipeline (7 s for the full training in
our 42-Scenes Benchmark), but also boosts classifica-
tion accuracy for the SDU-dataset significantly. This
shows the value of absolute color information for ob-
ject recognition, especially for few training samples.
The combination of our Radial orientation scheme
with our CyColor features leads to an improvement
over the state-of-the-art on the SDU-dataset by +37%
to a total of 78% for only a single training view and
to 98% for 11 training views.
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In this chapterwe treated object perception at the instance level and contributed to solving two
problems:
Problem 1: Training data for environment specific objects is not available. Therefore, it
needs to be recorded by the human operator before an agent can be employed and
whenever objects in the environment change.
Our contribution: Weproposed amethod for training environment specific objects on-the-
fly. It segments unknown objects from a scene (using 3D information) and trains on
them for the later recognition (using high-resolution 2D images).
Problem 2: For Instance Recognition (IR) similar objects need to be discriminated by the
algorithms.
Our contribution: We introduced the novelRadial orientation scheme for local descriptors.
It captures the shapeof objectsmuchbetter than thewidely used dominant local gradient
orientation schemes. Therefore, object signatures are more discriminative.
An agent equipped with our system is able to adapt to changing environments by learning
newly introduced objects on-the-fly. Learning and training requires only minimal human su-
pervision. Due to our novel Radial orientation scheme the agent is, additionally, able to tell
similar objects apart.
Outlook: Category Perception
By going from instance perception to category perception, we increase the intra-class variance,
which requires large datasets for training. Furthermore, while Pose Estimation of instances
(PEI) has been thoroughly researched (see [11] for a comprehensive overview), Pose Esti-







Object Categorization (OC) and Pose
Estimation (PEC)
In this chapter we make the transition from instance perception to category level per-ception. While methods for Instance Recognition (IR) aim at being as discriminativeas possible in order to distinguish potentially very similar objects, Object Categoriza-
tion (OC) aims at using such similarities to combine objects into meaningful categories.
Two problems arise: First, as objects with varying appearance are being combined into
single classes, this leads to complex decision boundaries for machine learning algorithms.
We therefore need to employ very adjustable rich predictor models with up to thousands of
tunable/learnable parameters (e.g., Deep Convolutional Neural Networks(DCNNs)). Those
models tend to over-fit unless provided with large amounts of relevant training data. Gener-
ating such data is the focus of Section 5.1. Second, we do not have information about single
instances when working at the category level. As pose estimation usually requires a compari-
son between storedmodels and perceived known objects, this presents a challenging problem
when dealing with categories. A possible solution is introduced in Section 5.2.
5.1 Generating Relevant TrainingData
Recording training-images for rich models using the robot’s sensors (similar to our IR ap-
proach in Chapter 4) or by a human operator obviously is a tedious procedure. Retrieving
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Figure 5.1: Clutter detection step from [3]. Idea: Cluttered images have edges at the image
borders. In contrast, uncluttered images have fewer edges at the borders, because they are
recorded with plainer backgrounds. Top: Example images for the clutter detector; Middle:
Edge detection using the Sobel-Filter [72]; Bottom: By averaging the edge response within a
fixed border and thresholding with τ = 0.1, the algorithm filters out cluttered images.
indexed images from word-based databases like Google-Image-Search, while automatic, suf-
fers from the taggingwithwords in the proximity of the image in a document. This is especially
problematic in the case of images for polysemic categories, which cannot be retrieved using
the ambiguous class name as a search term. For example, the noun washer refers to the metal
plate you put under a screw, but it is also used as a synonym for a washing-machine; apple
refers to the fruit, but it is also the name of a brand. Therefore, images returned for plain class-
name queries do not necessarily show the relevant object ormay show the object in a cluttered
scene. In fact, Griffin et al. [71] measured that only 30% of the top 100 images returned from
Google for the Caltech-256 benchmark generation showed the relevant object in a good way.
To alleviate this problem, we introduced the TransClean algorithm:
[2] Schoeler,M. andWörgötter, F. and Aein, M. and Kulvicius, T.: “Automated generation of
training sets for object recognition in robotic applications”, IEEE/RSJ 23rd International
Conference on Robotics in Alpe-Adria-Danube Region (RAAD), 2014. See page 39.
[3] Schoeler,M. andWörgötter, F. andPapon, J. andKulvicius, T.: “Unsupervised generation
of context-relevant training-sets for visual object recognition employing multilinguality,”
IEEEWinter Conference on Applications of Computer Vision (WACV), 2015. See page 47.
TransClean operates on class+context pairs, which are easily extractable from spo-
ken/written commands or manually set by a human supervisor. The general idea is that
ambiguity of classnames (e.g., apple, nut, washer) usually does not exist in other languages.
For example, washer translates to the German words “Waschmaschine” (washing-machine)
and “Unterlegscheibe” (hardware) - the ambiguity does not exist here. Apple translates to the
36
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German word “Apfel” (only the fruit), brands, names, etc. are usually not translated - again,
the same ambiguity does not exist in other languages.
By committing searches in word-based search engines (e.g., Google) for each combination
of translated context + translated noun, we can tell relevant from irrelevant translations (e.g.,
“Waschmaschine” versus “Unterlegscheibe”) simply by the number of retrieved documents.
Next, the algorithm downloads images for each relevant noun translation (one set per lan-
guage) using word-based image-databases (e.g., Google-Image-Search). Finally, by using vi-
sual image-to-image comparison between images from different languages we can define the
relevance of each image by the number of goodmatches in other sets. While irrelevant images
do exist in single sets, only the relevant images find corresponding matches in other sets.
In [2] we integrated this algorithm into a tabletop application using a KUKA LWR robot-
arm. For the object segmentation, weused theobject extraction and recognitionpipeline from
Chapter 4. While originally developed for IR, it is also applicable to OC when trained with
category classes. Only this time we did not use the extracted objects for the training, but the
images retrieved by TransClean.
In [3] we extended this algorithm and performed an in-depth analysis. One of the exten-
sions, the clutter detection step, proved to be especially valuable in improving the quality of
the training set. It filters out images with objects in cluttered scenes, like an apple on a tree
in a garden. Since we want our agents to recognize objects in indoor tabletop applications
(e.g., kitchen and workshop settings) such images are usually obstructive for the training. The
clutter detector applied to example images is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Using our algorithm in [2], we were able to show that our robot automatically disam-
biguates commands like “crack the nut” and “tighten the nut”, retrieves and trains on the
relevant training sets, recognizes the objects, and finally, successfully executes the task on
the relevant object (in the first case a food-nut, in the second case a hex-nut). The enhanced
TransClean version [3] is able to increase the fraction of relevant images in automatically
generated training sets from under 40% to over 80%, which in turn boosted performance of
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Abstract—Object recognition plays an important role in
robotics, since objects/tools first have to be identified in the
scene before they can be manipulated/used. The performance
of object recognition largely depends on the training dataset.
Usually such training sets are gathered manually by a human
operator, a tedious procedure, which ultimately limits the size
of the dataset. One reason for manual selection of samples is
that results returned by search engines often contain irrelevant
images, mainly due to the problem of homographs (words spelled
the same but with different meanings). In this paper we present
an automated and unsupervised method, coined Trainingset
Cleaning by Translation (TCT), for generation of training sets
which are able to deal with the problem of homographs. For
disambiguation, it uses the context provided by a command like
“tighten the nut” together with a combination of public image
searches, text searches and translation services. We compare our
approach against plain Google image search qualitatively as well
as in a classification task and demonstrate that our method
indeed leads to a task-relevant training set, which results in an
improvement of 24.1% in object recognition for 12 ambiguous
classes. In addition, we present an application of our method to
a real robot scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of robotics object recognition plays an impor-
tant role and is crucial for object manipulation tasks, since
task specific objects/tools first have to be found and identified
correctly before they can be used. To demonstrate, suppose we
have a robot-scenario where we tell the robot to “fill the cup
with water” as shown in Fig. 6. In order to recognize the bottle
and the cup in the scene, the robot has to be trained on these
objects beforehand. The training procedure is typically done by
off-line training of a classifier with a pre-selected set of classes
(images), where images are gathered manually by a human
([1], [2], [3], just to name a few), thus, in a supervised way.
Some new approaches make use of Internet searches in order
to get information about objects and instructions [4], [5], [6],
[7]. Although modern search engines like Google or Yahoo can
return a large number of images within milliseconds, not all of
the returned images are task/context-relevant, especially due to
the problem of homographs (polysemes), i.e., words that are
spelled the same but which correspond to different meanings
or objects. For example, the word “cup” can correspond to a
cup for drinking, the world-cup or bra’s cup. “Apple” could
mean the fruit, the brand logo or an Apple product. Nut could
refer to a hex-nut or the food-nut (see Fig. 2 for an example).
In general, the performance of recognition systems heavily
depends on the quality of the training data, thus, only task-
relevant images should be collected. This is mostly done by
Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the proposed algorithm exemplified on the class
“nut” in the context of “tighten”. The training set is ranked according to the
number of subsets matches occured. Only images which have a match in at
least one other subset are further considered.
searching for the plain class name or the class name with
some context in huge image databases (e.g., Google image
search, Bing image search) and by selecting the most-relevant
images. As this is especially non-trivial for search terms
which are homographs, most recognition methods are trained
using manually cleaned or even hand-made training-sets, the
creation of which is a time consuming and tedious procedure.
Moreover, if a certain task (like “tighten the nut”) requires
knowledge about an object which is not in the training set,
execution is not possible and, even worse, new training images
need to be taken or collected and cleaned manually before the
robot is able to execute the task.
A lot of research exists on trying to solve this problem
of dirty image search results, for example by making use
of additional visual cues, e.g., local image patches, edges,
texture, color, deformable shapes, just to name a few [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. All of these
approaches use textual information, too. Either implicitly, by
using the first results of text-based image search engines [9],
[10], by constructing their own image search engine [12],
[13], [18], or explicitly, by making use of image tags and
labels as found in photo-sharing websites like Flickr [11], [12],
[16]. To our knowledge, all of the above presented approaches
achieve an improvement with respect to the quality of the result
set. However, none of these methods can automatically cope
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with the problem of homographs (polysemes), which would be
required in automated robotic applications like [4], [5], [6].
In this paper, in order to address the problem of homo-
graphs, we present a method for automatic (without human
supervision) generation of task-relevant training sets for object
recognition by using the information contained in a language-
based command like “cut the apple” or “fill the cup”. We
ground our approach based on two facts: 1) homographs rarely
occur for one word in multiple languages at the same time and
2) context information (action) provided by the command can
be used in order to get rid of ambiguous and non-task relevant
translations. In order to create such an automatic system we
will employ a combination of publicly available image search
engines, text search engines and translation services.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we present our
algorithm in detail in Section II. Then, in Section III, we show
a qualitative comparison for selected classes (Section III-A)
and evaluate the performance of our method quantitatively
in an object classification task (Section III-B). Additionally
we present an implementation of our method in a real-robot
scenario (Section III-C). Finally, we conclude our study in
Section IV by discussing our approach and comparing it to
other existing methods.
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The algorithm consists of four sequential steps: 1) com-
mand translation, 2) context check, 3) image download and 4)
subset matching (see Fig. 1). In this section we will use the
example of nut as it will be important for our robot scenario
in Sec. III-C. Nut is a homograph and can mean either a
hardware-nut or a food-nut. Generating a training set using
a plain Google search for “nut” will not work. In this case
even humans cannot infer which object nut refers to. However,
the command “tighten the nut” or “crack the nut” provides
valuable context information for disambiguation which we
want the robot to use.
A. Command translation
The first step of the algorithm is to translate the command
to different languages ignoring the articles “the”,“a”,“an”. For
this we translated nouns and verbs separately. Note that in
our study we used a fixed command syntax: verb/action +
noun/object. A more general command syntax would require
the usage of grammar analysis methods (i.e., parsers [19]). In
this paper we used four languages: English, German, Spanish,
French and Portuguese. Here, Portuguese was only used in
the case when translations into the other languages resulted
in less than three different terms (e.g., orange is the same
word in English, French and German). As an example we
will show the generation of the German subset. The first three
translations for nut, tighten and crack are shown in Table I.
“Mutter” and “Schraubenmutter” correspond to the hardware-
nut. “Nuss” corresponds to the food-nut. As one can see the
double-meaning of nut is not present in German.
B. Context check
If the translation service returns more than one translation
for the noun this step will perform a context check using
Google text search. The idea here is that Google will return
TABLE I. FIRST THREE ENGLISH TO GERMAN TRANSLATIONS FOR





significantly less results for a phrase which does not make
sense like “Nuss anziehen” (tighten the food-nut), compared
to a reasonable phrase like “Mutter anziehen” (tighten the
hardware-nut). We forced exact matches using the “as epq=”
search parameter in the Google search. Since the order of the
words influence the number of results for exact searches, we
searched in both orders (noun verb as well as verb noun) and
took the maximum number of results as the score. To retrieve
the right noun in the specific context the algorithm uses the
noun which gets the highest score with any verb combination.
Table II shows how the context relevant German translations
for “nut” can be reliably determined. The relevant translations
in German, French and Spanish for “crack the nut” are Nuss,
Noix, Nuez. The translations for “Tighten the nut” are Mutter,
Écrou and Tuerca.
TABLE II. CONTEXT CHECK FOR “TIGHTEN THE NUT” AND “CRACK
THE NUT” USING THE NUMBER OF EXACT MATCHES RETURNED BY
GOOGLE TEXT SEARCH. THE NOUN WITH MOST MATCHES IS CHOSEN
(MARKED BOLD).
“tighten the nut” “crack the nut”
Term Matches Term Matches
Nuss anziehen 445 Nuss zerbrechen 114
Nuss verschärfen 5 Nuss knacken 13500
Nuss straffen 256 Nuss zersplittern 7
Mutter anziehen 6500 Mutter zerbrechen 570
Mutter verschärfen 26 Mutter knacken 476
Mutter straffen 6 Mutter zersplittern 1
Schraubenm. anziehen 218 Schraubenm. zerbrechen 3
Schraubenm. verschärfen 4 Schraubenm. knacken 2
Schraubenm. straffen 4 Schraubenm. zersplittern 1
C. Google image search
This step downloads images for all relevant translations.
In the “tighten the nut” context it downloads images for Nut,
Mutter, Écrou and Tuerca into 4 separate subsets. In the context
of “crack the nut” it downloads images for Nut, Nuss, Noix
and Nuez.
D. Generation of ranked training set
Task-relevant images can be found in all subsets, whereas
images which correspond to irrelevant context can usually be
found only in one set. Nut in the hardware context is a good
example as it translates to the German word “Mutter” which
is also a homograph meaning the hardware-nut as well as
“mother” (see Fig. 2). While mother images are only found in
the German and food-nut images only in the English subset,
images of hardware-nuts are found in all subsets. For similarity
matching we used the procedure proposed by Kulvicius et al.
[7]. The pseudo-code in Fig. 3 shows how the score is assigned
to each image Iki : the number of subsets where a match has
been found SMki . Only images which have a match in at least
one other subset are considered, i.e., SMki > 0. Images are
then sorted in descending order by the number of subsets they
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Fig. 2. Example word “nut” which is a homograph in English (food
and hardware) and German (mother and hardware). By combining multiple
languages and using the context check the proposed algorithm is able to
retrieve the task relevant images for “nut” in both tasks (“tighten the nut”
and “crack the nut”), the intersection marked with the dark red rectangle).
matched. This assures that most task-relevant images are found
at the beginning of the list whereas borderline cases are found
at the end.
Get images Iki (k = 1 . . .m, i = 1 . . . nk), where
m is the number of subsearches/languages considered and
nk is the number of images in subsearch k;
Set similarity threshold θ;
Initialize matches SMki = 0.
FOR k = 1 to m
FOR i = 1 to nk
FOR l = 1 to m
IF k! = l
FOR j = 1 to nl




IF s > θ
increment(SMki );
quit outer loop;
Fig. 3. Pseudo-code for the subset matching to determine image relevance.
For similarity calculation the algorithm generates signa-
tures using radially aligned gray-SIFT features as described
in previous work [20] (the center is set to the middle of the
image). Features are sampled on a dense grid on three scales. A
bag-of-visual-words algorithm with 100 visual words is used to
generate image signatures. As similarity measure we used the
histogram intersection over all visual word bins. The similarity
threshold θ was set to 0.7.
III. RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the our algorithm
we used 12 homographic classes. All classes, their possible
meanings and action contexts are depicted in Table III. All
classes have been used in the classification experiment in
Sec. III-B. From now on we will denote the class in a
specific action context as “class-action” (e.g., nut-crack and
nut-tighten). For classification we used the method proposed
by [20] which uses a combination of gray-SIFT and CyColor
features. Local descriptors are extracted on a dense grid and
oriented along the dominant local gradient (the latter using
the SURF detector). Three hundred visual words were used
for the signature generation. A support-vector-machine with a
histogram intersection kernel is used for the machine learning.
TABLE III. THE 12 CLASSES USED IN THE EVALUATION. ALL CLASSES
HAVE MULTIPLE MEANINGS (NOT ALL ARE SHOWN). THE RELEVANT
MEANING FOR THE CONTEXT IS MARKED BOLD. THE LAST COLUMN
SHOWS THE TRANSLATIONS AFTER CONTEXT CHECK. THESE ARE USED AS
THE SUBSETS FOR THE IMAGE RETRIEVAL (SEE SEC. II-C).
Term-context Meanings of noun Translations
apple-cut food, laptop, logo manzana, pomme, apfel
axe-chop hardware, brand hacha, hache, axt
bolt-tighten hardware, athlete, movie tornillo, boulon, bolzen
cup-fill drinking, trophy, bra taza, tasse
hammer-hit hardware, brand martillo, marteau
nut-crack hardware, food nuez,noix, Nuss
nut-tighten hardware, food tuerca, ecrou, mutter
oil-eat food, mineral-oil aceite, huile, oel
orange-cut food, color laranja, naranja
pan-fry hardware, movie, god sarten, poele, pfanne
peach-eat food, computer character molocoton, peche, pfirsich
pot-cook hardware, drug cacerola, casserole, topf
saw-cut hardware, movie sierra, scie, saege
A. Qualitative comparison
To visualize the qualitative performance of the algorithm
Fig. 4 shows the first 10 images retrieved by Google, searching
for the plain classname (Google Class only) as well as for the
noun together with the action-context (Google Class+Action).
Additionally we show the 10 highest ranking images retrieved
by our algorithm. The problem of homographs is especially
obvious in the case of plain classname searches, since no
context is provided which could help to disambiguate. This
is why we retrieve the same image sets for “nut” in either
context. Consequently bolt and nut in the tighten context show
solely irrelevant images except one. Using the action together
with the classname does not yield much better results, since
images are very affected by image clutter and irrelevant content
showing the action instead of the isolated object. In contrast,
our algorithm yields a much cleaner image set for all classes.
B. Image classification
Additionally we tested the performance of the algo-
rithm quantitatively in an image classification experiment. We
wanted to prove that training a classifier with images obtained
by TCT results in significantly better classification accuracy
as compared to training with uncleaned Google images. For
comparison we generated three training sets: One returned
from Google search using searches for the plain noun (C200),
one with searches for the noun together with the action verb
(CA200) and one created by proposed algorithm (TCT). For
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Fig. 4. Images retrieved by Google image search and by our algorithm (TCT) for 4 example classes. Only the first 10 highest scoring images are shown.
the latter we used all images which got at least one match in
another subset SMki > 0. The number ranged from 80 (apple-
cut) to 381 images (pan-fry).
The sets C200 and CA200 consist of the 200 highest
scoring images. For testing we manually created a disjoint set
containing only task-relevant images obtained from Google
searches using other languages. Fig. 5 shows the confusion
matrices for all three training sets. We can observe that using
the context for the Google search yields on average better ac-
curacy than the plain search, since it can disambiguate classes.
This however comes at the cost of a high fraction of clutter
and irrelevant object in the images returned for “Class+Action”
which leads to worse results for “cup-fill”, “hammer-hit”, “nut-
tighten” and “oil-eat”. Using our algorithm we are able to
increase the recognition accuracy by 24.1 % from 45.9 % to
70 %. Even more important: Using the TCT training set, the
classifier can tell “nuts” in the context of “crack” from the
ones in the context of “tighten”. This is a requirement for
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Fig. 5. Confusion Matrix as well as accuracy in percent. Rows correspond to the actual class label and columns to the predicted class labels returned by the
classifier. Only if we train the classifier with images returned by TCT, we can disambiguate the classes needed in the robot scenario.
the robot scenario in the next section. None of the image sets
returned by Google could be used instead. Please note, we also
trained a classifier with the 300 highest scoring images (CA300
and C300), but this decreased the classification performance
from 45.9 % to 44.7 % for “Class+Action” and from 37.9 % to
33.9 % for “Class only”.
C. Robotic application
Last but not least, we applied our method to a robot ap-
plication where we let a KUKA LWR robot-arm [21] perform
three actions (see Fig. 6):
1) “fill the cup” (with water from a bottle)
2) “crack the nut” (with the stone)
3) “tighten the nut”
For each action only one object is task relevant. Since our
method was the only one which can discriminate “hardware-
nuts” from “food-nuts” we used that one for the training-set
generation. In all cases the robot needs to ignore all distractors
and choose the right object depending on the action context.
Several aspects, like object recognition and robot movement
execution, rely on published works and will not be described
here in detail. To extract objects from the scene we used
the object extraction pipeline of [20] using RGB-D data for
segmentation and high resolution images (4928×3264 pixels)
for object recognition. We additionally trained a background
class which consisted of images of the table, the robot arm as
well as the zucchini and the spoon.
For action execution we used the library of manipulation
actions from [22], which is based on semantic event chains
[23] and modified dynamic movement primitives [24]. Here,
specifically, we used pouring, picking-up and putting-down
actions. Object positions came directly from the object ex-
traction by averaging all points in the pointcloud belonging to
the object. The action “tighten” is a complex action sequence
and consists of “pick up”, “put on” and “turn”. “Put on” and
“turn” are difficult actions which require detailed knowledge
about the objects and high precision on performing the action
(including sensory feedback). As this is not in the focus of
this paper, we only required the robot to execute the first step
of this action.
In case 1) the robot finds out that cup refers to the coffee-
cup and ignores the trophy-cup. Using the context “crack” in
case 2) the robot detects the food-nut and ignores the hardware-
nut. In case 3) the food-nut is ignored since we generated
training images for the context relevant hardware-nut. Note
that in our case the commands were typed directly into the
computer program with a predefined syntax (action + article
+ noun). Additionally, we started with the bottle and stone
grasped by the robot hand. Consequently, the task for the robot
was to find out and recognize which cup and nut the commands
refer to and to execute the corresponding action.
In Fig. 6 we show snapshots of the experiment. The robot
successfully recognized the cup for filling, the hardware-nut
for tightening and the food-nut for cracking. Please refer to
the supplementary material for the full video.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we presented a method for automated gen-
eration of task-relevant training-sets for object recognition by
combining image search engines, text search engines and trans-
lation services. The method is useful for obtaining “cleaner
results” in image searches. While this is already a valuable
property of the algorithm, it is of particular importance in the
case of homographs. We showed that the presented approach
indeed leads to cleaner search results and better recognition
rates as compared to plain Google search. The method was
developed with autonomous robotic systems in mind, where
a robot has to collect (without human supervision) relevant
images from the internet, in order to disambiguate and exe-
cute human instructions. In this section we will discuss our
approach and how it relates to other existing methods.
In the field of artificial intelligence and computer vision
object classification is considered one of the hardest tasks.
Due to its importance for many applications, including robotic
systems, a lot of effort has been made in order to improve the
performance of recognition methods. As shown above, it also
highly depends on the quality of the training-set. Generating
such training-sets for robotic applications by a human operator
is a very time consuming and tedious procedure, which also
limits the size of the training set. On the other hand, keeping
only the first pages returned by Google [10] limits the size
of the training set even more, and worse, will not work
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Fig. 6. Three example scenes where the robot had to perform the actions “fill the cup”, “crack the nut” and “tighten the nut”. The robot starts without knowledge
about cups and nuts. In addition to the objects involved in the action we put other items as distractors into the scene. One of them being a different type of
cup (the trophy) (see Fig. 4). Even though two items can be referred to by the word nut, only one of them is relevant for the specific action. The robot uses
our algorithm to determine the context relevant objects and generates a training set on-the-fly. RGB-D information is used to generate object masks and a high
resolution image is used for the classification (see [20] for details). The green box marks the object which gets the highest score from the classifier.
at all for homographic classes (see Fig. 4). The approach
presented here provides a solution to solve such problems,
based on the additional context information provided by the
task (command) and four different subsearches (languages) to
automatically retrieve clean training sets. Additionally, adding
more languages/subsets (especially with different roots) and
several search engines should lead to larger datasets, a more
fine-grained relevance score and therefore an even greater im-
provement in object recognition performance. One could also
improve the results by using state-of-the-art image retrieval
algorithms like [25] for the image matching.
We have shown that our method performs well as long
as the actions allow inference of context, as with fill, crush,
crack, pour, cut, screw on, tighten, nail down, and so on.
However, performance will drop if actions are used which
can be applied to many objects in different contexts, as is
generally the case with actions like give, put, move, place,
lift and throw. Nevertheless, even humans would experience
this problem and would require additional information (if the
context is not known beforehand) in cases like “give me the
nut”.
Using our algorithm for the classifier training we were not
only able to boost recognition accuracy by 24.1 % to 70 %
(compared to 45.9 % when using images from Google). More
importantly using this classifier the robot was able to detect the
right objects for “tighten the nut”, “crack the nut” and “fill the
cup” using the provided context and to successfully execute
the command.
Our approach most closely relates to the approaches of
Kulvicius et al. [7] and Tamosiunaite et al. [6]. In [7] additional
language cues are used in order to perform several sub-searches
based on specific context. For example, to generate a task-
relevant dataset for the class cup it could use “coffee cup”, “tea
cup”, “full cup”, “empty cup”, etc. Such context-dependent
cues can be obtained from language analysis. However, this
requires knowledge about the domain as well as collecting a
text-corpora for each specific context. In contrast, in the current
approach there is no need for such information, and the context
is provided by the action (verb). Similar to our approach,
Tamosiunaite et al. [6] make use of language and actions
together with Google text search in order to boot-strap in the
object domain and to find out which other objects could be
used as a replacement. If the command is “cut the cucumber”,
then the algorithm would return that carrots, potatoes, apples,
etc. can be cut, too. Unlike [6], we use the action for a different
purpose, i.e., in order to generate the relevant subsets.
As explained above, our approach requires textual
(language-based) cues in order to perform image searches. In
our study these cues were entered manually in a computer
program as a text-command. However, such cues could come
from human-robot interaction using natural language commu-
nication [26], [27], [28]. Thus robots would obtain language-
based commands from humans (e.g., “fill the cup with water”).
The other example of language-enabled robots are robots
executing instruction sheets based on natural language [4], [5].
The algorithm presented in this paper, as discussed above, is
developed having such robotic systems in mind as well.
In summary, we believe that this is a promising approach
for automated and unsupervised generation of task-relevant
training-sets for object classification/recognition, which has
potential for use in many different kinds of robotic applica-
tions.
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Abstract
Image based object classification requires clean train-
ing data sets. Gathering such sets is usually done manually
by humans, which is time-consuming and laborious. On
the other hand, directly using images from search engines
creates very noisy data due to ambiguous noun-focused in-
dexing. However, in daily speech nouns and verbs are al-
ways coupled. We use this for the automatic generation
of clean data sets by the here-presented TRANSCLEAN al-
gorithm, which — through the use of multiple languages
— also solves the problem of polysemes (a single spelling
with multiple meanings). Thus, we use the implicit knowl-
edge contained in verbs, e.g. in an imperative such as “hit
the nail”, implicating a metal nail and not the fingernail.
One type of reference application where this method can
automatically operate is human-robot collaboration based
on discourse. A second is the generation of clean image
data sets, where tedious manual cleaning can be replaced
by the much simpler manual generation of a single relevant
verb-noun tuple. Here we show the impact of our improved
training sets for several widely used and state-of-the-art
classifiers including Multipath Hierarchical Matching Pur-
suit. All tested classifiers show a substantial boost of about
+20 % in recognition performance.
1. Introduction
Classifiers are ubiquitous in modern vision applica-
tions, spanning various areas including autonomous ve-
hicles, photo classification on image hosting websites or
robotic systems in unstructured environments. As such,
there has been a significant effort to improve classification
pipelines, using more discriminative image features (e.g.
SIFT [21]) and image signatures (e.g., Bag of Words [8],
Fisher Vectors [25]) or by using better machine learning
algorithms (e.g., Support-Vector-Machines). Additionally,
new approaches like Deep Belief Networks [16] and sparse
coding [6] have improved recognition performance in recent
years.
Nevertheless, all of these approaches have one thing in
common: They are supervised methods which heavily de-
pend on the quality and size of the training set used. Com-
piling such a dataset typically involves humans in time con-
suming and tedious procedures [23, 26, 28]. To avoid this,
some researchers use the highest ranking images returned
by image search engines (e.g., Google) using the class name
as a search term [10, 11]. Unfortunately, Griffin et al.
[12] discovered that only 33 % of the top-100 images from
Google are relevant, when using the class name as a search
term. This makes it unfeasible for collecting large datasets.
One reason for such a low relevance are polysemes (a sin-
gle spelling with multiple meanings). “Nail”, for example
could refer to the piece of anatomy or the object one hits
with a hammer. Clearly, a command like “hit nail” provides
a context to instantly disambiguate the meaning of “nail”,
and while indexed images for “hit nail” will be more rele-
vant, they also contain a lot of clutter or irrelevant objects.
This is a consequence of actions like “tighten bolt” or “hit
nail” involving tools in addition to the actually searched for
“bolt” and “nail”. Figure 8 shows this problem on some ex-
amples for plain Google search without context (GP) and
for Google searches with action context (GC).
To address these issues, we have developed
TRANSCLEAN (TC), which uses verb-noun tuples
from sentences. As verb-noun tuples are part of all
sentences, it specifically provides a generic solution to
the problem of command-disambiguation. This arises in
human-robot-interaction applications such as [7, 9, 13, 17]
or applications which execute commands from instruction
sheets like [3, 19, 29]. On the other hand, TRANSCLEAN
can be also be used for improving the relevance of Google
Image Search results by manually providing context. While
we show results for noun-verb tuples, the algorithm will
work with descriptive adjective-noun combinations as well.
The algorithm accomplishes this by creating relevant
noun translations for the provided context using the avail-
1
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able Google services Google Translate, Google Text Search
and Google Image Search. We should emphasize at this
point that we could use other translation services (e.g.
dict.leo.org, dict.cc) or search engines which
index documents and images by word occurrences (e.g.
bing.com, yahoo.com).
2. Related work
TRANSCLEAN combines word sense disambiguation
with content-based image retrieval. Word sense disam-
biguation is the task aimed at discovering the meaning of
single- and multi-words in texts and mapping occurrences
to entries in a reference knowledge database [1, 22]. Im-
age retrieval is the task of retrieving query relevant images
from a database. This query can either be a phrase, or (as is
the case with content-based image retrieval) another image,
which requires computer-vision algorithms to be employed.
Multilinguality has been used in various ways, e.g. by using
parallel text corpora to build multilingual contexts [2, 15]
or by exploiting complementary sense evidence from trans-
lations in different languages [24]. While these approaches
stay in the text domain and require a semantic knowledge
base like BabelNet, we exploit multilinguality to eliminate
polysemy by applying image retrieval techniques to a super-
set of images created by multilingual searches. We should
note that we are not interested in the semantic meaning of
the classes, as is the goal in word sense disambiguation, but
rather in an unambiguous training set which can be fed into
existing classifier pipelines respecting the context given by
e.g. a verb. A related approach was proposed by Kulvicius
et al. [20], who used search cues generated from domain
specific text-corporas to create a superset of images which
are then merged into one relevant dataset. In contrast to
this we do not need to know the context explicitly or to cre-
ate a text-corpora beforehand. Instead, we deduce the con-
text implicitly from the verb. Other works also make use
of visual and textual cues. Either implicitly, by using the
first results of text-based image search engines [10, 11], by
constructing their own image search engine [5, 27], or ex-
plicitly, by making use of image tags and labels as found
in photo-sharing websites like Flickr [14]. None of these
methods can automatically cope with the problem of poly-
semes.
This paper is organized as follows: First, in Sec. 3 we
present the outline of our algorithm. Section 4 gives an
overview of the methods we used for performance evalu-
ation. In Sec. 5 we present quantitative results showing
the superiority of our method compared to plain Google
search without context (GP) as well as Google search to-
gether with the context (GC). Additionally, we give results
for an image classification experiment using several pop-
ular and state-of-the-art classifiers including the Multipath
Hierarchical Matching Pursuit (M-HMP) proposed by Bo et
al. [6]. Finally, we summarize and discuss our approach in
Sec. 6.
3. Proposed algorithm
The proposed algorithm, depicted in Fig. 1, consists of
five sequential parts which we describe in this Section:
3.1 Noun and verb translation, 3.2 Context check, 3.3 Im-
age retrieval, 3.4 Subset matching, and 3.5 Duplicate and
clutter removal. The input for the TRANSCLEAN algorithm
consists of an object/noun (like apple, orange or saw) and an
action context (like cut, fill or prick). For clarity, we adopt
the notation class (context) to denote a class in a given con-
text, e.g., nail (hit).
3.1. Noun and verb translation
In the first step we translate the noun and verb sepa-
rately into multiple languages (we use French, Spanish and
German unless noted otherwise). Having “cup (fill)” as in-
put, this step would retrieve all translations for cup and fill.
We will use https://translate.google.co.uk/
throughout this paper. For washer (clean) the translations in
French are: washer: rondella, machine à laver; clean: net-
toyer, éplucher, faire nettoyage, ratiboiser, ravaler, vider.
3.2. Context check
This step determines the most relevant noun-translation
for each language using Google Text Search https://
www.google.co.uk/. For each verb-noun combina-
tion we perform two exact searches: “noun verb” and “verb
noun”. For both searches we parse the number of results
and take the maximum as the relevance score for that com-
bination. The noun which gets the most matches combined
with any verb is then selected as the relevant translation. We
use the Google search parameter lr to only retrieve results
from documents in a specific language.
In the washer (clean) example shown in Fig. 2 the trans-
lations which get selected are machine à laver in French,
Waschmaschine in German and lavadora in Spanish.
3.3. Image retrieval
This step downloads the first 300 images for the
translations which passed the context check (one per
language) as well as for the English search. Again,
we set the parameter lr to the respective language.




In this step we are going to merge the different language
subsets into one relevant dataset. We do this by pair-wise
image comparison across the different subsets. To calcu-
late similarity between two images we generate a histogram




Class name + context 
Washer (clean) 
Subsearch results 
Washer (En) Waschmaschine (De) Lavadora (Es) Machine à laver (Fr) 
Subset matching 
Washer (En) Waschmaschine (De) Lavadora (Es) Machine à laver (Fr) 
Clutter removal 
Relevance scoring and sorting 
Subset Matches (S) = 3 
Translation & context check 
Washer = machine à laver, 
Waschmaschine, lavadora 
Total Matches (T) 
S = 0 
T 
Sobel 
S = 2 
Figure 1. Flow diagram of the TRANSCLEAN algorithm exemplified on the class “washer” in the context of “clean”. Subset Matches (S)
counts the total number of subsets in which a match has been found. Total Matches (T ) counts the total number of matches. S is our first





ratiboiser ravaler vider 
rondella 0 0 0 0 0 0 
machine à laver 30400 5 0 0 1 313 




Waschmaschine 39400 1430 126000 827 194 
Scheibe 5390 2380 2530 7300 1200 
Geschirrspülmaschine 3940 646 2270 7 8 
French 
German 
limpiar asear mondar 
hacer una  
limpieza 
lavadora 2140 2 0 0 
arandela 185 5 0 0 
Spanish 
Figure 2. Context check for washer (clean). Rows: Translations
for the noun; columns: Translations for the verb. Each cell shows
the number of exact Google search results (relevance score) for the
noun-verb combination. The noun with the highest response gets
selected (marked with red).
for each image using SIFT features [21]. Since we reduce
color images to gray-scale for the SIFT features, we are able
to compare color to gray-scale images as well. The features
are sampled on a 14 × 14 grid on the full image using four
scales. Bag-of-words [8] with N = 100 clusters is used to
generate normalized image signatures. The histogram inter-
section (min-kernel) over all bins is used as a match score.
We require the scoreM to exceed a empirically determined




min(xi, yi) ≥ θth. (1)
A procedure similar to that of Kulvicius et al. [20] is
used to generate an overall image relevance score, improv-
ing upon their work by using an additional relevance score.
Fig. 1 shows how each image is scored: The score consists
of 1) the number of other subsets where at least one match
has been found S and 2) the total number of matches T . Im-
ages without subset matches S = 0 are pruned. Relevance
of images is determined first by S and second by T .
Given a fixed number of SIFT features per image and
for the vocabulary generation, the complexity of the his-
togram generation algorithm is linear in the number of im-
ages O(kn) with k being the number of languages consid-
ered and n denoting the number of images per set. The
complexity of the matching is O(k2n2). While the match-
ing scales much worse, it is the fastest part of the algorithm
when using four languages and 300 images per language,
as it only consists of simple min operations. For n = 300
and k = 4 the running time of the image-to-image match-
ing without parallelization is about 13 seconds on a 3.2 GHz
processor.
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Object Given Context Meanings
apple cut food, brand
axe chop tool, brand
bolt tighten hardware, athlete, movie
cup fill drinking, trophy, bra
fork prick cutlery, bike-part
glass fill drinking, material
hammer hit tool, brand
nail hit hardware, finger
nut tighten hardware, food
oil eat food, mineral-oil
orange cut food, color
pan fry kitchenware, movie, god
peach fry food, computer character
pot cook kitchenware, drug
saw cut tool, movie
Table 1. All classes together with their given context used for the
experiments. Possible meanings as well as the relevant meaning
(marked in bold) are shown.
3.5. Duplicate and clutter removal
Finally, in order to clean the result set of duplicate im-
ages and images with cluttered scenes we perform a dupli-
cate and clutter search. To do this, we scale all images to
exactly 150×150 pixels ignoring the aspect ratio and gener-
ate gradient magnitude images gi using the sobel filter (the
values gi are in the range of 0 to 1). The similarity be-
tween image i and image j is calculated by L1-normalizing
the gradient images gi and gj and calculating the histogram
intersection. The duplicate threshold was empirically deter-
mined and set to 0.85 throughout all experiments. When a
duplicate is found the image with lower relevance score is
deleted. Additionally, we remove cluttered images by cal-
culating the mean gradient magnitude within a five pixel im-
age border of gi. This value ranges between 0 (no clutter)
and 1 (heavy clutter). Using a clutter threshold of 0.1 effec-
tively removed all images which were recorded in cluttered
scenes and therefore considered bad for the training (e.g.,
an apple on a tree in a garden).
4. Evaluation methods
For the evaluation of our algorithm we benchmarked on
the classes shown in Table 1. In all cases the noun itself is
ambiguous and could refer to multiple meanings. In addi-
tion, we also provide context, in the form of verbs, which
can be used for disambiguation. We used four languages:
English, German, Spanish and French. Additionally, we
used Portuguese for orange as the word is the same in Ger-
man, French and English. We evaluate the proposed al-
gorithm (TC) against plain Google search (GP) as well as
Google search including the context (GC). For GP we con-
Figure 3. Three images showing the quality grading as introduced
by [10] for three classes.
duct searches using the noun without the provided context
to retrieve images. For GC we also provide the context to-
gether with the class label for the search. For example, with
“pan” in the context of “fry”, we retrieve images for pan
(GP) as well as fry pan (GC). Image searches for GC are
always conducted without quotes.
4.1. Quality of retrieved training-sets
Both our algorithm and Google provide results in an or-
dered list. We therefore first investigate how image-quality
changes depending on list length. This is important as larger
training image datasets should generally improve classifier
performance. However, using more images may negatively
affect the overall relevance of the set if more non-relevant
images are added as the set expands, unnecessarily increas-
ing intra-class variance. To quantify this effect we let a hu-
man grade each image retrieved by GP, GC and TC. We
followed the categorization scheme introduced in [10]:
Good image Image containing the relevant object without
major occlusions although there may be a variety of
viewpoints, scalings and orientations.
Intermediate image Shows the relevant object, but may
contain extensive occlusion, substantial image noise or
the object is insignificant in the image.
Junk image Not relevant.
Stereotypic images for the three quality levels can be seen in
Fig. 3. We use precision as well as quality distribution to as-
sess the quality of the retrieved image sets. Precision is cal-
culated counting only Good images as positives. Here we
are especially interested in how precision changes depend-
ing on the number of images considered. This resembles the
measure introduced by [12] in the Caltech-256 benchmark
generation. The quality distribution, on the other hand,
measures the ratio of the three quality categories, allowing
deeper analysis of the properties of the methods.




To assess the performance dependency of classifiers on
the training set we used three state-of-the-art object classi-
fication pipelines: Multipath Hierarchical Matching Pursuit
(M-HMP)[6], the SIFT and Bag-of-Words based approach
of Iravani et al. [18] combined with a Support-Vector-
Machine (SIFT SVM) and AdaBoost.MH (SIFT BOOST).
We decided on SIFT and Bag-of-Words as it has been and
still is a very popular classification pipeline in the scien-
tific community. Similar to the work of [18], SIFT features
were extracted on a dense grid and 300 cluster centers were
used to generate the signatures. We tested different kernels
(χ2, RBF and Histogram-Intersection) for the C-Support-
Vector-Machine and found similar performance changes in
all of them when trained with the 5 sets. For AdaBoost we
used the multiclass capable Adaboost.MH from the Multi-
Boost library [4]. M-HMP achieved state-of-the-art results
in many standard benchmarks by combining a collection of
hierarchical sparse features to capture discriminative struc-
tures in the images1. For testing we use a manually cleaned
image set containing only Good quality images which are
disjoint from the sets used in the training.
5. Evaluation
5.1. Context check
We conducted the context check with the contexts given
in Table 1. Additionally, we investigated more closely how
stable the translations of “nail” and “nut” are against chang-
ing contexts.
For “nail” we chose four contexts: hit, pin, paint and
cut. For the first two we expect our algorithm to retrieve
hardware-nail images and for the last two fingernail images.
Figure 4 shows the context check scores we retrieved from
Google Text Search using the French translations provided
by the Google translation service. All actions can be used
to correctly disambiguate the meaning of “nail”.
“Nut” shows an interesting case when using the context
“eat” (see Fig. 5). We expected the algorithm to select
only the food-nuts. Unluckily one translation in German
for “nut” is “Mutter”, which means hardware nut, but also
mother. Since mothers do also eat (and there is a lot written
about this in the documents indexed by Google) the context
check found this to be the relevant translation for the Ger-
man subset. The same polyseme, however, does not exist in
French, Spanish or Portuguese. Therefore the overall per-
formance of the algorithm is stable as long as one or more
unaffected languages are used.
Table 2 shows all the translations of the 15 classes used
in the following sections.
1We used the publicly available code http://homes.cs.
washington.edu/˜lfb/software/hmp/index.htm dis-
tributed by the authors.
coupe reduction coupure entaille 
9170 53 486 26 





faire de la 
peinture 
127 0 5 5 
2870 0 2 2 
frapper rencontrer toucher porter 
6650 31 45 3560 
288 9 386 146 
epingler goupiller clouer cheviller 
3 0 9380 0 







Figure 4. Context check for the class “nail” in different contexts.
Shown are the number of matches from Google Text Search for the
French set. Top rows correspond to responses for the hardware-
nail (clou) and bottom rows refer to the fingernail (ongle). Using
the noun which gets the most matches (highlighted in red) the al-
gorithm manages to retrieve the fingernail in the context of “cut”
and “paint”, whereas the contexts “hit” and “pin” lead to the hard-
ware nail being selected.
64% 
22% 12% 8% 6% 
9% 
4% 
0% 2% 0% 
27% 
75% 88% 90% 94% 




Good images Intermediate images Junk images 
En+Fr  
+Es 
Figure 5. Quality distribution using the first 80 images of the TC
generated sets for “nut (eat)” considering different languages de-
picted by their ISO639-1 language codes. Although the context
check decided for the wrong translation in German, the algorithm
only fails if no additional languages are used (En+De).
Class Context Translations
apple cut manzana, pomme, apfel
axe chop hacha, hache, axt
bolt tighten tornillo, boulon, schraube
cup fill taza, tasse
fork prick tenedor, fourchette, gabel
glass fill vaso, verre, glas
hammer hit martillo, marteau
nail hit clavo, clou, nagel
nut tighten tuerca, ecrou, mutter
oil eat aceite, huile, oel
orange cut laranja, naranja
pan fry sarten, poele, pfanne
peach fry molocoton, peche, pfirsich
pot cook cacerola, casserole, topf
saw cut sierra, scie, saege
Table 2. The final translations retrieved by the context check.
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Figure 6. Average precision of the retrieved images (counting only
Good) depending on the number of images considered. TC signif-
icantly outperforms the other methods. We included the Caltech-
256 dataset curve [12] (dashed line, which closely resembles our
results for Google-Plain) showing that our selected classes are rep-
resentative of typical data.
5.2. Quality measure
Figure 6 quantifies how precision of the sets changes de-
pending on the number of images considered. On average,
our algorithm improves Google results significantly, dou-
bling the precision to about 80 % (in contrast to 41 %) for
the first 80 images. While the average precision of our al-
gorithm stays constant, GP drops by 10 % and GC even by
15 % when increasing the list length from 15 to 80. Re-
markably, the averaged curve for Google-Plain resembles
the curve found when creating the Caltech-256 dataset [12].
This confirms our notion that the 15 classes selected as a
demonstration are representative of typical performance of
unfiltered Google Image Searches.
Interestingly, for some classes like “hammer”, plain
Google Search without context outperforms Google Search
with context. The reason for this is that using the context
in a Google Search often retrieves images which are more
related to the action than to the object itself. That is, while
these images show the relevant object they often have a lot
of clutter or the object is not visible at all (they will conse-
quently be rated as Intermediate or Junk) as shown in Fig.
7. Searches for nouns without the context verb show a small
fraction of Intermediate results, since images show either
the correct object or not. Examples of results from the three
methods can be seen in Fig. 8.
Our method retrieves on average 80 % Good images
compared to 41 % returned by Google. Even the worst
class “oil” shows 50 % Good images, which is 9 % bet-
ter than the average quality of the Google searches. We
shall show in the next section how much classifier perfor-
mance can be boosted using training images returned by our
TRANSCLEAN algorithm.
5.3. Image classification
As a demonstration of the effectiveness of
TRANSCLEAN, we conducted an experiment to show
Good images Intermediate images Junk images 
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Figure 7. Quality distribution for all classes in the contexts given
in Table 1. We evaluated the 80 highest ranking images using the
measures introduced by [10] (see Sec. 4.1). Full bars correspond
to a 100 %.
Figure 8. The top 10 images retrieved by Google Image Search
(GP), Google Image Search with context (GC) and proposed
TRANSCLEAN algorithm (TC).
the effect of different training sets on classifiers. We
demonstrate that classifiers (see Sec. 4.2) are heavily
dependent on the quality of the training sets and that our
approach boosts them, resulting in better performance. To
show this, we created five training sets: One training set
generated by our algorithm (TC) and four sets consisting
of plain Google search as well as context Google search
results using the first 30 or 300 images (GP30, GP300,
GC30, GC300).
As can be deduced from Figure 9, the state-of-the-art
classifier M-HMP is far superior to the classifiers based
on SIFT and Bag-of-Words showing about 20 % better ac-
curacy for the same training set. The M-HMP classifier
achieved 61 % accuracy when using Google search images
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GP30 GP300 GC30 GC300 TC
Figure 9. Performance impact of the training-sets on different clas-
sifier pipelines. All classifiers improve by roughly 20 % in accu-
racy using the TC set.
for only the noun (GP), 49 % when committing searches to-
gether with the verb (GC) and 80 % using images retrieved
by our proposed method. Both Support-Vector-Machines
and AdaBoost show poor performance across the Google
search datasets. Nevertheless, using the TRANSCLEAN
generated training sets improves performance across all
classifiers by 20 %.
Figure 10 shows the per class recall and mean classifica-
tion accuracy for the M-HMP. Remarkably, using the con-
text for the search in general yields worse results than using
the plain word for the search. The reason for this is the
high percentage of Intermediate quality images in the GC
sets (see Fig. 7). These images not only show the desired
object in a bad way but typically also show other objects
related to the action. This is far more destructive than Junk
images, as the decision boundaries for one class may spread
into the area of another class, e.g., a hammer may be classi-
fied as a nail since it was shown in many nail (hit) images.
Our method, in contrast, provides a high fraction of Good
images and a low fraction of Intermediate images. This is
clearly visible in the 19 % accuracy boost compared to the
second best performance achieved (using GP300).
6. Conclusion
In this paper we presented an approach for unsuper-
vised generation of training-sets for image classification al-
gorithms. We proved using several experiments that the
method outputs not only high quality sets of images when
providing the class name and an action context but can also
cope with polysemous classes. We also showed that while
Google Image Search disambiguates quite well when pro-
vided the action context (GC), it suffers from a high frac-
tion of images showing the object in a cluttered scene (In-
termediate images). GP on the other hand shows a high
fraction of images unrelated to the desired meaning. This
is in agreement with the results reported by Griffin et al.
[12]. Remarkably, Intermediate images are often far more
destructive for a classifier’s performance than Junk images,
as wrong objects shown consistently with the right object
may be learned instead. Our approach, however, yields few
Intermediate images (2 %) and a high fraction of Good im-
ages (80 %).
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Accuracy 
Figure 10. Per class recall and accuracy in percent of the M-HMP
classifier using different training sets.
For this paper we provided manually entered search
terms (which is one of the reference applications), but this
algorithm can be adapted to extract needed noun+verb (or
noun+adjective) tuples from autonomous and/or interactive
robotic systems, since a context is usually available as part
of a spoken or written command. Since we combine multi-
ple languages the algorithm is robust against incorrect trans-
lations or context check failure in single languages as shown
in Fig. 5. Using very class-specific actions will result in
better context check and therefore algorithm performance.
Conversely, one potential pitfall is that very general actions
like “put”, “take” and “place” may not show an improve-
ment due to their context being applicable to many objects.
This is a general problem however, as even humans are un-
able to disambiguate a class based on very general context.
Due to the importance of image classifiers for many
modern applications and their need for large, high quality
training sets we hope that this method will be useful for re-
searchers in various fields.
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5.2 CONCURRENTCATEGORIZATION AND POSE ESTIMATION .
5.2 Concurrent Categorization and Pose Estimation
TheTransClean algorithm is powerful in generating large amounts of relevant training data for
OC pipelines. Using this algorithm, a robot can automatically retrieve new training images
and train its classifier whenever a task with an unknown category requires it. Unluckily, it is
insufficient for complicated robotic manipulations, which require the use of an object in a
definedway. Thepaper in the previous section [2], for instance, showed the robot executionof
the task “fill the cup”. It “assumed” the cup in an upright position, whichmaynot be necessarily
the case in some scenarios. For such scenarios one needs to estimate pose for encountered
objects before actions can be executed. This is commonly addressed by aligning the stored
model to a new observation (of the same object). While possible in the context of IR, this is
not applicable to OC, because we deal with category level classes and, therefore, do not have
models for particular objects. This motivated us to design our combined Categorization-Pose
Estimation framework (p. 57) using a DCNN architecture:
[4] Papon, J. and Schoeler, M.: “Semantic Pose using Deep Networks Trained on Synthetic
RGB-D,” IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV), 2015 (in press). See
page 57.
Here we treated pose estimation and classification in unison using a common large net-
work. We solved the need for large amounts of annotated training data for such a network by
automatically assembling synthetic scenes with thousands of different models from various
categories. To close the gap between training on synthetic scenes and testing on real scenes,
we simulated the model and geometry of real RGB-D sensors and did subsequent transfer
learning¹ on the 795 training-images from theNYUDepth V2² dataset. As a consequence, we
demonstrated that networks trained on synthetic RGB-D scenes can be easily adapted towork
on themost challenging real scenes available. This forged a systemwhich not only detects ob-
jects, predicts the category and the pose, but does so on heavily cluttered scenes with a high
degree of confidence.
¹ For transfer learning, we do not initialize weights randomly. Instead, learning on the target domain (in our
case NYU) starts with weights trained on the first domain (in our case Synthetic scenes). This way the net-
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Abstract
In this work we address the problem of indoor scene un-
derstanding from RGB-D images. Specifically, we propose
to find instances of common furniture classes, their spatial
extent, and their pose with respect to generalized class mod-
els. To accomplish this, we use a deep, wide, multi-output
convolutional neural network (CNN) that predicts class,
pose, and location of possible objects simultaneously. To
overcome the lack of large annotated RGB-D training sets
(especially those with pose), we use an on-the-fly render-
ing pipeline that generates realistic cluttered room scenes
in parallel to training. We then perform transfer learning on
the relatively small amount of publicly available annotated
RGB-D data, and find that our model is able to successfully
annotate even highly challenging real scenes. Importantly,
our trained network is able to understand noisy and sparse
observations of highly cluttered scenes with a remarkable
degree of accuracy, inferring class and pose from a very
limited set of cues. Additionally, our neural network is only
moderately deep and computes class, pose and position in
tandem, so the overall run-time is significantly faster than
existing methods, estimating all output parameters simulta-
neously in parallel on a GPU in seconds.
1. Introduction
In order for autonomous systems to move out of the con-
trolled confines of labs, they must acquire the ability to
understand the cluttered indoor environments they will in-
evitably encounter. While many researchers have addressed
the problems of pose estimation, object detection, semantic
segmentation, and object classification separately, compre-
hensive understanding of scenes remains an elusive goal.
To this end, in this work we propose an architecture which
is able to perform all of the above tasks in concert using a
single artificial neural network.
Classification in cluttered indoor scenes can be ex-
tremely challenging, especially when trying to classify in-
















































Figure 1. Overview of our approach. Normals for a scene are effi-
ciently calculated using [7], proposals are generated using [8], and
then fed through our synthetically trained CNN. Outputs are then
consolidated using non-maximum suppression, leading to a scene
class & pose heat map and a scene rendered with generalized mod-
els.
Considering only 2D color information only compounds
this problem, as clutter can easily cause vast changes in the
visible signature of otherwise distinguishable items. 3D ge-
ometric features, on the other hand, tend to be less suscep-
tible to clutter and have (especially for furniture) geometric
features which generalize well across the class. As such,
in this work we use 3D geometric features in addition to
standard RGB channels.
Pose estimation in-the-wild is another difficult problem,
as it requires estimating pose for object instances which
have never been observed before. For example, consider
the task of helping a human to sit down in a chair - to be of
any help, one must be able to determine pose of the back-
1
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Figure 2. Example of estimated pose output (overlaid as a generic
orange model) for chairs from the test set. Pose here is shown
using a generic chair model. None of these test models were ob-
served in training.
rest, the seat area, and the supporting legs - even on types
of chairs that one has never seen before. In this work we
will show that just such a task is possible, to a surprising
degree of accuracy, using a wide, deep, multi-stage CNN
trained on synthetic models. In fact, it is possible to do so
even with wholly unobserved types of chairs - for example,
in Fig. 2, none of the chair models were seen in training.
Moreover, we shall demonstrate that it is possible to esti-
mate such poses even in complex cluttered scenes contain-
ing many classes of furniture (e.g. see Fig. 3).
Our approach, outlined in Fig. 1, uses a relatively com-
plex CNN architecture to solve our three sub-tasks; class-,
pose-, and position-estimation of objects, concurrently. One
unusual aspect of our network is that it recombines class
output back into the network layers which calculate pose
and position, allowing the network to accurately determine
pose for multiple classes within a single architecture. Fur-
thermore, we are able to train this large network by using
synthetic rendered RGB-D scenes consisting of randomly
placed instances from a dataset of thousands of 3D object
models. Our training scenes are generated on the fly on
the CPU and a secondary GPU as we train on the primary
GPU, allowing us to have a training set of virtually unlim-
ited size at a completely hidden computational cost. Finally,
we use a small number of transfer learning iterations using
a small set of real annotated images to adapt our network to
the modality of real indoor RGB-D scenes.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we
perform a variety of experiments on both synthetic and real
scenes. Our pose estimation and classification results out-
perform existing methods on a difficult real dataset. We also
present qualitative and quantitative results on both real and
synthetic data which demonstrate the capability of our sys-
tem to distill semantic understanding of scenes. Moreover,
we do these tasks jointly in a single forward pass through
our network, allowing us to produce results significantly
faster than existing methods.
1.1. Related Work
As we propose to solve multiple problems in tandem in
this work, there is a substantial body of work which could
be considered related. We will restrict ourselves to those re-
cent works which deal exclusively with RGB-D data and/or
use CNNs to accomplish one or more of our sub-tasks.
As a first step in a pipeline to parse full scenes, the image
is typically broken down into small “object proposals” to be
considered by other methods. For example, in Silberman et
al. [12] they perform an over-segmentation, and then itera-
tively merge regions using classifiers which predict whether
regions belong to the same object instance. These are then
classified using an ensemble of features with a logistic re-
gression classifier.
Couprie et al. [1] take a different approach, instead us-
ing a multi-scale CNN to classify the full image, and then
use superpixels to aggregate and smooth prediction outputs.
While this allows them to extract a per-pixel semantic seg-
mentation, they fail to achieve very high scores in impor-
tant classes, such as table and chair. Hariharan et al. [6]
also predict pixel-level class associations, but classify re-
gion proposals instead of the full image. They also use a
CNN as a feature extractor on these regions, before clas-
sifying into categories with an SVM and aggregating onto
a coarse mask. They then use a second classifier stage on
this coarse mask projected on to superpixels to extract a de-
tailed segmentation. While these results are interesting, we
question the overall utility of such a fine grained segmenta-
tion, as it does not provide pose with respect to a class-level
representation.
Song and Xiao [14] use renderings of 3D models from
many viewpoints to obtain synthetic depth maps for training
an ensemble of Exemplar-SVM classifiers. They use a 3D
sliding window to obtain proposals during testing and per-
form non-maximum suppression to obtain bounding boxes.
While this 3D sliding window approach is able to handle oc-
clusions and cluttered scenes well, it is very expensive (tens
of minutes per image), requiring testing of many windows
on many separate detector classifiers.
Guo and Hoiem [3] predict support surfaces (such as ta-
bles and desks) in single view RGB-D images using a bot-
tom up approach which aggregates low-level features (e.g.
edges, voxel occupancy). These features are used to pro-
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pose planar surfaces, which are then classified using a lin-
ear SVM. While they provide object-class pose annotations
for the NYUv2 set which we use in this paper, they do not
classify objects or their pose themselves.
Object detection in RGB-D is addressed directly by
Gupta et al. [5] using a CNN which classifies bounding-
box proposals in a room-centric embedding. As with other
approaches, they use superpixels to aggregate their clas-
sifier results in order to get class instance segmentations.
Lin et al. [10] use candidate cuboids, rather than bound-
ing boxes, and classify them using a CRF approach. While
they achieve good overall classification performance, they
merge similar classes (such as table and desk), and while
their cuboids give them spatial extent of objects, they do
not give pose.
In contrast to the above methods, we do not need ex-
pensive and difficult to obtain annotated ground truth data
for training. Instead, we use synthetic renderings of scenes
containing 3D models pulled from the Internet. While these
models need to be aligned to a common pose, this is a rel-
atively inexpensive operation which has already been per-
formed in the ModelNet10 database [16].
The only other work to address pose directly, that of
Gupta et al. [4], suffers from using unrealistic training data
- training instances are single objects rendered in empty
space. In contrast, our synthetic data is cluttered and
contains realistic noise, as we use a camera model which
closely replicates Kinect-like sensors. Because of this, our
trained networks are far more effective on real data - we
test on the full NYU dataset, while they must leave out in-
stances that have many (>50%) missing depth pixels. Ad-
ditionally, since we work with full scenes rather than single
object instances, our model is trained on and can thus han-
dle inter-object occlusions, rather than only self-occlusions.
Moreover, their network contains separate top-level layers
for each object class, while we only need a single output
network for pose for all classes. Their method is also com-
putationally demanding, requiring about a minute per image
per class, while ours runs in a few seconds for all classes.
2. Synthetic RGB-D Scenes
One of the main obstacles to using deep CNNs on RGB-
D data is the lack of large annotated datasets. This is es-
pecially true for pose data, where annotation of a set of the
size required for training a deep network is simply not fea-
sible. Synthetic data, on the other hand, provides labeled
segmentations and exact pose for free, but has yet to find
widespread use, likely owning to the difficulty of rendering
photo-realistic scenes. Fortunately, RGB-D data lends itself
to the use of synthetic data due to the simplicity with which
depth data can be rendered realistically. One only needs
to simulate the active model of the sensor, and can largely
ignore lighting, textures, and surface composition.
Figure 3. Example of a randomly generated synthetic scene using
our rendering pipeline (left) and a scene from the NYUv2 dataset.
The rows show A. Ground truth labels, B. RGB Channel, C. Depth
Channel, D. Normals calculated using [7]. The left column shows
our synthetic data, and the right an image from NYUv2 [12].
Our synthetic scenes are produced by sequentially plac-
ing objects models at random in a virtual room. As each
object is placed, we ensure that its mesh does not intersect
with other objects or the room surfaces. Additionally, we
use context cues to increase the realism of our scenes - large
furniture (e.g. sofas or beds) is biased to occur near walls,
chairs are biased to occur near tables and desks, and mon-
itors are always placed on top of desks. We also randomly
place a light source on the ceiling in the room to simulate
shadow effects in the rendered intensity images. An exam-
ple random scene is shown in Fig. 3. We have published
the dataset used in this work for use by the community,
and have also included the code for easily generating more
scenes on the fly at training time1.
1–Website removed for blind review–
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2.1. Rendering & Camera Model
We build upon the BlenSor sensor simulation toolbox
[2] to generate realistic RGB-D renderings of our randomly
generated scenes. The ray-tracing used allows us to repro-
duce the real geometry of the Kinect sensor, faithfully sim-
ulating the projection of an IR pattern onto the scene and
observation of the returns. As Kinect-type sensors will gen-
erally fail when reflections are present, we can safely limit
our ray-tracing to a single hop. Additionally, we simulate
the 9x9 correlation window required by the Kinect to pro-
duce depth measurements [13] and add Perlin noise to the
disparity measurements. We also use a standard Blender
pipeline to render accompanying RGB images, though these
are not photo-realistic due to a lack of textures on the object
models and a simplified lighting model. As we only use the
intensity channel, we found this simple RGB rendering to
be sufficient, especially given that we use transfer learning
to adapt to real sensor images.
2.2. Models
Our models must be aligned to a reference pose, pre-
venting us from simply pulling CAD models from the In-
ternet. Fortunately, the Princeton ModelNet10 dataset [16]
provides a varied set of pose-aligned models for ten ob-
ject categories: bathtub, bed, chair, desk, dresser, moni-
tor, nightstand, sofa, table, and toilet. We use the stan-
dard training/testing split provided. As the models are not
scale-normalized, we choose a reasonable range of values
per class, and rescale models randomly to fall within these
ranges. Models are inserted on the floor or a supporting
surface of our synthetic rooms at random locations with ran-
dom rotations around the axis perpendicular to the floor.
3. Network Architecture
We tested several different network configurations, all of
which involved at least two Krizhevsky-style [9] (i.e. Conv-
ReLU-Pooling) convolutional layers at the input. Our most
successful model, shown in Fig. 5, then uses a succession
of Network-in-Network (NiN) layers [11], in a configura-
tion similar to the recent “Inception” architecture [15]. We
then use separate multilayer perceptrons with two hidden
layers to classify. Additionally, we connect our class output
back into the second hidden layer of our pose and position
classifiers.
3.1. Input Preprocessing
The input to our network is a 96x96 real-valued image
consisting of five layers - an intensity layer, a depth layer,
and three layers representing the surface normal vector (e.g.
(normalx, normaly, normalz)). Depth values are used di-
rectly (in meters) and intensity values are computed from








Figure 4. Example of bounding box proposals on synthetic data
(top) and the NYUv2 Dataset[12] (bottom).
hue information is likely useful, our synthetic models are
not colored, so we chose not to use it. We exploit the struc-
tured nature of RGB-D data to efficiently compute surface
normals using the method of Holzer et al. [7]. All channels
are zero centered using mean values computed on a random
sample of proposed bounding boxes from our training set.
3.2. Proposal Generation
Bounding box proposals are generated using the
Geodesic Object Proposals (GOP) of Krhenbhl and Koltun
[8]. The method identifies level sets in geodesic distance
transforms for seed points which are placed using classifiers
optimized for object discovery. The method produces accu-
rate and consistent bounding boxes at a low computational
cost (approx. 1 second per image). Examples of proposed
bounding boxes on our synthetic rendered images as well as
on the NYUv2 images are shown in Fig. 4. We do not con-
sider depth when generating our proposals, as we did not
find it to be helpful in practice - a result supported by other
researchers [12].
3.3. Network Layers
We tested four models in total: two “standard”
Krizhevsky-style CNNs, and two larger networks with
“inception”-style layers. The first, baseline, model is a stan-
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Figure 5. Network architecture of our most successful model.
Numbers in brackets are either number of filters (conv. layers) or
nodes (FC layers). The input consists of 96x96 5 channel images
with normals, intensity, and depth.
dard CNN network closely resembling the successful model
of Krizhevsky et al. [9] - it consisted of five Conv-ReLU-
Pooling layers, followed by two fully-connected (FC) clas-
sification layers for each output layer. The second model
takes the class output and reconnects it back into the fully
connected layers for pose and depth estimation. The third
model expands the network by replacing the top convo-
lutional layers with two inception-style[15] network-in-
network layers. Lastly, the largest model increases the num-
ber of nodes even further by adding another inception layer,
as well as an additional FC multi-layer network branching
off from the first inception layer and reconnecting as an ad-
ditional input to the classification FC layers. Dropout was
used on the convolutional layers as well as the fully con-
nected (FC) layers of the perceptrons in all models to limit
over-fitting. Our most successful model is shown in Fig.5.
4. Training
We train our networks to predict three outputs: a class
label, a rotation around the floor normal axis, and a distance
from the camera. Combined with a bounding box in the
image plane, these allow us to generate a full description
of the pose of furniture with respect to the set of standard
reference models used by Guo and Hoeim [3]. We chose to
predict binned rotation and depth values rather than perform
a regression as we found that, in practice, the training was
much more stable for classification, even with the relatively
large number of bins (n = 30, i.e. 12 degrees per bin) used.
We use a standard SoftMax cross-entropy loss for the class
output, but adopt a soft-binning scheme for the pose and
depth outputs. This takes a weighted (by γ) average of the
local bins around the ground truth in the loss function, in
order to help with poses which lie near bin boundaries:










γk = 1. (1)
4.1. Synthetic Data
While we can generate unlimited data at training time,
for comparison purposes we trained on a fixed set of 7000
randomly generated scenes, consisting of a total of 59784
instances from our set of 2842 pose-aligned models from
the ModelNet10 dataset [16]. There is no constraint on
the number of synthetic scenes possible - we only limited
ourselves due to time constraints and in order to compare
models. Our validation set was generated randomly during
training. Additionally, we generated a test set of 1000 ran-
dom scenes, using a separate set of 812 models from the
same dataset. For training, we extracted bounding boxes
using GOP and selected those that had 70% overlap with
the ground truth, leading to a total of 300,000 training in-
stances. We scale bounding box proposals to fit our input
size by fitting the larger dimension to our window size and
zero padding the other.
Additionally, we randomly selected an equal number of
“none”-class instances for training from the set of proposals
containing less than 30% of an object ground-truth box. To
avoid biasing our networks, we assign uniformly distributed
random poses to these, and assign depths as the centroid
of points in the window. Over the course of training, pro-
portion of “none” exemplars used was gradually reduced to
help with pose and depth estimation performance for the
other classes. Additionally, we experimented with training
using a loss function specific to only one task (class, pose
or depth) after training on the full combined task, but found
no benefit to doing so - the specialized loss function (and
gradients computed from it) did not allow the models to in-
crease their performance in the selected task in a significant
way.














Figure 6. Qualitative pose and classification results from our synthetic test set. The top row shows our estimated semantic heatmap, while
the bottom row shows pose and classification using generic models. The models in the test set are distinct from those used in training - this
means that poses here are general class-based pose, rather than specific model-based.
Training times ranged from approximately 12 hours for
the simpler models to up to 48 hours for the most complex
model on a Titan X GPU. For the largest model we were
constrained by memory (12Gb) to using a relatively small
batch size - we would expect better performance with larger
batches.
4.2. Transfer to Real Data
In order to improve performance on the NYUv2 dataset
[12], we use transfer learning to adapt our synthetically
trained networks to the new, more difficult, domain. We
experimented with three strategies for adaptation: 1. Only
allow the high-level layers in the network to adapt, keep-
ing the two lowest-level layers fixed as a “feature-extractor”
(we choose two layers based on [17]), 2. Allow all levels of
the network to adapt, and 3. Alternate training iterations be-
tween full-adaptation iterations and iterations on synthetic
data, with the proportion of synthetic data being reduced
over the course of training. To avoid over-fitting as well
as to allow adaptation of the none-class, we use bounding
box proposals for training (in addition to the ground truth
boxes).
5. Experimental Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the performance of our trained
models on each sub-task independently. We show results for
both our synthetic test set as well as on the NYUv2 dataset
of Silberman et al. [12]. When possible, we compare to the
state of the art, and show how our method both outperforms
and is subject to fewer constraints - primarily because we
train directly on cluttered noisy data. We also evaluate our
different network architectures on our own synthetic test set.
Finally, we present qualitative results which show the ability
of our method to provide semantic understanding and pose
for full scenes.
5.1. Architectures
We first compare results from our four different network
architectures of increasing complexity. In Fig.7 we give per-
category and averaged results for all four models on all three
sub-tasks. As can be seen, the difference between the mod-
els is not very substantial - leading us to believe that we
were actually limited by the size of our training set. This
seems to be confirmed by the fact that the larger two net-
works began over-fitting towards the end of their training
runs.
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Figure 7. Performance of the four CNN architectures on synthetic (top) and NYUv2 (bottom) datasets for classification and pose estimation.
Per class classification results show the F1-score, per class pose estimation results show the normalized AUC measure. See Secs. 5.2 and
5.3 for details. All numbers are in percent.
5.2. Classification
To evaluate classification performance, we classify the
ground truth bounding boxes from our synthetic test set and
the NYUv2 dataset. Fig. 7 gives per class accuracy on both
datasets. As an overall measurement for the classification
we use accuracy (ACC) being the fraction of correctly clas-
sified samples across all classes. Per class performance is
measured using the F1-score as the harmonic mean of recall
and precision. Unfortunately, while we would like to com-
pare to other works, each recent work has reported classi-
fication accuracy slightly differently. Lin et al. [10] merge
similar classes (e.g. table and desk), and only report an over-
all number. Couprie et al. [1] only report pixel-wise accu-
racy, which we do not compute, as we do not need such a
fine-grained segmentation. Gupta et al. [4] do not evaluate
their classification independently and instead give detector
average precision (AP).
5.3. Pose
To measure absolute pose estimation performance, we
evaluate the estimated pose per class against ground truth
poses. As all objects are located on the floor plane (or in
the case of monitors, a horizontal supporting surface), we
need only estimate a rotation around the floor normal. For
our synthetic set we compare against the ground truth poses
used to render the data, while for the NYUv2 dataset we use
the annotations of Guo and Hoeiem [3]. We only include
results for the 5 of our trained classes for which Guo and
Hoeiem provided annotation (bed, chair, desk, sofa, and ta-
ble). For both synthetic and real datasets, we use the ground
truth boxes as our input to isolate pose estimation perfor-
mance.
To compute a real valued pose and depth we extract the
value of the maximum bin and its two neighbors, and com-
pute a weighted sum using the bin centers, i.e.
θ =
∑1
i=−1 θhist(κ+ i) ∗ θκ+i∑1
i=−1 θhist(κ+ i)




where θκ is the angle at the center of bin κ, and θhist(κ)
is the soft-maxed value of bin κ. We only consider the lo-
cal distribution around the max bin so that our estimates
are not corrupted by multi-peaked histogram distributions
(which occur due to rotational symmetries). We should also
note that 90 degree rotational symmetries are an unavoid-
able source of error for some of our classes, especially ta-
bles and night stands. To evaluate pose error, we adopt the
measure of [4], which plots the accuracy vs increasing al-
lowed angular error δθ. To retrieve a scalar performance
measure for the pose estimation we use a normalized Area-
Under-Curve (AUC) for threshold values up to 15 degrees.
For overall performance we average the values weighted
by number of instances per class. As seen in Fig. 8, we
strongly outperform the state of the art [4] in two classes,
with slightly poorer performance in the other.
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Figure 8. Pose estimation performance five classes in the NYUv2 [12] test set. We plot accuracy versus allowed angular error δθ . Our
methods (NiN and NiN large - solid lines) outperform the state of the art results of Gupta et al. [4].
Figure 9. Qualitative pose and classification results on the NYUv2 dataset. Within each pair: Top: Original Scene; Bottom: Point-cloud
with generic pose-aligned models inserted. Note that classification and pose-estimation are model independent. For visualization we used
a random model per class.
5.4. Qualitative Results
To combine our classifier results, we first use non-
maximum suppression (NMS) to disentangle and remove
multiple detections with an allowed overlap of 20%. Then
we combine all bounding box activations using a per-pixel
max-pooling scheme. Figure 9 shows an example of the se-
mantic heatmaps generated this way, which give a rough
class-wise labeling of the scene. Additionally, we show
placed generic 3D models for each detected object to show
results of pose estimation.
6. Conclusions
We have presented a method for generating realistic syn-
thetic RGB-D scenes for training vision algorithms to seg-
ment, classify, and estimate pose and position of common
furniture classes. We then showed that these scenes can be
used to train deep CNNs to recognize and estimate pose for
objects of the classes trained on, even if the object mod-
els tested on were not part of the training set; that is, the
networks can be used to solve class-based pose estimation,
rather than specific model-based pose as has been the pre-
vailing standard.
Furthermore, we have also demonstrated with several ex-
periments that networks trained on synthetic RGB-D scenes
can be adapted easily to work on the most challenging real
data available, even if the amount of annotated real data
available is relatively small. Moreover, we have accom-
plished all three tasks within a single network, allowing
understanding of full scenes in a matter of seconds on a
modern GPU. Furthermore, with our pipeline the amount of
training data available is practically limitless, as we gener-
ate the next batch while the current scenes are trained on -
the only limitation is the number and types of models. Fu-
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ture work will expand the pose-aligned classes to include
the full ModelNet40 dataset and should add further cues
to generate even more realistic procedural scenes. We ex-
pect this to allow future researchers to extend even further
the complexity and performance of machine learning tech-
niques on RGB-D data.
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5.2 CONCURRENTCATEGORIZATION AND POSE ESTIMATION .
Summary: Category Perception
In this chapter we treated object perception at the category level and contributed to solving
two problems:
Problem 1: Modern classification methods, like Deep Convolutional Neural Net-
works(DCNNs), require large amounts of training data. This is usually addressed
by downloading from on-line word-based image-databases with subsequent manual
filtering of irrelevant images.
Our contribution: We proposed a method (TransClean) for automatically generating task-
relevant training sets, when provided with the category name as well as a context. The
algorithm is able to deal with ambiguous category names like nut being the food as well
as the hardware.
Problem 2: Categorization and Pose Estimation at the category level (PEC)
Our contribution: We introduced a DCNN for concurrent categorization and pose-
estimation. It is trained on fully annotated (i.e., category label and pose), synthesized
scenes.
TheTransClean algorithm can be used in twoways: First, an agent can automatically extract
context from a spoken or written command, retrieve task-relevant images from the Internet,
train on them, and recognize the object in the scene. Second, human operators can provide
TransClean with a descriptive context to generate a training set; instead of manually telling
apart relevant from irrelevant images.
The DCNN architecture is able to provide agents with the pose and the category of novel
objects. Therefore, the agent can apply known motor behavior (e.g., trajectories for manipu-
lations) to those objects.
Outlook: FunctionPerception
By going from category perception to function perception, we try to annotate objects not with a
category but with potential functionality: For example, which object can I use best to transport
water, which object could be used for drilling a hole, and so on. It turns out that perceiving





The whole is more than the sum of its parts.
Aristotle
6
Low-level Object Partitioning (OP) and
High-level Function Assignment (OFA)
At the beginning of this thesis we advocated the idea to advance robot percep-tion of objects in an evenmore general way than what is usually done withObjectCategorization (OC). Object Function Assignment (OFA) allows us to analyze
objects even more deeply than by merely assimilating them into a known category.
Having a certain task in mind, we begin by analyzing our surrounding for objects which
could accomplish set goal. Interestingly, we are able to think ofmakeshift solutions by looking
at the detailed geometry of objects. This process which probably facilitated usage of natural
objects like branches and rocks for early hominids is quite a remarkable development. It does
not only separate monkeys and early hominids from all other animals, but it also eventually
led to modern tool usage nowadays driven by human ingenuity.
Observed from a machines perspective, resembling human ingenuity is a very hard task.
Nevertheless, we show in this chapter how capabilities can arise in an agent if rigged with the
necessary algorithms.
As the agent deals with unusual and novel categories, our developed algorithms for OC are
not applicable anymore. The variety of possible improvised tools is just too large. One way of
reducing this large intra-class variance is by deconstructing an object into its constituent parts
and by treating objects not as awhole, but rather as an assembly of different parts connected in
a specific way. We therefore decided to tackle this problem from two sides. First, by using a set
69
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of generic unsupervised bottom-up algorithms, which can be applied to various objects for re-
trieving parts. Second, by employing a top-down supervised algorithm, which uses annotated
and partitioned objects (i.e., function defined for the full object and the parts) for the training
and predicts function for new objects and their parts. To get rid of some of the intra-class vari-
ance of perceived objects, we decided to work solely in 3D without using color. While color
is great for recognizing known objects, it is misleading in the context of functional properties
and affected by changing illumination. Furthermore, 3D does not suffer from variance com-
ing from perspective distortion, and finally, one cannot expect an agent (or even a human) to
analyze a novel object for functionality based on only 2D - hence partial observations. We, as
humans, would analyze a novel object by observing it from all sides.
6.1 Preprocessing Point Clouds
The first problem when working in 3D is the huge amount of data. To speed-up calculations
we, consequently, need an algorithmwhich is able to compress the information stored in point
clouds without loosing important information for the subsequent algorithms. Motivated by
the success of superpixels [73–75], which are used for creating over-segmentations¹ for im-
ages in 2D (called superpixels), we developed our Voxel Cloud Connectivity Segmentation
(VCCS) algorithm for creating over-segmentations for point clouds in 3D (called supervox-
els):
[5] Papon, J. and Abramov, A. and Schoeler, M. and Wörgötter, F.: “Voxel Cloud Connec-
tivity Segmentation - Supervoxels for Point Clouds”, IEEE Conference on Computer Vision
and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2013. See page 71.
While these supervoxels donot representmeaningful entities as such, they have remarkable
properties which make them applicable in various fields of 3D data processing: They do not
cross object boundaries, they are efficient to calculate, they store adjacency information in an
efficient way, and they estimate point normals². While we only showed in the paper that this
compression respects object-to-object boundaries, it turned out that even part-to-part bound-
aries are mostly preserved.
¹ Over-segmentation is a mid-level representation of a point cloud or an image. By grouping similar pixels or
points in an image or point cloud, it is above the pixel level but below the level of meaningful entities like
objects or parts - hence mid-level.
² Point normals describe the direction which points away from the local surface.
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Abstract
Unsupervised over-segmentation of an image into re-
gions of perceptually similar pixels, known as superpix-
els, is a widely used preprocessing step in segmentation
algorithms. Superpixel methods reduce the number of re-
gions that must be considered later by more computation-
ally expensive algorithms, with a minimal loss of informa-
tion. Nevertheless, as some information is inevitably lost, it
is vital that superpixels not cross object boundaries, as such
errors will propagate through later steps. Existing meth-
ods make use of projected color or depth information, but
do not consider three dimensional geometric relationships
between observed data points which can be used to pre-
vent superpixels from crossing regions of empty space. We
propose a novel over-segmentation algorithm which uses
voxel relationships to produce over-segmentations which
are fully consistent with the spatial geometry of the scene
in three dimensional, rather than projective, space. Enforc-
ing the constraint that segmented regions must have spa-
tial connectivity prevents label flow across semantic object
boundaries which might otherwise be violated. Addition-
ally, as the algorithm works directly in 3D space, observa-
tions from several calibrated RGB+D cameras can be seg-
mented jointly. Experiments on a large data set of human
annotated RGB+D images demonstrate a significant reduc-
tion in occurrence of clusters crossing object boundaries,
while maintaining speeds comparable to state-of-the-art 2D
methods.
1. Introduction
Segmentation algorithms aim to group pixels in images
into perceptually meaningful regions which conform to ob-
ject boundaries. While they initially only considered low-
level information from the image, recent semantic segmen-
tation methods take advantage of high-level object knowl-
edge to help disambiguate object borders. Graph-based ap-
proaches, such as Markov Random Field (MRF) and Condi-
tional Random Field (CRF), have become popular, as they
merge relational low-level context within the image with
object level class knowledge. While the use of such tech-
niques have met with significant success, they have the
drawback that the computational cost of inference on these
graphs generally rises sharply with increasing number of
nodes. This means that solving graphs with a node for every
pixel quickly becomes intractable, which has limited their
use in applications which require real-time segmentation.
The cost of solving pixel-level graphs led to the devel-
opment of mid-level inference schemes which do not use
pixels directly, but rather use groupings of pixels, known
as superpixels, as the base level for nodes [9]. Superpixels
are formed by over-segmenting the image into small regions
based on local low-level features, reducing the number of
nodes which must be considered for inference. While this
scheme has been successfully used in many state-of-the-art
algorithms [4, 15], it suffers from one significant disadvan-
tage; mistakes in the over-segmentation which creates the
superpixels generally cannot be recovered from and will
propagate to later steps in the vision pipeline.
Due to their strong impact on the quality of the even-
tual segmentation [5], it is important that superpixels have
certain characteristics. Of these, avoiding violating object
boundaries is the most vital, as failing to do so will de-
crease the accuracy of classifiers used later - since they will
be forced to consider pixels which belong to more than one
class. Additionally, even if the classifier does manage a cor-
rect output, the final pixel level segmentation will necessar-
ily contain errors. Another useful quality is regular distri-
bution over the area being segmented, as this will produce a
simpler graph for later steps.
In this paper, we present a novel method, Voxel Cloud
Connectivity Segmentation (VCCS), which takes advantage
of 3D geometry provided by RGB+D cameras to gener-
ate superpixels which conform to object boundaries bet-
ter than existing methods, and which are evenly distributed
in the actual observed space, rather than the projected im-
age plane. This is accomplished using a seeding method-
1
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ology based in 3D space and a flow-constrained local it-
erative clustering which uses color and geometric features.
In addition to providing superpixels which conform to real
geometric relationships, the method also can be used di-
rectly on point clouds created by combining several cal-
ibrated RGB+D cameras, providing a full 3D supervoxel
(the 3D analogue of superpixels) graph at speeds sufficient
for robotic applications. Additionally, the method source
code is freely distributed as part of the Point Cloud Library
[11] (PCL) 1.
The organization of the paper is as follows: first, in Sec-
tion 2 we give an overview of existing methods. In Sec-
tion 3 we present the 3D supervoxel segmentation algo-
rithm. In Section 4 we present a qualitative evaluation of
the method segmenting 3D point clouds created by merging
several cameras. In Section 5 we use standard quantitative
measures on results from a large RGB+D semantic segmen-
tation dataset to demonstrate that our algorithm conforms
to real object boundaries better than other state-of-the-art
methods. Additionally, we present run-time performance
results to substantiate the claim that our method is able to
offer performance equivalent to the fastest 2D methods. Fi-
nally, in Section 6 we discuss the results and conclude.
2. Related Work
There are many existing methods for over-segmenting
images into superpixels. These can be generally classified
into two subsets - graph-based and gradient ascent meth-
ods. In this section, we shall briefly review recent top-
performing methods.
Graph-based superpixel methods, similar to graph-based
full segmentation methods, consider each pixel as a node in
a graph, with edges connecting to neighboring pixels. Edge
weights are used to characterize similarity between pixels,
and superpixel labels are solved for by minimizing a cost
function over the graph. Moore et al. [8] produce superpix-
els which conform to a regular lattice structure by seeking
optimal paths horizontally and vertically across a bound-
ary image. This is done using either a graph cuts or dy-
namic programming method which seeks to minimize the
cost of edges and nodes in the paths. While this method
does have the advantage of producing superpixels in a reg-
ular grid, it sacrifices boundary adherence to so, and fur-
thermore, is heavily dependent on the quality of the pre-
computed boundary image.
The Turbopixels [7] method of Levinshtein et al. uses a
geometric flow-based algorithm based on level-set, and en-
forces a compactness constraint to ensure that superpixels
have regular shape. Unfortunately, it is too slow for use
in many applications; while the authors claim complexity
linear in image size, in practice we experienced run times
1https://github.com/PointCloudLibrary/pcl/
over 10 seconds for VGA-sized images. Veksler et al. [13],
inspired by Turbopixels, use an energy minimization frame-
work to stitch together image patches, using graph-cuts to
optimize an explicit energy function. Their method (re-
ferred to here as GCb10) is considerably faster than Tur-
bopixels, but still requires several seconds even for small
images.
Recently, a significantly faster class of superpixel meth-
ods has emerged - Simple Linear Iterative Clustering[1]
(SLIC). This is an iterative gradient ascent algorithm
which uses a local k-means clustering approach to effi-
ciently find superpixels, clustering pixels in the five dimen-
sional space of color and pixel location. Depth-Adaptive
Superpixels[14] recently extended this idea to use depth im-
ages, expanding the clustering space with the added dimen-
sions of depth and point normal angles. While DASP is
efficient and gives promising results, it does not take full
advantage of RGB+D data, remaining in the class of 2.5D
methods, as it does not explicitly consider 3D connectivity
or geometric flow.
For the sake of clarity, we should emphasize that our
method is not related to existing “supervoxel” methods
[1, 8, 13], which are simple extensions of 2D algorithms
to 3D volumes. In such methods, video frames are stacked
to produce a structured, regular, and solid volume with time
as the depth dimension. In contrast, our method is intended
to segment actual volumes in space, and makes heavy use
of the fact that such volumes are not regular or solid (most
of the volume is empty space) to aid segmentation. Existing
“supervoxel” methods cannot work in such a space, as they
generally only function on a structured lattice.
3. Geometrically Constrained Supervoxels
In this Section we present Voxel Cloud Connectivity
Segmentation (VCCS), a new method for generating super-
pixels and supervoxels from 3D point cloud data. The su-
pervoxels produced by VCCS adhere to object boundaries
better than state-of-the-art methods while the method re-
mains efficient enough to use in online applications. VCCS
uses a variant of k-means clustering for generating its label-
ing of points, with two important constraints:
1. The seeding of supervoxel clusters is done by par-
titioning 3D space, rather than the projected image plane.
This ensures that supervoxels are evenly distributed accord-
ing to the geometry of the scene.
2. The iterative clustering algorithm enforces strict
spatial connectivity of occupied voxels when considering
points for clusters. This means that supervoxels strictly can-
not flow across boundaries which are disjoint in 3D space,
even though they are connected in the projected plane.
First, in 3.1 we shall describe how neighbor voxels are
calculated efficiently, then in 3.2 how seeds are generated
and filtered, in 3.3 the features and distance measure used
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for clustering, and finally in 3.4 how the iterative clustering
algorithm enforces spatial connectivity. Unless otherwise
noted, all processing is being performed in the 3D point-
cloud space constructed from one or more RGB+D cameras
(or any other source of point-cloud data). Furthermore, be-
cause we work exclusively in a voxel-cloud space (rather
than the continuous point-cloud space), we shall adopt the
following notation to refer to voxel at index i within voxel-
cloud V of voxel resolution r:
Vr(i) = F1..n, (1)
where F specifies a feature vector which contains n point
features (e.g. color, location, normals).
3.1. Adjacency Graph
Adjacency is a key element of the proposed method, as
it ensures that supervoxels do not flow across object bound-
aries which are disconnected in space. There are three def-
initions of adjacency in a voxelized 3D space; 6-,18-, or
26-adjacent. These share a face, faces or edges, and faces,
edges, or vertices, respectively. In this work, whenever we
refer to adjacent voxels, we are speaking of 26-adjacency.
As a preliminary step, we construct the adjacency graph
for the voxel-cloud. This can be done efficiently by search-
ing the voxel kd-tree, as for a given voxel, the centers of
all 26-adjacent voxels are contained within
√
3 ∗ Rvoxel.
Rvoxel specifies the voxel resolution which will be used for
the segmentation (for clarity, we shall simply refer to dis-
crete elements at this resolution as voxels). The adjacency
graph thus constructed is used extensively throughout the
rest of the algorithm.
3.2. Spatial Seeding
The algorithm begins by selecting a number of seed
points which will be used to initialize the supervoxels. In
order to do this, we first divide the space into a voxelized
grid with a chosen resolution Rseed, which is significantly
higher than Rvoxel. The effect of increasing the seed res-
olution Rseed can be seen in Figure 2. Initial candidates
for seeding are chosen by selecting the voxel in the cloud
nearest to the center of each occupied seeding voxel.
Once we have candidates for seeding, we must filter out
seeds caused by noise in the depth image. This means that
we must remove seeds which are points isolated in space
(which are likely due to noise), while leaving those which
exist on surfaces. To do this, we establish a small search
radiusRsearch around each seed, and delete seeds which do
not have at least as many voxels as would be occupied by
a planar surface intersecting with half of the search volume
(this is shown by the green plane in Figure 1). Once filtered,
we shift the remaining seeds to the connected voxel within







Figure 1. Seeding parameters and filtering criteria. Rseed deter-
mines the distance between supervoxels, while Rvoxel determines
the resolution to which the cloud is quantized. Rsearch is used to
determine if there are a sufficient number of occupied voxels to
necessitate a seed.




‖ V (i)− V (k) ‖ CIELab
Nadj
; (2)
we use sum of distances in CIELAB space from neighbor-
ing voxels, requiring us to normalize the gradient measure
by number of connected adjacent voxels Nadj . Figure 1
gives an overview of the different distances and parameters
involved in seeding.
Once the seed voxels have been selected, we initialize the
supervoxel feature vector by finding the center (in feature
space) of the seed voxel and connected neighbors within 2
voxels.
3.3. Features and Distance Measure
VCCS supervoxels are clusters in a 39 dimensional
space, given as
F = [x, y, z, L, a, b,FPFH1..33], (3)
where x, y, z are spatial coordinates, L, a, b are color in
CIELab space, and FPFH1..33 are the 33 elements of Fast
Point Feature Histograms (FPFH), a local geometrical fea-
ture proposed by Rusu et al. [10]. FPFH are pose-invariant
features which describe the local surface model properties
of points using combinations of their k nearest neighbors.
They are an extension of the older Point Feature Histograms
optimized for speed, and have a computational complexity
of O(n · k).
In order to calculate distances in this space, we must
first normalize the spatial component, as distances, and thus
their relative importance, will vary depending on the seed
resolution Rseed. Similar to the work of Achanta et al., [1]
we have limited the search space for each cluster so that it





Figure 2. Image segmented using VCCS with seed resolutions of 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2 meters.
ends at the neighboring cluster centers. This means that we
can normalize our spatial distance Ds using the maximally
distant point considered for clustering, which will lie at a
distance of
√
3Rseed. Color distance Dc, is the euclidean
distance in CIELab space, normalized by a constantm. Dis-
tance in FPFH space, Df , is calculated using the Histogram









+ εD2HiK , (4)
where λ, µ, and ε control the influence of color, spatial dis-
tance, and geometric similarity, respectively, in the cluster-
ing. In practice we keep the spatial distance constant rela-
tive to the other two so that supervoxels occupy a relatively
spherical space, but this is not strictly necessary. For the
experiments in this paper we have color weighted equally
with geometric similarity.
3.4. Flow Constrained Clustering
Assigning voxels to supervoxels is done iteratively, using
a local k-means clustering related to [1, 14], with the signifi-
cant difference that we consider connectivity and flow when
assigning pixels to a cluster. The general process is as fol-
lows: beginning at the voxel nearest the cluster center, we
flow outward to adjacent voxels and compute the distance
from each of these to the supervoxel center using Equation
4. If the distance is the smallest this voxel has seen, its la-
bel is set, and using the adjacency graph, we add its neigh-
bors which are further from the center to our search queue
for this label. We then proceed to the next supervoxel, so
that each level outwards from the center is considered at the
same time for all supervoxels. We proceed iteratively out-
wards until we have reached the edge of the search volume
for each supervoxel (or have no more neighbors to check).
This amounts to a breadth-first search of the adjacency
graph, where we check the same level for all supervoxels
before we proceed down the graphs in depth. Importantly,
we avoid edges to adjacent voxels which we have already
checked this iteration. The search concludes for a super-
voxel when we have reached all the leaf nodes of its adja-
cency graph or none of the nodes searched in the current
level were set to its label. This search procedure, illus-
trated in Figure 3, has two important advantages over ex-
isting methods:
1. Supervoxel labels cannot cross over object boundaries
that are not actually touching in 3D space, since we only
consider adjacent voxels, and
2. Supervoxel labels will tend to be continuous in 3D
space, since labels flow outward from the center of each
supervoxel, expanding in space at the same rate.
Once the search of all supervoxel adjacency graphs has
concluded, we update the centers of each supervoxel clus-
ter by taking the mean of all its constituents. This is done
iteratively; either until the cluster centers stabilize, or for a
fixed number of iterations. For this work we found that the
supervoxels were stable within a few iterations, and so have
simply used five iterations for all presented results.
4. Three Dimensional Voxel Segments
The proposed method works directly on voxelized point
clouds, which has advantages over existing methods which
operate in the projected image plane. The most important
of these is the ability to segment clouds coming from many
sensor observations - either using multiple cameras [3] or
accumulated clouds from one [6]. Computationally, this is
advantageous, as the speed of our method is dependent on
the number of occupied voxels in the scene2, and not the
number of observed pixels. As observations will have sig-
nificant overlap, this means that it is cheaper to segment
the overall voxel cloud than the individual 2D observations.
For instance, the scene in Figure 5 comes from 180 Kinect
observations (640x480), and yet the final voxel cloud (with
Rvoxel = 0.01m) only contains 450k voxels.
Additionally, while VCCS will become more accurate as
cloud information is filled in by additional observations, 2D
methods must necessarily segment them independently and
therefore cannot make use of the added information. Most
2 We should note that while the initial voxelization of the cloud does
take more time with a larger cloud, it remains insignificant overall
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Figure 3. Search order for the flow constrained clustering algorithm (shown in 2D for clarity). Dotted edges in the adjacency graph are not
searched, as the nodes have already been added to the search queue.
importantly, even with methods that use depth information,
such as that of Weikersdorfer et al. [14], it is not clear how
one would combine the multiple segmented 2d images, as
superpixels from sequential observations will have no rela-
tion to each other and will have conflicting partitionings of
space in the merged cloud.
5. Experimental Evaluation
In order to evaluate the quality of supervoxels gener-
ated by VCCS, we performed a quantitative comparison
with three state-of-the-art superpixel methods using pub-
licly available source code. We selected the two 2D tech-
niques with the highest published performance from a re-
cent review [1]: a graph based method, GCb10 [13]3, and
a gradient ascent local clustering method, SLIC [1]4. Ad-
ditionally, we selected another method which uses depth
images, DASP[14]5. Examples of over-segmentations pro-
duced by the methods are given in Figure 6.
5.1. Dataset
For testing, we used the recently created NYU Depth
Dataset V2 semantic segmentation dataset of Silberman
et al. [12]6. This contains 1449 pairs of aligned RGB
and depth images, with human annotated densely labeled
ground truth. The images were captured in diverse cluttered
indoor scenes, and present many difficulties for segmenta-
tion algorithms such as varied illumination and many small
similarly colored objects. Examples of typical scenes are
shown in Figure 6.
5.2. Returning to the Projected Plane
RGB+D sensors produce what is known as an organized
point cloud- a cloud where every point corresponds to a








Figure 4. Example of hole-filling for images after returning from
voxel-cloud to the projected image plane. Depth data, shown in
the top left, has holes in it, shown as dark blue areas (here, due
to the lamp interfering with the Kinect). The resulting supervox-
els do not cover these holes as shown in the bottom left, since the
cloud has no points in them. To generate a complete 2D segmen-
tation, we fill these holes in using the SLIC algorithm, resulting in
a complete segmentation, seen in the top right. The bottom right
shows human annotated ground truth for the scene.
cloud is voxelized, it necessarily loses this correspondence,
and becomes an unstructured cloud which no longer has any
direct relationship back to the 2D projected plane. As such,
in order to compare results with existing 2D methods we
were forced to devise a scheme to apply supervoxel labels
to the original image.
To do this, we take every point in the original organized
cloud and search for the nearest voxel in the voxelized rep-
resentation. Unfortunately, since there are blank areas in
the original depth image due to such factors as reflective
surfaces, noise, and limited sensor range, this leaves us with
some blank areas in the output labeled images. To overcome
this, we fill in any large unlabeled areas using the SLIC al-
gorithm. This is not a significant drawback, as the purpose
of the algorithm is to form supervoxels in 3D space, not su-
perpixels in the projected plane, and this hole-filling is only
needed for comparison purposes. Additionally, the hole fill-
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Figure 5. Over-segmentation of a cloud from the RGB-D scenes dataset[6]. The cloud is created by aligning 180 kinect frames, examples
of which are seen on the left side. The resulting cloud has over 3 million points, which reduces to 450k points at Rvoxel = 0.01m and
100k points with Rvoxel = 0.02m. Over-segmentation of these take 6 and 1.5 seconds, respectively (including voxelization).
Figure 6. Examples of under-segmentation output. From left to right- ground truth annotation, SLIC, GCb10, DASP, and VCCS. Each is
shown with two different superpixel densities.
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Figure 7. Boundary recall and under-segmentation error for SLIC,
GCb10, DASP, and VCCS.
ing actually makes our results worse, since it does not con-
sider depth, and therefore tends to bleed over some object
boundaries that were correctly maintained in the supervoxel
representation. An example of what the resulting segments
look like before and after this procedure are shown in Fig-
ure 4.
5.3. Evaluation Metrics
The most important property for superpixels is the abil-
ity to adhere to, and not cross, object boundaries. To mea-
sure this quantitatively, we have used two standard met-
rics for boundary adherence- boundary recall and under-
segmentation error[7, 13]. Boundary recall measures what
fraction of the ground truth edges fall within at least two
pixels of a superpixel boundary. High boundary recall indi-
cates that the superpixels properly follow the edges of ob-
jects in the ground truth labeling. The results for bound-
ary recall are given in Figure 7. As can be seen, VCCS
and SLIC have the best boundary recall performance, giv-
ing similar results as the number of superpixels in the seg-
mentation varies.
Under-segmentation error measures the amount of leak-
age across object boundaries. For a ground truth segmenta-
tion with regions g1, ..., gM , and the set of superpixels from












where sj | sj∩gi is the set of superpixels required to cover a
ground truth label gi, andN is the number of labeled ground
truth pixels. A lower value means that less superpixels vio-
lated ground truth borders by crossing over them. Figure 7
compares the four algorithms, giving under-segmentation
error for increasing superpixel counts. VCCS outperforms
existing methods for all superpixel densities.
5.4. Time Performance
As superpixels are used as a preprocessing step to re-
duce the complexity of segmentation, they should be com-
putationally efficient so that they do not negatively impact
overall performance. To quantify segmentation speed, we
measured the time required for the methods on images of
increasing size (for the 2D methods) and increasing number
of voxels (for VCCS). All measurements were recorded on
an Intel Core i7 3.2Ghz processor, and are shown in Fig-
ure 8. VCCS shows performance competitive with SLIC
and DASP (the two fastest superpixel methods in the litera-
ture) for voxel clouds of sizes which are typical for Kinect
data at Rvoxel = 0.008m (20-40k voxels). It should be
noted that only VCCS takes advantage of multi-threading
(for octree, kd-tree, and FPFH computation), as there are
no publicly available multi-threaded implementations of the
other algorithms.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
We have presented VCCS, a novel over-segmentation al-
gorithm for point-clouds. In contrast to existing approaches,
it works on a voxelized cloud, using spatial connectivity
and geometric features to help superpixels conform better
to object boundaries. Results demonstrated that VCCS pro-
duces over-segmentations which perform significantly bet-
ter than the state-of-the-art in terms of under-segmentation
error, and equal to the top performing method in boundary
recall. This is fortunate, as we consider under-segmentation
error to be the more important of the two measures, as
boundary recall does not penalize for crossing ground truth
boundaries- meaning that even with a high boundary recall
score, superpixels might perform poorly in actual segmenta-
tion. We have also presented timing results which show that
VCCS has run time comparable to the fastest existing meth-
ods, and is fast enough for use as a pre-processing step in
online semantic segmentation applications such as robotics.






























































Figure 8. Speed of segmentation for increasing image size and
number of voxels. Use of GCb10 rapidly becomes unfeasible for
larger image sizes, and so we do not adjust the axes to show its run-
time. The variation seen in VCCS run-time is due to dependence
on other factors, such as Rseed and overall amount of connectivity
in the adjacency graphs.
We have made the code publicly available as part of the
popular Point Cloud Library, and intend for VCCS to be-
come an important step in future graph-based 3D semantic
segmentation methods.
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Thekey idea is that humanperceptionof unknownobjects and their parts ismuch facilitated
by the existence of concavities. While this theory has been much researched in psychology
[64–66, 76], we transfered it to segmenting point clouds: First, we classify edges between
adjacent supervoxels as either being concave, convex, or invalid. Invalid connections exist
where surfaces touch at a singular point (see [7] Fig. 1). Second, we perform region growing
along convex-connected patches, which results in a segmentation which isolates objects even
in cluttered scenes. In [7]we additionally propose the so-calledDepthDependent Voxel Grid
(DDVG) which treats decreasing point-density at far distances in single view point clouds
by scaling the voxel-size with the distance to the camera. This greatly increased applicability
to challenging problems, for example, scene-segmentation in the NYU Depth V2 dataset, for




Convexity based object partitioning for robot applications
Simon Christoph Stein, Florentin Wörgötter, Markus Schoeler, Jeremie Papon and Tomas Kulvicius
Abstract— The idea that connected convex surfaces, sepa-
rated by concave boundaries, play an important role for the per-
ception of objects and their decomposition into parts has been
discussed for a long time. Based on this idea, we present a new
bottom-up approach for the segmentation of 3D point clouds
into object parts. The algorithm approximates a scene using an
adjacency-graph of spatially connected surface patches. Edges
in the graph are then classified as either convex or concave using
a novel, strictly local criterion. Region growing is employed to
identify locally convex connected subgraphs, which represent
the object parts. We show quantitatively that our algorithm,
although conceptually easy to graph and fast to compute,
produces results that are comparable to far more complex state-
of-the-art methods which use classification, learning and model
fitting. This suggests that convexity/concavity is a powerful
feature for object partitioning using 3D data. Furthermore we
demonstrate that for many objects a natural decomposition into
“handle and body” emerges when employing our method. We
exploit this property in a robotic application enabling a robot
to automatically grasp objects by their handles.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robots must be able to interact with and manipulate
objects. However, what is an object? As early as 1000 AD
the first notions arose that shape/object perception relies
on convexity and concavity information. In the first known
book on visual science, written by the Arab scholar Alhazen
(Ibn al-Haytham), 965 - ca. 1040 AD [1] he stated that
connected convex surfaces lead to the perception of a solid
object (“if the body has a convex surface that bulges towards
the eye [...] then if sight perceives the convexity of the
surface it will perceive the body’s solidity”; [2], p. 169). A
substantial body of psychophysical and theoretical literature
exists that has tried to substantiate this claim for human
perception, but almost exclusively dealing with 2D shapes
[3]–[8]. In addition a few early studies in computer vision
have used this concept to distinguish objects from each other
also in 3D [9]–[11]. These older studies, however, suffered
from a lack of good 3D-data, which only now has become
readily available through the use of RGB-D sensors (like the
“Kinect”). Thus, only recently the aspect of shape perception
relying on convexity and concavity has has become used
in technical systems [12]–[14], with variable success. Why
is object segmentation so difficult? One reason for this is
that most objects are composed of parts, which can have
their own functional semantics (very often: body and handle).
*The research leading to these results has received funding from the
European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013
(Specific Programme Cooperation, Theme 3, Information and Communi-
cation Technologies) under grant agreement no. 270273, Xperience.
Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, Bernstein Center for Computational
Neuroscience, Friedrich-Hund Platz 1, DE-37077 Göttingen, Germany
scstein@physik3.gwdg.de
Thus, data driven, bottom up whole-object segmentation is
an ill-posed problem if not considering parts (and their
combinations) early on.
In this study we address this problem by the use of a well-
designed concave-convex criterion on point cloud data and
show that this is exceedingly powerful for the data-driven
finding of parts of objects. The main novelty of our approach
lies in the definition of this strictly local 3D-partitioning cri-
terion and its combination with a region-growing algorithm
working on surface patches. This largely mirrors human
perception and thereby creates object parts from the point
cloud data in a natural, human-like way. Specifically, from
such a partitioning we can demonstrate that the notion of
“handle versus body” genuinely emerges for many objects,
which is very useful for robotic grasping. This paper is
organized as follow: First, in Section II we present our
segmentation algorithm, for which technical details are given
in the Appendix. In Section III we evaluate our method and
benchmark it against other approaches. After that, we show
one demonstrative example of a robotic application: Grasping
objects by their handles. Finally in Section IV we discuss the
results and compare them to the state of the art. The method
source code is freely distributed as part of the Point Cloud
Library (PCL)1.
II. METHODS
A. Method overview and basic definitions
The basic assumption of our segmentation is that object
parts are usually separated from each other by concave
boundaries. Early on we note that single-part objects are just
a special case of this. Based on this hypothesis, the goal
of the algorithm is to segment scenes by merging convex
areas enclosed by concave boundaries. Convex is defined
here in the usual way (Fig. 1 C, left): Two touching surfaces
of an object form a convex configuration if a straight line,
which connects one point on one surface with another point
on the other surface, cuts through (the solid part of) the
object. Accordingly, a concave configuration is given when
the connecting line travels through “free space” (Fig. 1 C,
right). However, there exist configurations where the ob-
served surface is locally discontinuous and the classification
into convex and concave does not make sense (Fig. 1 D ).
Hence, just applying the concave-convex criterion as such
can lead to wrong decisions and thus a wrong segmentation.
A main contribution of this study is to address this problem





Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the segmentation algorithm. Two example cases are shown: single-object case (upper panels) and two-objects case (lower panels).
Illustration of A) RGB images corresponding to the point clouds (not shown) of the scenes, which serve as an input to the segmentation algorithm. B)
Graph of connected supervoxels (linear patches). For clarity, the displayed patches are bigger than the ones used for segmentation. C) Convexity criterion
and D) sanity criterion for the classification of graph edges. E) Model depicting the classified graph. Black lines denote convex connections, red lines
concave/invalid ones. F) Resulting Segmentation; object labels are shown by different colors. G) Magnification of noisy region in the segmented image
which is due to over-smoothed normals. H) The final segmentation result after noise filtering.
B. Method flow-diagram
The flow diagram of the Locally Convex Connected
Patches (LCCP) segmentation algorithm is presented in
Fig. 1. To explain our algorithm we have designed two simple
objects using wooden cubes: an object that a human observer
would consider as consisting of a single-part (upper row) and
another one from two parts (bottom row). In the following
we will give a general overview of the implementation of
our algorithm. Details are given in the Appendix.
Our method is based on the segmentation of 3D point
clouds recorded with a Kinect sensor, which serves as input
to our algorithm (RGB images shown in Fig. 1 D).
First, we build a graph of connected linear patches (Step
1, panel B) as an approximation of the observed surfaces in
the point cloud. This is done using the Supervoxel algorithm
of [15], which is an edge preserving oversegmentation, where
each supervoxel in an adjacency graph is taken as a linear
patch (e.g. a patch with zero curvature) and its normal
vector is calculated. The main advantage of this step is that
it reduces noise and thereby increases the stability of the
convexity decision. Additionally a substantial data-reduction
is achieved, making the algorithm faster.
Afterwards, we create a convexity graph (Step 2, panel
E) by classifying edges of the linear patch graph. To decide
whether a connection between patches is convex or concave
we use two criteria, convexity and sanity (Fig. 1 C, D).
Convexity is defined as described above, but connections
between patches whose normals differ less than a small angle
threshold βThresh are always treated as convex. This thresh-
old compensates for inaccuracies in the normal estimation
and allows merging of small, spurious concavities. The sanity
criterion is used to identify and invalidate connections where
patches are only connected in a singular point making the
convexity decision ambiguous.
Finally, in Step 3, we segment the obtained convexity
graph in order to find all components connected by convex
edges (Fig. 1 F). We achieve this by a region growing
process. Starting from any seed-patch, region growing prop-
agates the seed-label over those patches that have convex
edges until a concavity is reached, for which the region
cannot “grow around” and the process starts with a new
seed (see Appendix for details). This can best be understood
comparing panels F. In the upper panel only one object is
labeled. The corresponding convexity graph (panel E) shows
why this happens. Although a concave boundary exists for
this object, region growing finds enough convex-connected
patches such that the label can grow around the concave
edge. A different arrangement is presented in the bottom
panels. In this case the object splits into two separate parts
(panel F). This is due to the fact that the front part of the
structure is not a single plane anymore but shows a step-like
structure. This discontinuity leads to an enclosing concave
boundary which cuts the convexity graph (panel E) into two
parts that cannot be bridged by region growing. As a result,
the algorithm interprets this scene as two touching objects.
In the resulting segmented images (panels F) one can see
small segments at the edge. This happens due to the gradual
transition of the normals at the edge (Fig. 1 G), because
normals are estimated using a local neighborhood. Because
of this, a group of normals may seem to have a concave
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Fig. 2. Examples of segmentation: A) images from OSD dataset and B) images from our data set. Top and bottom panels show original and segmented
images, respectively. Points beyond a distance of 1.3 m were cropped for visualization.
connection to both surfaces leading to unwanted segments.
As these patches are usually very small, they can be removed
with filters in a post-processing step (Step 4, Fig. 1 H).
C. Benchmarking and Measures
This section provides a short overview of the benchmarks
and measures that were used for quantitative evaluation. In
addition to publicly available benchmarks we also use a set of
self recorded scenes for examples and qualitative evaluation.
1) Object Segmentation Database (OSD): For quantitative
analysis we used the Object Segmentation Database (OSD-
v0.2) which was proposed by Richtsfeld et al. [12] in 2012.
It consists of 111 scenes showing objects placed on a table.
All scenes contain multiple objects, which have mostly
box-like or cylindrical shape and are recorded in various
positions. The data set includes scenes with partial and full
occlusions and also cluttered scenes (in 2D as well as 3D).
An important property of the data set is that most objects
are not composed of parts. This makes the ground-truth data
relatively non-ambiguous. Ground-truth images were created
from the points in the labeled point clouds available on the
OSD website2. Example scenes from the OSD dataset can
be found in Fig. 2 A.
2) Measures: The first measure that we used for evalua-
tion of our algorithm is Weighted Overlap (WOv) proposed
by [16] and [17], which is a simple region based measure
that is computed from the view of the ground-truth partition.
The other measures we used are false negative (fn) and false
positive (fp) scores from [13] and over- (Fos) and under-
segmentation (Fus) scores from [12]. Definitions for these
measures are given in the Appendix.
III. RESULTS
One strength of the LCCP algorithm is its robustness to
parameter variations. For all segmentation images shown in
this work, the parameters of the algorithm remained the same
(parameter set P1, see Appendix Tab. II, with βThresh = 10◦),
except for one aspect of the robot application (Fig. 5 B),
where object parts are intentionally merged.
2http://users.acin.tuwien.ac.at/arichtsfeld/?site=4
A. Segmentation Examples
Some examples of results of our segmentation algorithm
are presented in Fig. 2, where we show the segmentation of
images from the OSD as well as our data set (panels A,B;
resp.). In the OSD data set “single-part” objects dominate.
Therefore, we selected images from our data set (with
“multiple-parts”) in order to show that our algorithm is not
only able to perform object segmentation but also object
partitioning. One can see that in both cases our algorithm
performs very well and is able to segment objects as well
as objects’ parts. Hollow objects (bowls, etc.) will show
multiple segments inside as surface normals on this concave
surface change very strongly. This could be changed (to
getting a single segment) by a different parameter set but
this segment will always be different from the one that
represents the outside of the object, as they are not connected
in 3D space due to occlusion. Note that if point clouds
from multiple viewpoints are used, bowls turn into single
segments.
Fig. 3. Example segmentation of a point cloud combined from multiple
views showing a foam hand broom. The input point cloud and segmentation
result from different view points are shown in the top and bottom images
respectively (also see supplementary video).
We would also like to stress that our method allows
performing segmentation of point clouds taken from multiple
views. An example is shown in Fig 3, where eight views of
the same object were recorded using a turn table and their
point clouds merged. To get a correct surface orientation, the
normals are calculated for each cloud individually before




then averaged. Segmentation of clouds combining multiple
views requires a method rigorously working in 3D space
instead of the image plane, and is often not achievable in
other approaches.
B. Method Evaluation, Statistics and Run-time
We evaluated the performance of our algorithm on the
OSD data set and compared it to two state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Note that benchmarking 3D segmentation is in itself
non-trivial as the ground truth often contains inaccuracies
(see Appendix for ”Evaluation Problems”).
Performance of our algorithm is quantified in Fig. 4 giving
average scores on the OSD dataset for different βThresh and
two supervoxel sizes (P1=small and P2=large, see Appendix
Table II). For small βThresh (region R1), noise in the normal
estimation influences the segmentation, resulting in high
oversegmentation (high false negatives). When the merging
angle is increased, oversegmentation is reduced and a stable
plateau is visible (R2). For large merging thresholds (R3),
undersegmentation occurs (high false positives). Differences
between supervoxel sizes do not matter much for small
βThresh (regions R1, R2) but larger supervoxels improve
results for large βThresh (region R3).
A comparison to two other state-of-the-art methods using
model fitting together with machine learning [12] or prob-
abilistic reasoning [13] is presented in Table 1. It can be
seen that, although simpler, our method can compete with
the state-of-the-art methods. Oversegmentation (fn, Fos) is
slightly higher with our method. This is due to two factors:
we do not use model fitting (which helps against noise),
and we sometimes detect parts (e.g. handles of bowls and
cups) which is an oversegmentation according to the full-
object ground truth labeling. We should note that the latter
of which is not an error for our purposes. In terms of
undersegmentation (fp, Fus), we perform better than [12]




























Fig. 4. Statistics obtained from segmentation of scenes from the OSD
dataset using our method. Average results are shown. LCCPP1 and
LCCPP2 stand for the different parameter sets with small (solid lines)
and large (dashed lines) supervoxels respectively.
The average run-time on the OSD dataset using parameter
set P1 (P2) was 549 ms (370 ms) with 518 ms (365 ms)
spent computing the supervoxels and 31 ms (5 ms) for the
segmentation using a Intel Core i7 3.2 GHz processor. Note,
supervoxel calculation is currently not parallelized using
GPUs, which should lead to a more than 10-fold speed-up.
C. Robotic application
Finally, we applied our algorithm to a robot scenario where
a KUKA LWR robot-arm [18] was used to grasp some
objects. Several aspects, such as object recognition [19],
robot grasping control [20], [21], and movement execution
[22], rely on published work and will not be described here
in detail.
The task for the robot was to identify eight different
objects in a scene (Fig. 5 D) and grasp some of them by
their handle to lift them above the table. In addition to
segmentation, this task also requires object classification.
General object classification, a difficult problem in its own
right, is outside the scope of this paper. Here we have
restricted the problem to only those eight classes and we
could, thus, use an established classification algorithm [19]
to recognize them.
The flow diagram of the implementation is presented in
Fig. 5. As input to the robot-system we used the point clouds
obtained from Kinect data (for segmentation) as well as a
high resolution DSLR image (for object recognition). We en-
hanced our segmentation algorithm by an initial ground plane
separation step and used the overall setup for two aspects
required to solve this problem: 1) object-segmentation from
the background (Fig. 5 B) and 2) partitioning the individual
parts of a given object (Fig. 5 C). Parameters for (1) and
(2) are necessarily different. Ground plane subtraction is
necessary because the object-to-table and handle-to-object-
body transitions are geometrically similar (90◦ edge) and
the object-segmentation can thus not be solved by LCCP
segmentation. As an additional benefit, it helps to segment
very thin objects like the knife, which can hardly be (geo-
metrically) distinguished from the supporting surface when
laying on the side, because of the limited resolution and
accuracy of the Kinect. For object and handle recognition
we used the classification algorithm from [19], which is
based on a combination of SIFT-features [23], CyColor-
features and a radial orientation scheme [19]. We used a
two layer architecture. The first layer consists of a classifier
which is trained on all eight complete objects in the scene
(see Fig. 5 A). This classifier finds the desired object(s)
in the scene using the DSLR image on the eight possible
object candidates, segmented by the object-segmentation step
(Fig. 5 B). Here it detects the heat gun (Fig. 5 D). The
second layer consists of several binary classifiers (one for
each object), which classify a part, segmented by the part
partitioning step (Fig. 5 C), as being “handle” or “body”.
Thus, for handle classification we trained eight classifiers on
handles vs. body of the respective object. Here it splits the
heat gun into body and handle as required (Fig. 5 E) and the
same happens for all objects in the scene.
For action execution we used the library of manipulation
actions from [21], which is based on Semantic Event Chains
(SECs) [20] and Modified Dynamic Movement Primitives




COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SEGMENTATION METHODS.
WOv tp fp fn Fos Fus
Mean Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean Mean
LCCPP1 (βThresh = 10◦) 87.0% 90.7% 8.7% 4.3% 2.5% 9.3% 8.7% 8.4% 3.9%
Richtsfeld et al. [12] - - - - - - - 4.5% 7.9%
Ückermann et al. [13] - 92.2% 7.3% 1.9% 3.3% 7.8% 7.3% - -
Fig. 5. Flow diagram of robotic application: A) Original image of the scene, B, C) object/part segmentation, D, E) object/part classification and F) action
execution – robot grasping a heatgun by its handle. LCCP segmentation was applied after an initial ground plane subtraction. While part segmentation uses
the usual parameters (P1, βTresh = 10◦), they are are necessarily different for object segmentation: (v = 0.75 cm, s = 2 cm, βThresh = 180◦, nfilter = 2).
(MDMPs) [22]. Here, specifically, we used a pick-and-place
action, where the pose of the handle was calculated from its
3D shape obtained from the part partitioning algorithm. Note
that in this case we have predefined grasps (grasp from top or
grasp from side depending on the orientation of the handle)
for specific objects. In Fig. 5 F we demonstrate a successful
grasp on the handle for the heat gun (see supplementary
video for grasping of other objects).
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we presented a novel algorithm for the
segmentation of 3D point clouds that can be used to partition
objects into parts or to segment different objects from each
other. The latter is a special case of the former. We demon-
strated that our quite simple approach can compete with
more complex state-of-the-art partitioning methods and that
it performs equally well. We also presented an application of
our algorithm in a robot scenario where the task of the robot
was to grasp objects by their handle. In the following we
will discuss our approach and relate it to existing methods.
A. State of the Art
In general there exist several bottom-up, data-driven as
well as top-down, model-based approaches. Several bottom-
up approaches have recently been reported [24]–[26], which,
however, do not reach the same level of performance com-
pared to the method presented here. Most similar to our
segmentation algorithm is the method from Moosmann et al.
[11] sharing our thought to exploit convexities/concavities
for segmentation using LIDAR data. The relatively noise-
free LIDAR measurements allow direct use of 3D-points,
different from RGB-D data. Our approach makes use of
supervoxels [15] and a different set of criteria to gain
robustness, which is not possible with the methods of Moos-
mann et al.. Recent top-down methods [12], [13], [16], [27]
sometimes perform exceedingly well on similar benchmarks,
but usually require quite a complex machinery to achieve the
segmentation. It is, thus, remarkable that our very simple
data-driven approach can compete with that of Richtsfeld
et al. [12] as well as Ückermann et al. [13]. We take this
as an indication of just how powerful the feature of local
convexity is and suggest that it should also be considered
as an important feature for future top-down approaches. In
addition, our part partitioning bears a high similarity to the
way a human would “describe” the parts of an object. We
suggest that this might be a better starting point for “defining
an object” (by composition from its parts) as compared to
more arbitrary geometrical and surface model assumptions
often found in the existing top-down approaches.
B. A compositional view on affordances and objects
Why does our algorithm easily segment handles from the
body of the object? The reason lies in the fact that almost all
handles are designed so as to lead to a concave discontinuity
relative to the body and this holds true also for many other
handles, which we considered in our experiments (data not
shown). Arguably the same is true for other manipulation-
relevant parts like knobs, buttons, lids, etc., although the




current cameras, which have quite a low resolution. There
is no proof for this, but “looking around” seems to strongly
support this speculation: most human-made manipulation-
relevant parts seem to form a concave connection to the ob-
ject body. Thus, the here presented algorithm will for all such
cases produce a good guess for detecting the manipulation-
relevant parts for a robot. The approach demonstrated in
our robot experiments is, thus, a novel and efficient way to
arrive at manipulation affordances for an artificial agent. In
addition, parts as defined by our algorithm will many times
form a convex figure and this figure will usually take a simple
geometrical shape (cylinder, sphere, cube, torus, pyramid,
etc.) which may be somewhat distorted and/or curved. Still,
it should be possible to train classifiers for these object parts
and thereby arrive at a compositional, generative approach
for the (de-)construction and the understanding of complex
object geometries. This is work in progress and we hope to
be able to report on this in the near future.
APPENDIX
A. Formalism of the Segmentation Algorithm
Let us define local convexity and concavity for two neigh-
boring surface patches as follows (see also Fig. 6 A). A
convex connection of two linear surface patches is given
when a straight line joining the patch centroids travels
through regions that are inside the object, according to the
direction of the patch normals. A concave connection is
given when the line segment joining the patch centroids
travels through free space, i.e., regions that are outside. In the
following all steps of the algorithm are presented in detail.
1) Building a Linear Patch Graph: We build a linear
patch graph using an approximation of the point cloud
by finite linear patches with a neighborhood relation. An
effective way to construct such an approximation is using
a Supervoxel adjacency graph G(V,E) [15], where each
supervoxel ~pi = (~xi, ~ni, . . . ), ~pi ∈ V is taken as a linear
patch. In the following the centroid of patch ~pi will be
denoted as ~xi and its normal vector as ~ni. Supervoxels allow
feature specific weights to be set to respect boundaries in
different features (e.g. color, normal direction). As we are
interested only in geometric features, we set all weights
to zero except the spatial weight ws = 1 and the normal
direction weight wn = 4. Two parameter settings for the
voxel size v and supervoxel size s were used (see Tab. II).
2) Building a Convexity Graph: Afterwards, we create a
segmented graph model by classifying edges of the linear
patch graph. To decide whether the connection e = (~pi, ~pj)
between two patches is convex or concave/invalid we present
one criterion for the basic convexity decision and an addi-
tional criterion increasing the robustness of the decision.
Convexity Criterion (CC): Consider two adjacent linear
patches with centroids at the positions ~x1, ~x2 and normals
~n1, ~n2 as depicted in Fig. 6 A. Whether the connection
between these patches is convex or concave can be inferred
from the relation of the surface normals to the vector joining
the two patch centroids.
Fig. 6. A) Illustration of convex and concave connections between two
linear patches. B,C) Illustration of the sanity criterion: B) A singular
connection can be obtained by measuring the angle ϑ between the line of
intersection ~s of the two planes represented by the patches and the vector
~d, which connects the centroids of the patches. C) Change of the angle ϑ
when the relative position of the patches is changed. The shared boundary
is reduced by decreasing ϑ, until a singular configuration is reached.
The angle of the patch normals to the vector ~d = ~x1 −
~x2 joining the centroids can be calculated easily using the
identity for the dot product ~a · ~b = |~a| · |~b| · cos(α) with
α = ](~a,~b). One can see in Fig. 6 A, that α1 is smaller
than α2 for convex connections. This can be expressed as:
α1 < α2 ⇒ cos(α1)− cos(α2) > 0⇔ ~n1 · d̂− ~n2 · d̂ > 0,
where d̂ = ~x1− ~x2|| ~x1− ~x2|| . Similarly, for a concave connection we
get:
α1 > α2 ⇔ ~n1 · d̂− ~n2 · d̂ < 0.
Note that the choice which patch is ~x1, i.e. in which direction
the vector ~d points, is arbitrary and does not change the
result. Also the criterion is still valid if the ~xi are displaced,
as long as they stay in the area of the patch.
To compensate for the noise in the RGB-D data, a bias
is introduced to treat concave connections with very similar
normals, that is
β = ](~n1, ~n2) = |α1 − α2| = cos−1( ~n1 · ~n2) < βThresh ,
as convex, since those usually represent flat surfaces. De-
pending on the value of the threshold, concave surfaces with
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low curvature are seen as convex and thus merged in the
segmentation. This behavior may be desired to ignore small




true ( ~n1 − ~n2) · d̂ > 0 ∨ (β < βThresh)
false otherwise.
(1)
We also experimented using local convexity as defined by
Moosmann et al. [11] instead, but achieved lower perfor-
mance, presumably because their criterion is susceptible to
the noise present in the Kinect point clouds.
Sanity criterion (SC): In certain cases, the classification
of the connection of two linear patches into convex or
concave does not make sense. If the surface is discontinuous
this is evidence for a geometric boundary. This means that
the corresponding (originally potentially convex) connections
should be identified and invalidated.
The vector ~d connecting the patch centroids and the line of
intersection ~s of the planes represented by the linear patches
can be calculated using ~d(~x1, ~x2) = ~x1−~x2 and ~s(~n1, ~n2) =
~n1 × ~n2. As illustrated in Fig. 6 B, singular configurations
can be identified by looking at the angle ϑ between ~d and ~s.
For two patches sharing one side of their boundary, the two
directions are orthogonal. If the directions are parallel, the
situation is clearly singular. Because the orientation of ~s is
arbitrary, we define ϑ to be the minimum angle between the
two directions, that is:
ϑ(~p1, ~p2) = min(](~d,~s),](~d,−~s))
= min(](~d,~s), 180◦ − ](~d,~s)) (2)
The angle ϑ changes with the relative positions of the patches
(see Fig. 6 C). If we start at a valid configuration where both
patches have a common boundary edge (ϑ = 90◦) and slide
one patch along the boundary of the other, it can be seen that
ϑ is decreased. Singular configurations occur for small values
of ϑ and can thus be handled by introducing the threshold
ϑThresh. For ϑ < ϑThresh the connection must be invalidated.
Similar to the convexity criterion, this condition has to be
relaxed for patches with very similar normals, to compensate
for sensor noise. This is done by setting ϑThresh(](~n1, ~n2))
to a sigmoid function of the angle between normals:
ϑThresh(β) = ϑ
max
Thresh · (1 + exp [−a · (β − βoff) ] )
−1
, (3)
where β = ](~n1, ~n2) is the angle between normals. We use
the experimentally derived values ϑmaxThresh = 60
◦, βoff = 25◦
and a = 0.25.
The sanity criterion SC is then defined as
SC(~pi, ~pj) :=
{
true ϑ(~pi, ~pj) > ϑThresh(β(~n1, ~n2))
false otherwise
(4)
Note that the criterion is most effective if the aspect ratio of
the considered patches does not deviate too much from one.
3) Convex connected components: The previously pre-
sented criteria are combined to the overall predicate
TABLE II
PARAMETER SETS USED FOR PART SEGMENTATION.
Parameter set v s nfilter
P1 0.5 cm 2 cm 3
P2 0.75 cm 6 cm 1
conv(~pi, ~pj) defining local convexity:
conv(~pi, ~pj) :=
{
true CC(~pi, ~pj) ∧ SC(~pi, ~pj)
false otherwise (5)
The last step of the segmentation is to find all compo-
nents connected by convex edges (defined by the convexity
predicate). This can be achieved by region growing. In the
beginning, an arbitrary seed supervoxel is chosen as a start
point. The segment label 1 is assigned to this supervoxel and
this label is propagated over the graph with a depth search
that is only allowed to grow over convex edges. Once no new
supervoxel can be assigned to the segment, we increment
the assigned label by 1 and choose a new seed supervoxel
that has not been processed yet. We then propagate the new
label in the same way as before and repeat the process until
segment labels have been assigned to all supervoxels. Note
that all our criteria are commutative, so the output of the
region growing does not depend on the choice of the seeds.
4) Noise filtering: Concave boundaries are more reliably
detected if the merging threshold βThresh in the convexity
criterion (CC) is low. For low thresholds, the segmentation
will however suffer from small isolated patches that are
created from noise present in the normal estimation. In these
cases a post-processing step filtering the noise patches may
improve quality. We implement a simple filter using the user
selected filter size nfilter ∈ N+. For every segment Si of
the segmentation, we check if it consists of at least nfilter
supervoxels. If a segment’s size |Si| is smaller or equal to the
filter size, we merge it with the largest neighboring segment.
Filtering continues until no segments (that have neighbors)
smaller than the filter size are present in the image.
B. Definition of Measures
We define the ground-truth partition G =
{G1, G2, . . . , GM} as a set of human annotated regions Gi
and the segmentation S = {S1, S2, . . . , SN} as a set of
pixel regions Sj of the same image. Furthermore NG := |G|
is the number of ground-truth regions.
1) Maximum Overlap: For every object represented by
a ground-truth region, the segment with the greatest over-
lap is taken as the best estimator. Thus, we define the
maximum overlap for ground-truth region Gi as Ovi =
maxSj (|Gi ∩ Sj |/|Gi ∪ Sj |). The overall score, Weighted
Overlap (WOv), is computed as a weighted average with






|Gi| · Ovi. (6)
Values range from 0 to 1, where 1 is considered the perfect





2) True- and False-positive Scores: Let us define true
positive (correctly segmented) points TPi = Gi ∩ Si as
overlap of both sets. Then we can define false positive points
FPi = Si \TPi and false negative points FNi = Gi \TPi,
which are exclusively assigned to one of the ground truth
























3) Over- and Under-segmentation: Over-segmentation Fos
is the number of correctly assigned object pixels normal-
ized by the number of all object pixels, whereas under-
segmentation Fus is the number of incorrectly assigned









It seems necessary to point out to the community that
some problems arise when benchmarking 3D point cloud
segmentation. In general, one wants to evaluate how good
a segmentation algorithm performs in continuous 3D point
cloud space. Since currently there are no evaluation methods
for 3D data available, one has to fall back on conventional 2D
methods. However, this leads to evaluation problems, which
are mainly due to the way the ground-truth partition was
created. 3D ground-truth data is usually simply constructed
by transferring the labels from the RGB camera (2D image).
An example of such a case is shown in Fig. 7 where a scene
(panel A), its ground-truth (panel B) from the OSD data set
and the segmentation result of our algorithm (panel C) are
presented. Due to mismatches in the calibration between the
depth and rgb sensor, the ground truth is inconsistent with the
3D geometry of the scene (this is the case for all scenes).
Despite being virtually perfect from the view of the point
cloud, the pictured segmentation achieves only a weighted
overlap of WOv = 91.3%. These problems should be kept
in mind when interpreting the absolute values in Fig 4.
Fig. 7. A) Original image, B) ground-truth from point cloud perspective
from the OSD dataset and C) segmentation result of our method.
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Abstract
The problem of how to arrive at an appropriate 3D-
segmentation of a scene remains difficult. While current
state-of-the-art methods continue to gradually improve in
benchmark performance, they also grow more and more
complex, for example by incorporating chains of classifiers,
which require training on large manually annotated data-
sets. As an alternative to this, we present a new, efficient
learning- and model-free approach for the segmentation of
3D point clouds into object parts. The algorithm begins
by decomposing the scene into an adjacency-graph of sur-
face patches based on a voxel grid. Edges in the graph are
then classified as either convex or concave using a novel
combination of simple criteria which operate on the local
geometry of these patches. This way the graph is divided
into locally convex connected subgraphs, which – with high
accuracy – represent object parts. Additionally, we propose
a novel depth dependent voxel grid to deal with the decreas-
ing point-density at far distances in the point clouds. This
improves segmentation, allowing the use of fixed parame-
ters for vastly different scenes. The algorithm is straight-
forward to implement and requires no training data, while
nevertheless producing results that are comparable to state-
of-the-art methods which incorporate high-level concepts
involving classification, learning and model fitting.
1. Introduction and State-of-the-Art
Segmentation of scenes into objects remains one of the
most challenging topics of computer vision despite decades
of research. To address this, recent methods often use
hierarchies which create a rank order that build bottom-
up from small localized superpixels to large-scale regions
[19, 1, 3]. As an alternative, researchers have also pursued
strictly top-down approaches. These began with coarse seg-
mentations using multiscale sliding window detectors [26],
later progressing to finer grained segmentations and detec-
tions based on object parts [8, 6]. These two avenues of re-
search led naturally to methods which combine bottom-up
hierarchy building with top-down object- and part-detectors
[2, 22, 9]. While these approaches have yielded quite good
results even on complex, varied data sets, they have lost
much of the generality of learning-free approaches. In gen-
eral the most powerful methods to-date use trained clas-
sifiers for segmentation [22, 9]. This means they cannot
be applied to arbitrary unknown scenes without being re-
trained, requiring the acquisition of a new data-set tailored
to each test environment.
In this work we investigate model- and learning-free
bottom-up segmentation of 3D point clouds captured with
RGB-D cameras. In particular, we focus on the partitioning
of cluttered scenes into basic object parts without the need
for training data. As inspiration for a general rule for break-
ing scenes into elemental parts, we look to psychophysi-
cal studies, mostly performed on 2D images, which suggest
that the transition between convex and concave image parts
might be indicative of the separation between objects and/or
their parts [13, 25, 21, 15, 7, 4]. While this feature has been
used in machine vision to some degree [10, 17, 20, 24, 11]
success has remained limited and more recent studies were
forced to combine this feature with additional, often very
complex feature constellations to achieve good scene par-
titioning [20, 24, 11]. It, thus, appears that direct transfer
from 2D to 3D of the conventional, geometrically-defined
convex-concave transition criterion shown in Fig. 2 A is not
possible for achieving good 3D-segmentation. This puz-
zling observation can best be understood by ways of an ex-
ample.
Fig. 1 A, left shows two cases, one of which humans will
commonly consider as a single object (the left-most struc-
ture), while they report the jagged staircase on the right as
consisting of three parts. The simple convex-concave crite-
rion will usually fail in such situations because it can pro-
duce two substantial errors: On the one hand, it may bind
patches across surface singularities, one of which is de-
picted in Fig. 1 A (blue box). On the other hand it may sep-
arate objects along isolated concavities (Fig. 1 A, red bars).
There is a natural trade-off between both errors, making an





ble. Thus, in this study we design a novel 3D-compatible
convex-concave separation criterion, which addresses these
two problems in a straight-forward way and combine it with
a depth dependent transform which helps to reduce the ef-
fect of noisy and sparse depth measurements from RGB-D
sensors. Together this leads to a remarkably accurate par-
titioning of real scenes, which can compete with far more
complex state-of-the-art methods as shown here by several
standard benchmarks. The algorithm is simple and easy to
implement and we demonstrate that the resulting segmen-
tations can be understood in human terms as ”objects” or
”object-parts”.
This paper is organized as follow: First, in Section 2 we
present our segmentation algorithm and visualize its indi-
vidual steps. In Section 3 we evaluate our method, bench-
mark it against other approaches and discuss the results. Fi-
nally, Section 4 will summarize our findings. The method
source code is freely distributed as part of the Point Cloud
Library (PCL)1.
2. Methods
Our principal goal is to deconstruct a scene into “name-
able” object parts without the need for training or classifi-
cation. As psycho-physical studies suggest that the lowest-
level decomposition of objects into parts is closely inter-
twined with 3D concave/convex relationships, we propose
an algorithm, an overview of which is given in Fig. 1, that
can reliably identify regions of local convexity in point
cloud data.
2.1. Building the Surface-Patch Adjacency Graph
To build a surface patch adjacency graph, we use Voxel
Cloud Connectivity Segmentation (VCCS) [18], a recent
method which over-segments 3D point cloud data into
patches, known as supervoxels (a 3D analog of superpixels).
VCCS uses a local region growing variant of k-means clus-
tering to generate individual supervoxels ~pi = (~xi, ~ni, Ni),
with centroid ~xi, normal vector ~ni, and edges to adjacent
supervoxels e ∈ Ni.
Supervoxels maintain adjacency relations in voxelized
3D space (specifically, 26-adjacency). The adjacency graph
of supervoxels (and the underlying voxels) is maintained
efficiently within the octree by searching for neighboring
leaves in the voxel grid, where Rvoxel specifies the octree
leaf resolution. This adjacency graph is used for both the
region growing to generate the supervoxels as well as deter-
mining adjacency of the resulting supervoxels themselves.
Supervoxels are grown from a set of seed points distributed
evenly in space on a grid with resolution Rseed. Expansion
from the seed points is governed by a distance measure cal-
culated in a feature space consisting of spatial extent, color,
1http://www.pointclouds.org
Figure 1. Flow diagram of the segmentation algorithm. A) RGB
images corresponding to the point clouds of the scene. The red
lines show two isolated concavities. The blue box shows an area
with a surface singularity. B) Supervoxel adjacency graph. C)
Model depicting the classified graph. Black lines denote convex
connections, red lines concave ones and turquois lines singular
connections (those, where two patches are connected only in a
single point). D) Segmentation result; object labels are shown by
different colors. E) Final result after noise filtering. The right
column illustrates the supervoxel patches and the convexity and
sanity criteria used for edge classification.
and normals. In this work, as we are interested only in geo-
metric features, we only use the spatial weight ws = 1 and
the normal direction weight wn = 4. Additionally, we have
extended the VCCS algorithm by modifying how the sur-
face normals are calculated. There are two changes: First,
rather than using a simple radius-search, we use the adja-
cency graph to decide which nearby points are included in
the normal calculation (specifically, we use the neighbors,
and the neighbors-neighbors). Secondly, we use the proba-
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bilistic normal method of Boulch and Marlet [5]. The com-
bination of these two changes makes normals significantly
sharper, resulting in supervoxels which conform better to
sharp edges.
2.2. Locally Convex Connected Patches (LCCP)
Next we segment the supervoxel adjacency graph by
classifying whether the connection e = (~pi, ~pj) between
two supervoxels is convex (=valid) or concave (=invalid).
Extended Convexity Criterion (CC) Consider two ad-
jacent supervoxels with centroids at the positions ~x1, ~x2 and
normals ~n1, ~n2. Whether the connection between these is
convex or concave can be inferred from the relation of the
surface normals to the vector joining their centroids.
The angle of the normals to the vector ~d = ~x1 − ~x2
joining the centroids can be calculated using the identity for
the dot product ~a ·~b = |~a| · |~b| ·cos(α) with α = ](~a,~b). For
convex connections, α1 is smaller than α2 (see Fig. 2 A).
This can be expressed as:
α1 < α2 ⇒ cos(α1)− cos(α2) > 0⇔ ~n1 · d̂− ~n2 · d̂ > 0,
where d̂ = ~x1− ~x2|| ~x1− ~x2|| . Similarly, for a concave connection
we get:
α1 > α2 ⇔ ~n1 · d̂− ~n2 · d̂ < 0.
Note that these operations are commutative, thus the choice
of which patch is ~x1, does not change the result. Also the
criterion is still valid if the ~xi are displaced, as long as they
stay within the surface.
To compensate for noise in the RGB-D data, a bias is
introduced to treat concave connections with very similar
normals, that is
β = ](~n1, ~n2) = |α1 − α2| = cos−1( ~n1 · ~n2) < βThresh ,
as convex, since those usually represent flat surfaces. De-
pending on the value of the concavity tolerance threshold
βThresh, concave surfaces with low curvature are seen as con-
vex and thus merged in the segmentation. This behavior
may be desired to ignore small concavities. We set:
CCb(~pi, ~pj) :=
{
true ( ~n1 − ~n2) · d̂ > 0 ∨ (β < βThresh)
false otherwise.
(1)
where the variableCCb defines the basic convexity crite-
rion. However, local errors in the feature estimation caused
by noise in the data can propagate very easily, potentially
leading to errors in the resulting segmentation. This also
makes the recognition of small concavities harder, as sub-
tle features are more sensitive to noise. To improve on this
we – finally – also include neighborhood information in the
classification of edges: For a convex edge e = (~pi, ~pj), we
require that there exists a common neighbor ~pc of ~pi and ~pj
that has a convex connection to both.
Thus we define extended convexity CCe:
CCe(~pi, ~pj) = CCb(~pi, ~pj) ∧ CCb(~pi, ~pc)
∧CCb(~pj , ~pc)
(2)
With extended convexity, more evidence is necessary for
a connection to be labeled as convex. Our implementation
is based on the idea proposed by Moosmann [16]. In some
cases results are already satisfactory even without using
this type of neighborhood information. Thus, in the results
section we will always denote whether this is used or not.
Figure 2. A) Illustration of measures used in the basic convexity
criterion. B) Illustration of the sanity criterion for decreasing val-
ues of ϑ. Singular connections are characterized by small values
of ϑ.
Sanity criterion (SC): As pointed out in the Introduc-
tion when discussing the problem of surface-singularities,
in such cases, the classification of the connection of two
supervoxels into convex or concave does not make sense.
Hence, if the surface is discontinuous this is evidence for
a geometric boundary. This means that the correspond-
ing (originally potentially convex) connections should be
identified and invalidated. To do this, we use the vector ~d
which connects the centroids and the direction of intersec-
tion ~s = ~n1×~n2 of the planes approximating the supervoxel
surface. As illustrated in Fig. 2 B, singular configurations










Small Voxels Large Voxels DDVG
Figure 3. Two example point clouds (A,B, left) showing the need for the Depth Dependent Voxel Grid. For better visibility outlines have
been drawn around the boxes in A. Using Small Voxels objects close to the camera can be segmented, but adjacency breaks down as the
depth increases and the point density decreases. Using Large Voxels corrects the adjacency graph in the background, but leads to objects
being merged in the foreground due to the coarse resolution. Using DDVG, the scale of the voxels gradually increases with distance from
the camera – adapting to the increased noise level and lower point density – consequently adjacency is maintained and the segmentation
of scenes with large depth variance is possible using fixed parameters. Note, the flat rug on the table in B does not differ enough from the
table’s surface and cannot be segmented by any purely depth dependent method.
~s. For two supervoxels sharing one side of their boundary,
the two directions are orthogonal (ϑ = 90◦). If the direc-
tions are parallel (ϑ = 0◦), the patches are only connected
in a single point and the situation is singular. Because the
orientation of ~s is arbitrary, we define ϑ to be the minimum
angle between the two directions, that is:
ϑ(~p1, ~p2) = min(](~d,~s),](~d,−~s))
= min(](~d,~s), 180◦ − ](~d,~s)) (3)
Singular configurations occur for small values of ϑ and can
thus be handled by introducing the threshold ϑThresh. For
ϑ < ϑThresh the connection must be invalidated. Similar to
the convexity criterion, this condition has to be relaxed for
supervoxels with very similar normals, to compensate for
sensor noise. This is done by setting ϑThresh(](~n1, ~n2)) to








where β = ](~n1, ~n2) is the angle between normals. We use
the experimentally derived values ϑmaxThresh = 60
◦, βoff = 25◦
and a = 0.25.
The sanity criterion SC is then defined as
SC(~pi, ~pj) :=
{
true ϑ(~pi, ~pj) > ϑThresh(β(~n1, ~n2))
false otherwise
(5)
We shall denote convex edges, that is, those which sat-
isfy both 1 and 5, as satisfying
conv(~pi, ~pj) = CCb,e(~pi, ~pj) ∧ SC(~pi, ~pj) . (6)
Region Growing: The second problem discussed in the
Introduction, the danger of splitting objects along isolated
concavities, can be addressed in the next step. For this we
need to find all clusters of supervoxels, which belong to
the same subgraph of valid convex connected edges. This
is accomplished using a region growing process: First,
an arbitrary seed supervoxel is chosen and labeled. This
label is then propagated over the graph with a depth search
that is only allowed to grow over convex edges. Once
no new supervoxel can be assigned to the segment, we
choose a new seed supervoxel that has not been labeled and
propagate the new label as before, repeating the process
until all supervoxels have been labeled. Note that all
our criteria are commutative, so the output of the region
growing does not depend on the choice of the seeds.
Noise Filtering: Noisy surface normals (predominantly
present at boundaries) can lead the convexity classification
to fail and wrongfully split connected surfaces. Because
these noisy patches are usually small, they can be filtered
out in a post-processing step. For every segment of the seg-
mentation, we check if it contains at least nfilter supervox-
els. If a segment’s size is smaller or equal to the filter size,
we merge it with the neighboring segment with the greatest
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size. The filtering continues until no segments (that have
neighbors) smaller than nfilter are present in the image. We
use nfilter = 3 for all results presented in this work.
2.3. Depth Dependent Voxel Grid (DDVG)
So far we have described the main algorithm for segmen-
tation. Next we will introduce a generally applicable depth
transform, which improves this specific analysis but can be
used for all types of image analyses using algorithms with
a fixed scale of observation on RGB-D data from a single
RGB-D camera. In our case, we address shortcomings of
the voxel grid VCCS is based on.
It is evident that observations from a single RGB-D cam-
era have a significant drawback - the point density, and thus
available detail of the scene geometry, falls rapidly with in-
creasing distance from the camera. In addition, the levels
of both quantization and noise grow quadratically [23, 12],
leading to a further degradation in the quality of geomet-
ric features. This change in point density with depth cre-
ates a tradeoff between capturing small-scale detail in the
foreground (using small voxels) and avoiding noise in the
background (using large voxels). This is a general problem
which occurs in all algorithms working with a fixed scale
(for example a radius search) on point clouds created from
a single view.
We propose to compensate for the loss of point density
and quantization with increasing depth z by transforming
the points into a skewed space using the transformation T :
(x, y, z)→ (x′, y′, z′) with
x′ = x/z, y′ = y/z, z′ = log(z) (7)
The division of the x and y coordinates by z reverses the
perspective transformation, equalizing the point density in
the x-y-plane. Transforming the z coordinate helps to deal
with the effects of depth quantization by compressing points
as depth increases. It is easy to show that the transformation













Because the derivatives are equal, the local coordinate
frame is stretched equally along all axes by the transforma-
tions. The important thing about this property is, that small
cubic voxels are still cubic after the transformation. This
leaves the geometry of space basically untouched in the
foreground (if the voxel size is chosen sufficiently small),
while voxels in the background are skewed and grow, to
compensate for reduced amount of detail available in the
data.
Rather than transforming the clouds back and forth, we
instead transform the bins of the octree itself, creating an
octree where bin volume (and thus, voxel size) effectively
increases with distance from the camera viewpoint. Doing
this directly within the octree allows us to determine adja-
cency as before (neighboring bins), even though distance
between neighboring voxels increases with distance from
the camera. Fig. 3 illustrates this advantageous effect of
this transformation on the segmentation.
3. Evaluation
In the following sections we present qualitative results on
some sample images which demonstrate how we segment
into natural (nameable) parts. In addition to these qual-
itative results, we also provide quantitative results which
compare to state-of-the-art methods on the NYU Indoor
Dataset[22] and Object Segmentation Database[20]. We
compare segments against ground truth using three standard
measures: Weighted Overlap (WOv), which is a summary
measure proposed by Silberman et al. [22], as well as false
negative (fn) and false positive (fp) scores from [24] and
over- (Fos) and under-segmentation (Fus) from [20].
3.1. Object Segmentation Database (OSD)
The Object Segmentation Database (OSD-v0.2) was
proposed by Richtsfeld et al.[20] in 2012. It consists of 111
cluttered scenes of objects on a table, taken with close prox-
imity to the pictured objects. The scenes contain multiple
objects, which have mostly box-like or cylindrical shape,
with partial and full occlusions and heavy clutter in 2D as
well as 3D. Importantly, most objects in the data set are
simple, that is, consist of only a single part. This makes the
ground-truth data relatively non-ambiguous.
Figure 4. Example results for the OSD dataset. Points beyond
a distance of 2m were cropped for visualization. Parameters:
Rvoxel = 0.005, Rseed = 0.02, βThresh = 10◦.
The qualitative examples (Fig. 4) show that our algo-
rithm performs very well in the segmentation of these clut-
tered scenes. The object separation can be intuitively un-
derstood: all objects present in the scenes are separated by
concave boundaries, i.e. a line connecting neighboring sur-
faces of two different objects always travels through “air”.
This is also true for the boundary between an object and




Method Learned WOv fp fn Fos FusFeatures Mean Mean SD Mean SD Mean Mean
LCCP NO LEARNING 88.7% 4.8% 2.6% 8.3% 8.7% 7.4% 4.7%
Richtsfeld et al. [20] RGB-D + Texture + Geometry - - - - - 4.5% 7.9%
Ückermann et al. [24] NO LEARNING - 1.9% 3.3% 7.8% 7.3% - -
Table 1. Comparison of different segmentation methods on the OSD dataset using weighted overlap WOv (the higher, the better), false
positives fp, false negatives fn, as well as over- and under-segmentation Fos and Fus (the lower, the better). LCCP results were produced
with voxel resolution Rvoxel = 0.005, seed resolution Rseed = 0.02 and concavity tolerance angle βTresh = 10◦.
a convex shape are correctly captured as one segment and
separated from the other objects. Hollow objects (bowls,
cups etc.) can be observed to show multiple segments in-
side, because the orientation of surface normals changes
strongly on these concave surfaces. Despite most objects
being simple, some objects have meaningful parts, such as
handles or bottle caps, which are segmented by our algo-
rithm.
The quantitative results (Table 1) demonstrate that our
approach is able to compete with state-of-the-art methods
in the task of segmenting cluttered scenes with ’single-part’
objects. Compared to the learning-based method from [20]
we achieve better object separation (Fus), but higher over-
segmentation error (Fos). The latter is because we some-
times detect object parts (e.g. handles) and we do not utilize
model fitting, which helps against noise. Comparing to the
learning-free method of Ückermann et al. [24] we obtain re-
sults within a standard deviation. Note that our actual goal
is to partition complex objects into parts, which is dissimilar
from the other two methods.
3.2. NYU Indoor Dataset (NYU)
The NYU Indoor Dataset (NYUv2) from Silberman et
al.[22] is a large and complex dataset, consisting of 1449
scenes with realistic cluttered conditions. The images are
divided into a training and testing set of 795 and 654 im-
ages, respectively. In order to compare against other meth-
ods we only evaluated on the testing images, even though
our method does not require a training set. The distance
of objects from the camera is generally quite large in the
dataset (considering the operational range of the Kinect
camera), resulting in large depth quantization artifacts and
few data for many objects. Furthermore, depth is often
missing for significant portions of an image, due to various
limitations of the Kinect sensor (e.g. reflective, transpar-
ent surfaces). To correct for this, the creators provide depth
images enhanced by a hole filling algorithm (smoothdepth),
which tries to estimate depth for missing areas based on the
scheme from Levin et al.[14].
Example scenes in Fig. 5 show that the general object
separation is still very good, which is expected from the re-
sults presented in the previous section. In contrast to the
simple objects from the OSD dataset, however, in the NYU
dataset the objects of interest are complex objects from var-
ious aspects of everyday life. As a consequence, these are
mostly composed of multiple parts and thus our algorithm
reveals interesting partitions. To give a few examples: In
scene (A) the cupboard is partitioned into the top plate and
its various drawers and the toilet is segmented into the flush-
ing tank, the seat and the base. Scene (B) presents how a hu-
man is partitioned into hand, arm-bed, upper/lower part of
the body and legs. For the sofas in scene (D) we get the two
arm-rests, the back-rest and the seating. Note that in these
cases the segments represent “nameable regions”, which is
also the case for many other segments (we discuss this fur-
ther in Section 3.3). It is evident that the ground truth data
will then disagree with our labeling, which results in un-
justified errors. For example, in scene (A) the ground truth
considers the sink to be an important part, while the drawers
are not labeled individually. Despite this disagreement, we
do not consider either of the labelings wrong in general, but
see them as different views on the data which are in many
cases equally justifiable.
Because we designed our algorithm to detect object parts
defined only by geometry, very thin objects like the posters
on the background wall in scene (C) are not recognizable.
Also the challenging data quality sometimes leads the part
partitioning to fail, as seen for the human in scene (E). To
show how well the general idea of part partitioning using
concave boundaries works, we present results for a complex
object with high data quality in the next section.
The quantitative results (Table 2)2 show that our algo-
rithm is able to produce good results on the challenging
dataset. Despite being much simpler and without requir-
ing learning on human annotated ground-truth, we compete
with the approach from [22] when only depth information is
used. Additionally, we still achieve 93% of their score when
comparing against the more complex feature spaces used
in conjunction with learning-based algorithms. We should
emphasize that our competitors do not aim for object parts
but rather for “whole object” detections, specifically, those
whole objects learned from this particular annotated ground
truth. Conversely, our method establishes a general rule for
object-ness that does not depend on this particular dataset,
nor on the whims of a particular human annotator.
2Updated results for [22] are available at http://cs.nyu.edu/
˜silberman/datasets/nyu_depth_v2.html.
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Figure 5. Example results for scenes from the NYU dataset using unsmoothed depth. Black areas indicate missing depth. Top row: rgb
images. Mid. row: segmentation result. Bottom row: ground truth. Parameters A-C: Rvoxel = 0.0075, Rseed = 0.03 and βThresh = 8◦.
Parameters D-E: Rvoxel = 0.01, Rseed = 0.04 and βThresh = 10◦ (identical to quantitative results, see Tab. 2).
Method Learned Features Depth Data WOv
LCCP NO LEARNING depth 53.6%NO LEARNING smoothdepth 53.8%





RGB-D + Support + Structure classes both 61.1%
Gupta et al.[9] gPb-ucm Gradients (from [3]) - 55.0%gPb-ucm + Depth + Concavity Gradients both 62.0%
Table 2. Comparison of different segmentation methods on the NYU dataset using weighted overlap WOv. LCCP results were produced
with voxel size Rvoxel = 0.01, seed size Rseed = 0.04 and concavity tolerance angle βTresh = 10◦.
The average runtime was 470 ms per scene using an In-
tel Core i7 3.2 GHz processor with 95% spent computing
the supervoxels. Note that supervoxels can be parallelized
using GPUs, which should lead to a 10-fold speed-up.
3.3. Partitioning of Higher Quality Data
Since the NYU dataset and the OSD set do not pro-
vide close-ups on complex objects, we present a qualita-
tive example in Fig. 6 which shows results on higher qual-
ity data. It is easy to see that our algorithm segments the
image into meaningful parts, although we have not learned
what constitutes a part. In particular, it is apparent that our
algorithm partitions the object into parts which are easily
“human-nameable”. We should emphasize that the parti-
tions in Fig. 5 A-C and in Fig. 6 were created using the
proposed depth dependent voxel grid with the same, fixed
parameters. This shows the applicability of our algorithm
to disparate content without parameter tuning.
4. Conclusion
In this work we presented and evaluated a novel model-
and learning-free bottom-up segmentation algorithm oper-
ating on 3D point clouds. Although our algorithm aims to
partition parts in contrast to objects, we achieved state-of-
the-art results on two well-known benchmarks, the Object
Segmentation Database and the NYU Indoor Dataset. The
latter being especially interesting for two reasons: First, all
published results require learning (necessitating annotated
ground-truth) as well as color information. Our approach,
on the contrary, is the first published algorithm which re-
quires neither. Secondly, ground-truth arbitrarily partitions
the scene into “full” objects, thus segmenting objects into
their parts will decrease overall scores. In spite of all this,
we obtain results which are comparable to the state-of-the-
art. Finally, we should emphasize that being a learning-




Figure 6. One example scene showing a teddy-bear and it’s parti-
tioning. Segments correspond to meaningful and nameable body
parts.
which is that there is no need to create new training data
and accompanying annotated ground truth images. Not only
does this mean that the method is directly applicable as the
first step in an automated bootstrapping process, it also en-
ables use on arbitrary unknown scenes (made possible by
our depth dependent grid) or scenes acquired by new de-
vices (e.g. Kinect 2.0, or laser scanners).
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Figure 6.1: LCCP for part-segmentation showing the segmentation and the adjacency graph
(top). Problem: Parts of objects are often not completely separated by concavities, which
makes LCCP fail. Nevertheless some concavities do exist and hint at part-to-part boundaries.
This evidence is used to induce cuts by ways of the CPC algorithm (bottom).
While object-to-object boundaries aremost of the time fully concave, this assumption does
not hold for part-to-part boundaries within an object (see Fig. 6.1). Still the existing fewer
concavities hint at the existence of parts in an object. We use such evidence for our CPC
algorithm:
[8] Schoeler, M. and Papon, J. and Wörgötter, F.: “Constrained Planar Cuts - Object Par-
titioning for Point Clouds”, IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
(CVPR), 2015. See page 99.
This is a bottom-up method for segmenting 3D point clouds into functional parts which
does not require supervision and still achieves equally good results. We show that CPC is
efficient to compute and generalizes well across different objects. The algorithm employs
a novel locally constrained directional weighted Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)
scheme which proposes greedy cuts through the supervoxel adjacency graph. We evaluated
the algorithm on recordings from RGB-D sensors as well as the Princeton Segmentation
Benchmark³, using a fixed set of parameters across all object classes. Our approach outper-
forms all existing bottom-up methods (reducing the gap to human performance by up to
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Abstract
While humans can easily separate unknown objects
into meaningful parts, recent segmentation methods can
only achieve similar partitionings by training on human-
annotated ground-truth data. Here we introduce a bottom-
up method for segmenting 3D point clouds into functional
parts which does not require supervision and achieves
equally good results. Our method uses local concavities
as an indicator for inter-part boundaries. We show that this
criterion is efficient to compute and generalizes well across
different object classes. The algorithm employs a novel lo-
cally constrained geometrical boundary model which pro-
poses greedy cuts through a local concavity graph. Only
planar cuts are considered and evaluated using a cost func-
tion, which rewards cuts orthogonal to concave edges. Ad-
ditionally, a local clustering constraint is applied to en-
sure the partitioning only affects relevant locally concave
regions. We evaluate our algorithm on recordings from
an RGB-D camera as well as the Princeton Segmentation
Benchmark, using a fixed set of parameters across all ob-
ject classes. This stands in stark contrast to most reported
results which require either knowing the number of parts
or annotated ground-truth for learning. Our approach out-
performs all existing bottom-up methods (reducing the gap
to human performance by up to 50 %) and achieves scores
similar to top-down data-driven approaches.
1. Introduction and State-of-the-Art
Segmentation of 3D objects into functional parts - form-
ing a visual hierarchy - is a fundamental task in computer vi-
sion. Visual hierarchies are essential for many higher level
tasks such as activity recognition [6, 12], semantic segmen-
tation [1, 17], object detection [7], and human pose recog-
nition [3, 16]. Nevertheless, part segmentation, particularly
of 3D point clouds, remains an open area of research - as
demonstrated by the inability of state-of-the-art methods to
match human performance on existing benchmarks without
excessive fitting to particular ground-truth training exam-
ples [5, 9, 15, 18].
In this work, we aim to partition objects from the bottom-
up using a purely geometric approach that generalizes to
most object types. This is in stark contrast to recent
learning-based methods, which achieve good performance
by training separate classifiers for each object class [9, 15].
While such methods do perform well on benchmarks, they
are severely restricted in that one must know the object class
a-priori, and they do not generalize to new objects at all.
With unsupervised methods, such as the one presented in
this work, there is no need to create new training data and
annotated ground truth, allowing them to be employed as an
off-the-shelf first step in object partitioning.
While many bottom-up approaches [8, 10, 13] have been
tested on the Princeton Segmentation Benchmark [5], none
of them are able to achieve results comparable to human
segmentations. The recent learning-free approach of Zheng
et al. [18] manages results closer to the human baseline,
but only by making strong assumptions about the underly-
ing skeleton of objects. This means that the method does
not work for objects where skeletonization is uninforma-
tive, and thus does not generalize well to all object classes
in the benchmark.
Psycho-physical studies [2, 4] suggest that the decompo-
sition of objects into parts is closely intertwined with local
3D concave/convex relationships. It is readily observable
that objects and object-parts tend to be isolated by concave
boundaries. Stein et al. [14] used this idea in a bottom-
up segmentation algorithm LCCP, which showed state-of-
the-art performance in several popular object segmentation
benchmarks. In that work, they make a strong assumption
about local concavities, namely, that they completely iso-
late objects. While effective for object segmentation, this is
problematic for more subtle part-segmentation where inter-
part connections may not be strongly (and/or completely)
concave. For instance, in Fig.1, the shoulder only has con-
cave connections on the underside, so a strict partitioning
criterion which only cuts concave edges will not separate
the arm from the torso.
While it is clear that a strict partitioning will often fail
1
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Figure 1. In complex objects parts are often only partially sepa-
rated by concavities. A) Input object together with extracted Su-
pervoxels. B) Supervoxel adjacency graph with convex/concave
edge classification. C) Magnification of the shoulder showing
how parts are not always strictly isolated by concave edges. While
the underside of the shoulder is highly concave (suggesting a part
boundary), the top of the shoulder is convex, so the arm cannot be
separated from the torso by only cutting concave edges.
to separate parts, concave connections are nevertheless in-
dicative of inter-part boundaries. In this work we use a re-
laxed cutting criterion which permits cuts of convex edges
when nearby concave edges indicate a part boundary. To do
this, we use local concavity information to find euclidean
planar cuts which match a semi-global hierarchical con-
cave boundary model. To find cuts which fit this model
we propose a directionally weighted, locally constrained
sample consensus scheme which, while being robust to
noise, uses weights and penalties in a local model evalua-
tion phase, leading to remarkably accurate partitionings of
objects. We will show the first reported quantitative part-
segmentation results on point-cloud data, results which out-
perform current state-of-the-art mesh-segmentation meth-
ods on the Princeton Object Segmentation benchmark and
approach human ground truth segmentations.
This paper is organized as follow: First, in Section 2 we
propose a constrained planar cutting criterion, and describe
our algorithm for finding optimal cuts. In Section 3 we
evaluate our method, benchmark it against other approaches
and discuss the results. Finally, Section 4 will summarize
our findings. The method’s source code will be freely dis-
tributed as part of the Point Cloud Library (PCL)1.
2. Methods
Our goal is to partition point clouds into their constituent
objects and object parts without the need for top-down
1http://www.pointclouds.org
semantic knowledge (e.g. training or classification). As
discussed earlier, local concavity is a powerful, arguably
the most powerful, local feature indicative of part bound-
aries. In this Section we present our segmentation algo-
rithm, which identifies regions of local concavity for a semi-
global partitioning.
2.1. Local concavity evidence extraction
As a first step, we must find evidence of local concavities
which hint at the existence of parts. We begin by creating
a surface patch adjacency graph using Voxel Cloud Con-
nectivity Segmentation (VCCS) [11], which over-segments
a 3D point cloud into an adjacency graph of supervoxels
(a 3D analog of superpixels). VCCS uses a local region
growing variant of k-means clustering to generate individ-
ual supervoxels ~pi = (~xi, ~ni, Ni), with centroid ~xi, nor-
mal vector ~ni, and edges to adjacent supervoxels e ∈ Ni.
Seed points for the clustering are initialized using a regular
grid which samples the occupied space uniformly using an
adjacency-octree structure. Clusters are expanded from the
seed points, governed by a similarity measure calculated in
a feature space consisting of spatial extent, color, and nor-
mal difference. In this work we ignore color, using only
spatial distance (ws = 1) and normal difference (wn = 4)
for clustering.
Once we have the supervoxel adjacency graph, we use
the classification proposed for the LCCP-algorithm [14] to
label edges in the graph as either convex or concave. Con-
sidering two adjacent supervoxels with centroids at ~x1, ~x2
and normals ~n1, ~n2 we treat their connection as convex if




|| ~x1 − ~x2||2
. (2)
Likewise, a connection is concave if
~n1 · ~d− ~n2 · ~d < 0. (3)
We use a concavity tolerance angle βthresh = 10°, to ignore
weak concavities and those coming from noise in the point-
clouds.
2.2. Semi-global partitioning
To make use of the concavity information we will
now introduce a recursive algorithm for partitioning parts
which can cut convex edges as well. Beginning with the
concave/convex-labeled supervoxel adjacency graph, we
search for euclidean splits which maximize a scoring func-
tion. In this work we use a planar model, but other bound-
ary models, such as constrained paraboloids are possible as
well. In each level we do one cut per segment from the for-
mer level (see Fig. 2). All segments are cut independently,
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Figure 2. Recursive cutting of an object. Top: In each level we
independently cut all segments from the former level. Red lines:
Cuts performed in the level. Bottom: By changing the minumum
cut score Smin we can select the desired level of granularity.
Figure 3. A chair from the Princeton Benchmark. A: Adjacency
graph. B: Euclidean edge cloud extracted from the adjacency
graph together with color-coded point weights ωi. C: The first eu-
clidean planar cut splits off all 4 legs, with concavities from each
leg refining the cut’s model.
that is, other segments are ignored. Cuts do not necessarily
bi-section segments (as most graph cut methods), but as we
cut in euclidean space, can split into multiple new segments
with a single cut. This also allows us to use evidence from
multiple scattered local concavities from different parts to
induce and refine a globally optimal combined cut as shown
in Fig. 3 C.
2.2.1 Euclidean edge cloud
An object shall be cut at edges connecting supervoxels.
Consequently, we start by converting the adjacency graph
into a Euclidean Edge Cloud (EEC) (see Fig. 3 B), where
each point represents an edge in the adjacency graph. The
point-coordinate is set to the average of the supervoxels it
connects (~x1, ~x2). Additionally, the points maintain the di-
rection of the edge ~d (see Eq. (2)) together with the angle α
between the normals of both supervoxels (~n1, ~n2):
|α| = cos−1(~n2 · ~n1). (4)
We will use α < 0 to describe convex edges and α > 0 to
denote concavities using Eqs. (1) and (3). The EEC has the
advantage of efficiently storing the edge information and
bridging the gap between the abstract adjacency graph rep-
resentation and the euclidean boundary model.
2.2.2 Geometrically constrained partitioning
Next, we use the EEC to search for possible cuts using a
geometrically-constrained partitioning model. To find the
planes for cutting we introduce a locally constrained, direc-
tionally weighted sample consensus algorithm and apply it
on the edge cloud as follows.
While canonical RANSAC treats points equally, here we
extend it with Weighted RANSAC, allowing each point to
have a weight. Points with high positive weights encour-
age RANSAC to include them in the model, whereas points
with low or negative weights will penalize a model contain-
ing them. All points are used for model scoring, while only
points with weights ωi > 0 are used for model estimation.
We normalize the score by the number of inliers in the sup-
port region, leading to a scale-invariant scoring. With Pm
being the set of points which lie within the support region
(i.e. within a distance below a predefined threshold τ of the
modelm ) and |x| denoting the cardinality of set x, the score







Using high weights for concave points and low or neg-
ative weights for convex points consequently leads to the
models including as many concave and as few convex points
as possible. In this work we use a heaviside step functionH
to tranform angles into weights:
ω(α) = H(α− βthresh) (6)
Please note that this will assign all convex edges a weight
of zero. Still, this penalizes them in the model due to the
normalization Pm of Eq. (5). The score for a cutting plane
will therefore range between 0 (only convex points) and 1
(only concave points) in the support region.
Simply weighting the points by their concavity is not
sufficient; weighted RANSAC will favor the split along as
many concave boundaries as possible. Figure 4 A shows
a minimalistic object with two principal concavities, which
the algorithm will connect into a single cutting plane, lead-
ing to an incorrect segmentation (Fig. 4 B). To deal with
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such cases, we introduce Directional Weighted RANSAC as
follows. Let ~sm denote the vector perpendicular to the sur-
face of model m and ~di the ith edge direction calculated
from Eq. (2). To favor cutting edges with a plane that is










|~di · ~sm| i is concave
1 i is convex.
(8)
The notation · refers to the dot-product and |x| to cardi-
nality or absolute value. The idea behind Eq. (8) is that
convexities should always penalize regardless of orienta-
tion, whereas concavities hint at a direction for the cutting.
The effect on the partitioning is shown in Fig. 4 C. Due to
perpendicular vectors |~s1 · ~d1| and |~s1 · ~d2| the directional
concavity weights for the cut in B are almost decreased to
zero.
2.2.3 Locally constrained cutting
The last step of the algorithm introduces locally constrained
cutting. While our algorithm can use concavities separating
several parts as shown in Fig. 3 C, this sometimes leads to
cases where regions with strong concavities induce a global
cut which will split off a convex part of the object (an ex-
ample is shown in Fig. 5 B). To prevent this kind of over-
segmentation we constrain our cuts to regions around lo-
cal concavities as follows. Given the set of edge-points
Pm located within the support region of a model, we start
with a euclidean clustering of all edge-points using a cluster
threshold equal to the seed-size of the supervoxels. Using
Pnm ⊂ Pm to denote the set of points in the nth cluster, we








As this operation is too expensive to be employed at each
model evaluation step of the RANSAC algorithm, we only
apply it to the highest scoring model. Only edges with a
cluster-score Snm ≥ Smin will be cut.
This whole cutting procedure is repeated recursively on
the newly generated segments and terminates if no cuts can
be found which exceed the minimum score Smin or if the
segment consists of less than Nmin supervoxels.
3. Evaluation
In this section we will describe the experimental evalua-
tion and analysis of our proposed method.
3.1. Data sets
We evaluate our algorithm quantitatively on the Prince-
ton Object Segmentation Benchmark [5], and qualitatively
on the benchmark as well as on Kinect for Windows V2
recordings. The benchmark consists of 380 objects in 19
categories together with multiple face-based ground-truth
segmentations (i.e. each face in the object has a ground-
truth label). In order to use a mesh annotated ground-truth
to benchmark, we first create point clouds using an equi-
density random point sampling on the faces of each object,
and then calculate normals using the first three vertices of
each face. To evaluate our segmentations, we determine the
dominant segment label in the point ensemble for each face
and map that label back to the face of the polygonal model.
3.2. Quantitative results
We compare to the mesh-segmentation results reported
in [5, 9, 18] as well as to results from LCCP[14] (with ex-
tended convexity and the sanity criteria) using the standard
four measures: Cut Discrepancy, Hamming Distance, Rand
Index and Consistency Error.
Cut Discrepancy, being a boundary-based method, sums
the distance from points along the cuts in the computed seg-
mentation to the closest cuts in the ground truth segmenta-
tion, and vice-versa.
Hamming Distance (H) measures the overall region-
based difference between two segmentations A and B by
finding the best corresponding segment in A for each seg-
ment in B and summing up the differences. Depending on
if B or A is the ground-truth segmentation this yields the
missing rate Hm or false alarm rate Hf , respectively. H is
defined as the average of the two rates.
Rand Index measures the likelihood that a pair of faces
have either the same label in two segmentations or differ-
ent labels in both segmentations. To be consistent with the
other dissimilarity-based metrics and other reported results
we will use 1− Rand Index.
The fourth metric, Consistency Error, tries to account for
different hierarchical granularities in the segmentation both
globally (Global Consistency Error GCE) as well as locally
(LCE). For further information on these metrics we refer the
reader to [5].
Unlike most methods benchmarked on the Princeton
Dataset our method does not need the number of expected
segments as an input, allowing us to run the complete
benchmark with a fixed set of parameters: Smin = 0.16,
Nmin = 500 (see Fig. 6). For the supervoxels we use
a seed resolution of Rseed = 0.03 and a voxel resolution
Rvoxel = 0.0075. To remove small noisy segments, we also
merge segments to their largest neighbor if they are smaller
than 40 supervoxels. The same settings were used for
LCCP, too. We denoted the degree of supervision required
for the algorithms using color codes (green: unsupervised
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Figure 4. The highest scoring splits for undirectional and directional weights. A) Input object and adjacency graph. B) Using undirectional
weights the best cut matches all concavities. However, this cut gets a lower score with directional weights due to the factors |~s1 · ~d1| and

































Figure 5. Comparison between locally constrained and global cuts. A) Input object and adjacency graph. B) Due to the strong local
concavities on the right the algorithm will cut trough a perfectly convex part of the object (left). C) Using locally constrained cuts will find
two clusters (along the dashed and solid red lines). Evaluating both clusters separately will only cut the right side. All cuts used directional
weights.
orange: weakly supervised and red: supervised/learning).
Unsupervised methods (such as ours) do not take model
specific parameters into account and use fixed parameters
for the full benchmark. Weakly supervised methods need to
know the number of segments. Supervised algorithms need
objects from the ground-truth of each category for training,
using a different classifier for every class. Despite the fact
that we need to convert the mesh information to point clouds
and vice-versa, our method achieves better than state-of-
the-art results on all measures. For Consistency Error and
Rand Index we are able to reduce the gap for unsupervised
and weakly-supervised methods to human performance by
50 %. Comparing the speed of our method to other meth-
ods, Table 1 shows that our method is competitive in terms
of complexity, too. Please note that we measured time on a
single 3.2 GHz core whereas the other methods have been
benchmarked by [5] on a 2 GHz CPU. Still, this allows us
to estimate that our method is faster than Randomized Cuts
and Normalized Cuts and about as complex as Core Extrac-
tion and Shape Diameters, while being superior in perfor-
mance to all.
3.3. Qualitative results
Example segmentations from the Princeton benchmark
as well as Kinect for Windows V2 recordings from http:
//www.kscan3d.com are depicted in Figs. 7 and 8. We
should emphasize that our algorithm does not require full
scans of objects, that is, it can be applied to single views
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Figure 6. Comparison of proposed CPC algorithm to results published on the Princeton benchmark. Green algorithms are unsupervised,
orange algorithms are weakly-supervised and red denotes supervised (i.e. training). For SB3 and SB19 [9] results on some error measures
had not been published. As Zheng et al. [18] (PairHarm) did not report results on the full benchmark, we show results on their subset to
the right of the dashed line. All objects have been segmented with local constrains and directional weights using fixed parameters.
as shown in Fig. 8 E. Additionally, we show the robustness
of the proposed algorithm against shape variations as well
as added noise in Fig. 9 using the “plier” class from the
Princeton benchmark.
Method Avg. Comp. Time Rand Index
Human - 0.103
CPC 13.9 0.128
Randomized Cuts 83.8 0.152
Normalized Cuts 49.4 0.172
Shape Diameter 8.9 0.175
Core Extraction 19.5 0.210
Random Walks 1.4 0.214
LCCP 0.47 0.321
Table 1. Comparison of averaged computational time in seconds
per object for the different learning-free algorithms.
4. Conclusion
In this work we introduced and evaluated a novel model-
and learning-free bottom-up part segmentation algorithm
operating on 3D point clouds. Compared to most existing
cutting methods it uses geometrically induced cuts rather
than graph cuts, which allows us to generalize from local
concavities to geometrical part-to-part boundaries. For this
we introduced a novel RANSAC algorithm named Locally
Constrained Directionally Weighted RANSAC and applied
it on the edge cloud extracted from the Supervoxel Adja-
cency Graph. We were able to achieve better than state-of-
the-art results compared to all published results from un-
supervised or weakly-supervised methods and even com-
pete with some data-driven supervised methods (note, SB19
needs 95% of the objects for training). For Consistency Er-
ror and Rand Index we are able to reduce the gap to hu-
man performance by 50 %. We also introduced a protocol
to adapt mesh-segmentation benchmarks to point clouds us-
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Figure 7. Qualitative results on the Princeton benchmark. All objects have been segmented with proposed algorithm using a single set of
parameters (Smin = 0.16, Nmin = 500).
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Figure 8. Qualitative results for the Kinect for Windows V2 gallery recordings from http://www.kscan3d.com using proposed
algorithm. A-D: Full recordings. E: Single view recording.
ing an equi-density randomized point sampling, and a back-
propagation of found labels to the mesh. This allowed us to
report the first quantitative results on part-segmentation for
point clouds.
Figure 9. Robustness of the segmentation against shape variations
(top) and increasing noise level (bottom).
Finally, we should emphasize that our method is
learning-free, which has many advantages. Most impor-
tantly, there is no need to create new training data and anno-
tated ground truth for new objects. Additionally, learning-
based methods need to know the class of an object be-
fore they can be used for segmentation, since they must
select which partitioning model to use. Our method, on
the other hand, can be used directly on new data without
any such limitations. Despite being a purely data-driven
method our algorithm can cope with shape variations and
added Gaussian noise resulting in consistent segmentations.
This means that the method is directly applicable as the first
step in an automated bootstrapping process and can segment
arbitrary unknown objects.
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6.4 Getting Functionality
At this point we are able to segment a scene into objects (using LCCP, Section 6.2) and those
objects into parts (using CPC, Section 6.3). This allows us, now, to introduce an algorithm
which aims at assigning function to novel objects and their parts. There are two main advan-
tages emanating from this part-perspective: First, we can describe/recognize parts of objects
which is one prerequisite for roboticmanipulations (e.g., which part is the tool-end andwhich
is the handle). Second, it reduces the intra-class variance, because we do not deal with the
visual variation of full objects in a class (which is huge), but instead with the much smaller
visual variation of simpler parts.
Figure 6.2: Showing ourOFA system, proposed in [9], assigning function to three objects (hel-
met, skull, and hammer). The red labels show the recognized functions for the full-object (e.g.,
Cotain, Hit, Poke, ...) and the part-function (e.g., contain:handle). The objects with black
part-labels have been found to be the most similar objects from the training set. The hammer
on the right shows the case of two functions scoring equally high (red and blue labels). Ac-
cording to our algorithm, the hammer could be used to hit something, or it could be used to
poke with the handle. Please note how the part-function “handle” gets assigned to a different
part when changing the object function from “hit” to “poke”.
A system for OFA should, therefore, have the following properties:
1. It should be able to assign objects and parts functionality.
2. It should generalize between objects with different number of parts. For example, a cup
with 3 handles and a barrel are both “fillable”.
3. It should be able to assign multiple functions to a single object. Two examples: Multi-
tools are specifically designed topossessmultiple functions andobjects canoftenbeused
as amakeshift replacement. This again leads toparts being labeleddifferentlydepending
on the overall functionality of the object.
We propose such a system in the first part of our paper:
[9] Schoeler,M. andWörgötter, F.: “Bootstrapping the Semantics of Tools: Affordance anal-
ysis of real world objects on a per-part basis,” IEEE Transactions on Autonomous Mental
Development (TAMD), 2015 (in press). See page 111.
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In principal the algorithm compares parts of a new object to parts of known objects in the
training set. We do this by describing objects as graphs; treating parts as annotated nodes
and the way parts are attached to their neighbors as annotated edges. To be able to compare
objects, we check all possible associationbetween the parts fromoneobject to parts in another
object. We specifically allow multiple parts of one object to be assigned to a single part (e.g.,
six handles of a cup can be associated to one handle of another mug). This allows for dealing
with objects with a variable number of parts (see property 2).
To make multiple function assignments to one object possible (see property 3), the algo-
rithm calculates compatibility scores for each function for an object. Together with the com-
patibility score we also associate the object-parts with functions. Motivated by the idea that
first primitive tools in human development were deduced from human hand shapes, we con-
sider the 6 primitive functionalities: Contain, Cut, Hit, Hook, Poke, and Sieve (see [9] Fig. 1).
We showed that our system is able to assign the correct functionality to a wide range of ob-
jects. For example, the hollow skull shown in themiddle of Fig. 6.2 is completely novel to our
system, still it is recognized as a “fillable” object (the most similar object is a beer glass).
Additionally, we introduce an ontology, in the second part of the paper, which - based on
hand-shapes - regards the geometry of the interacting tool-end and the relative motion of the
tool in order tomake predictions about functionality. More specifically, we showed that exam-
ining the geometry of the tool-end (i.e., convex vs. concave and its aspect ratio) in addition to
the relative pose towards the surface and the tool-motion (see [9] Fig. 13) leads to about 30
primitive tool-functionalities (see [9] Fig. 14), which could easily be stored and remembered
by artificial agents.
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Bootstrapping the Semantics of Tools: Affordance
analysis of real world objects on a per-part basis
Markus Schoeler, Florentin Wörgötter
Abstract—This study shows how understanding of object
functionality arises by analyzing objects at the level of their parts
where we focus here on primary tools. First, we create a set of
primary tool functionalities, which we speculate is related to the
possible functions of the human hand. The function of a tool is
found by comparing it to this set. For this, the unknown tool
is segmented, using a data-driven method, into its parts and
evaluated using the geometrical part constellations against the
training set. We demonstrate that various tools and even uncom-
mon tool-versions can be recognized. The system “understands”
that objects can be used as makeshift replacements. For example,
a helmet or a hollow skull can be used to transport water.
Our system supersedes state-of-the-art recognition algorithms in
recognition and generalization performance. To support the con-
jecture of a possible cognitive hand-to-tool transfer we analyze,
at the end of this study, primary tools by also incorporating tool-
dynamics. We create an ontology of tool functions where we find
only 32 of them. Being such a small set this would indeed allow
bootstrapping tool-understanding by exploration-based learning
of hand function and hand-to-tool transfer.
Index Terms—Tool bootstrapping, Object recognition, Func-
tion analysis, Tool ontology
I. INTRODUCTION
THE complexity of shapes and arrangements of all objects,which we encounter every day, as well as just their
sheer number, is humongous. Most of them, today, are human-
made. But even during the advent of humankind, some million
years ago, early hominids were faced with very many different
natural objects in their environment. Different from all other
animals they were able to handle this complexity and began
“to make sense of them” arriving at an early semantics of
objects and their potential use (e.g., as tools). Starting from
this, supervision, teaching, and communication - hence cultural
inheritance - allowed us to build our complex world. Still, it
is puzzling how the process of understanding objects (tools)
can be bootstrapped. The complexity of the world of natural
objects seems just too high!
Essentially we would like to speculate that our hand allows
bootstrapping the understanding of basic tools. The association
of possible hand-shapes plus the way we use these different
shapes1 leads to a rather small set of options, which can
be ontologically ordered into a manageable system of tools.
Hence, the claim is that understanding your hand allows
transferring this understanding without too much effort to a set
of primary tools. The set of arising options from using these
M. Schoeler and F. Wörgötter are with the Third Physical Institute,
University of Göttingen, Friedrich-Hund-Platz 1, 37077 Göttingen, Germany,
e-mail: {mschoeler, worgott}@gwdg.de.
1E.g., a fist can be used as a hammer, a single finger as a borer, a flat hand
as a paddle.
tools is already rich enough to entail a wide variety of tool-
induced changes at the target substrate(s). As a consequence
we want to argue that the understanding of the thus-induced
cause-effect relations may well have been a powerful drive
towards cognitive complexity.
The current study addresses this issue in two interlinked
parts: On the one hand, we provide a rigorous computer-vision
algorithm that makes use of these speculations to perform
probabilistic reasoning about the potential roles of objects.
Hence, we show that our speculations might not be entirely
unfounded. On the other hand, we extend our idea in a
discussion on how this bootstrapping problem could have been
solved and how an early ontology of tools and their uses
could have been generated. This matter can be debated and
is certainly opening the door to controversies.
It seems generally agreed that the fundamental properties
of monkeys’ and especially hominids’ hands (e.g. opposing
thumb, third metacarpal styloid process2) and the fact that the
hands became free to be used as tools, as soon as we started to
walk on two feet, amplified cognitive development [1]. Much
less is known with respect to the possible mental transfer of
hand-function to tool-function. More advanced primates show
indeed a much wider variety of actions performed with their
hands on objects [2]. It is, thus, indeed tempting to assume that
at some point such a mental transfer might have taken place,
for example realizing that using a stick instead of your finger
makes a better borer, using a seashell instead of your cupped
hand makes a better cup, etc. While it is generally agreed that
already infants at the age of 1-2 years are able to understand
which geometric properties of objects are important for certain
tasks (like a rigid stick for pulling an objects closer) [3], as far
as we see there are no studies in archeology, primatology, or
child developmental psychology that specifically address the
issue of a mental hand to tool transfer, such that this hypothesis
has not been much considered.
The current study, though, adopts this hypothesis and we
now introduce a computer vision based system that makes
predictions about the possible functions of simple tools. This
system uses “labeled data” for training. One central claim,
related to our above speculations, is that there are only very
few basic tool functions existing which are related to the shape
and function of the human hand. Hence, understanding your
hand-function provides you with all the labels for training the
system “free of additional charge” (Fig. 1). This argument
is much strengthened in Section IX where we show how to
2By this the hand can lock better to the wrist, allowing for larger pressure
to be applied to wrist and hand while grasping.
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Fig. 1. Primitive functions, their associated hand shapes and tools meant to
substitute and improve efficiency.
structure such a system ontologically, thereby demonstrating
its rather low complexity, which can well facilitate the here-
suggested bootstrapping of tools by hands.
One problem is the fact that objects (also tools) consist of
parts, where some contribute to the fundamental tool func-
tion (cup-container), while others might subserve a different
function (cup-handle) or just be decorative. Also the number
of parts might be different for the same tool-type (forks with
different numbers of tips, cups with one or more handles),
which do not fundamentally alter the functionality of the tool.
Thus, we design a system that considers object-parts and part
combinations to assign (tool-)functions. The advantage of this
is that one does not have to train the system to wantonly
different individual objects (an artist’s rendering of a cup with
8 handles is still a cup, see Fig. 1). As soon as the system
has learned the fundamental requirements for “being a cup”
(rather “being a small container”) these details do not matter
anymore and categories are formed across objects with vastly
different visual appearance.
We now, first, describe the algorithmic aspects and, second,
in Section IX extend the speculative part of this paper by
introducing our ontology of tools bootstrapped by hand shape
and function.
II. OVERVIEW
The core idea of this work is the assumption that functional
objects should be described by their parts and part relations.
This holds for tools, which are mostly considered in this study,
but also for most, if not all, other objects. For example an
object for cutting may consist of a blade and a handle, an
object for hitting has a handle and a head most of the time.
But objects for the same function can have different number of
parts. Moreover the way parts are attached to each other plays
an important role for an object’s functionality. The objects in
the lower part of Fig. 7 consist of the same parts, but can
be used differently or not at all because of their part-to-part
relations. This leads to huge intra-class variance in case of
functional categories, which, as we show in this paper, can
be faced by analyzing objects on the part level. Thus, our
algorithm uses features of the different parts, but also their
geometrical configurations relative to each other (“relative
pose”) to define an object.
Figure 2 shows all algorithmic components. It looks com-
plex, but there are only 3 blocks existing: (A) Preprocessing
(yellow), (B) Object Signature Extraction (red) and (C) Object
Similarity Calculation (green). In the middle we show the
Object Signatures being the output of block B and the input to
block C. Small section numbers refer to the sections where the
different algorithmic components are described in this article.
Preprocessing (yellow) is the step where objects are being
segmented into their parts employing a dedicated algorithm
(Constrained Planar Cuts, (CPC) [4]), which uses the tran-
sition between convex and concave 3D-image structures as
indicator for a potential part-cutting plane.
Object Signature Extraction (red) contains three compo-
nents: left, extraction of the individuals signatures of all
parts; right, extraction of the pose relations between parts;
middle, generation of a graph that contains at its nodes the
part-signatures whereas the edges represent the pose-relations
between the two parts at the connected nodes (see example
graphs in the blue box below). We use the scores of a Support
Vector Machine to create second order part signatures. Pose
signatures fundamentally consist of how parts are aligned
(Alignment) and how they are attached (Attachment) to each
other.
Object graphs of two or more objects – here object X, solid
arrows and Y, dashed arrows – can now be compared (Object
Similarity Calculation, green). This requires an association
algorithm (Fig 2B Top), because it is a priori unknown which
node in graph X corresponds to which in graph Y. All these
checked (red arrows), we can finally calculate the actual object
similarity (dark blue box).
III. RELATED WORK
In this section we discuss related work found in the literature
and focus on the relevant biological as well as computer vision
aspects.
A. Biological Background
The idea of using sub-entities and their relations to describe
objects is not new. Most prominent has been the suggestion to
subdivide objects using so-called “Geons” [5]. Biederman [6]
put it this way: In analogue to same letters forming different
words, relations among the same set of parts (geons) can
form different objects. Geons, however, are more related to
abstract geometrical entities than to functional object parts and
the here obtained parts are clearly “more than geons”. In a
different study [4] we had shown that the here used method
(CPC algorithm, see Section IV-A) is able to obtain parts,
which correspond to meaningful entities. Those have their own
function, which can be functionally named. Hence, we usually
have a semantic (nameable) cognitive concept for these parts,
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Fig. 2. Algorithm overview of the function analyzer.
which does not hold for geons (they can be named but these
names carry no functional meaning).
The importance of parts for the visual system is additionally
supported by the experiments of Biederman [7] which show
that objects can be identified as long a single parts of an
object can be recognized. As drivers for the part segmentation
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in a human brain Richards and Hoffman [8], [9] indicated
concavities (cusps) between parts, which is the mechanism
that we also use in the CPC algorithm to obtain the parts for
this study.
In addition to parts as such, it also seems that the geomet-
rical relation between them (their pose relation) does indeed
carry very fundamental information for us, because part-pose
is represented in a certain brain area, the lateral occipital
(LO) area [7]. This coding is independent of the actual parts
or their local features, which is supported by the results of
Behrmann et al. [10] noting that a male patient who suffered
a left occipital-temporal lesion could distinguish parts, but no
part-to-part pose relations.
B. Computer vision
A wide variety of (computer vision) approaches exist which
try to classify and categorize objects, however, here we discuss
only those approaches that use secondary constraints (e.g.
context, part-relations, semantics, etc.), which are related to the
current study. We do not discuss less related approaches that
train classifiers “just on objects as such” or only with minimal
constraints. The latter are nowadays many times successful in
the context of “deep learning” [11], but quite unrelated to this
approach as they do not generalize well to completely new
(e.g., artistic) versions of tools. Several types of models exist
here, that try to address the “object problem” from a higher-
level perspective, which shall be discussed next.
Scene segmentation and object partitioning approaches can
be categorized into three groups: First, purely bottom-up
approaches which often use hierarchies to create a rank order
that builds bottom-up from small local superpixels to higher
level semantic regions [12], [13]. Second, purely top-down
approaches employing multi-scale sliding window detectors
[14], consequently progressing to finer grained segmentations
using the concept of object parts [15]. Third, a combination
of bottom-up hierarchy building and top-down object and
part-detectors [16]–[18]. While pure and partial top-down
approaches generally yield good results they need trained
classifiers, thus can only be applied to low intra-class variance
categories or known objects. Both is not the case in the here
presented work. Clustered viewpoint feature histograms [19]
also split objects into parts by clustering smooth surface,
consequently parts are patches rather than complete functional
entities. In contrast to this, in our former works [20] (Locally
Convex Connected Patches LCCP) as well as [4] (Constrained
Planar Cuts CPC) we presented model- and learning-free
bottom-up 3D point cloud segmentation algorithms, which
showed state-of-the-art results in several benchmarks. Both
allow to split objects into nameable parts by analyzing con-
cavities in the object (resembling the findings from [8]). While
LCCP is better suited for bottom-up object segmentation, CPC
has proven itself very powerful in segmenting parts of objects.
Therefore we use CPC for generating the object partitions (see
Fig. 3 for some examples).
Contextual reasoning models have shown an increase in per-
formance for object recognition in scenes [21]. Some authors
extended contextual models to activity recognition [22], [23]
by analyzing objects and pose of objects in 2D images. For
example a bottle and a human head in a certain relation show
a drinking activity. In analogy to this we consider parts as the
atoms in our recognition framework and the full object as the
scene. Farhadi and Sadeghi [24] showed that combining two
categories to context specific categories (phrasals) improves
detection rates on images. For instance a detector trained on
the interaction “person riding horse” has better performance
than two detectors trained on “persons” and “horses” sepa-
rately. While this helps to limit the intra-class variance, it
exponentiates the number of potential classes. We on the other
hand aim at creating general super-categories, spanning many
traditional classes. We deal with the high intra-class variance
by describing objects by their parts, part-to-part relations and
part graphs. The way we combine these parts (atoms) allows
for different functionalities (scenes). Consequently, we also
employ context by not classifying each part separately, but
giving the whole object a function score and projecting it back
to retrieve the part labels. For example the head of an unknown
hammer may look very similar to the handle of a known saw.
A decision in the context of the other parts, however, allows
for correctly labeling the part.
Mixture models and Topic models, with Latent-Dirichlet-
Allocation [25] and probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
[26] being among the most popular, have proven to be
successful in 2D object recognition. They typically model a
category as a mixture of subcategories. This helps to cope
with intra-class variations by partitioning the data into smaller
clusters with lower variability. However the subcategories are
not located in the image, nor necessarily represent semantic
entities. Our approach on the contrary names and locates the
parts. Similar to the way topics reduce variability within a
category, our part-decomposition reduces the variability of an
object allowing for comparison and generalization between
vastly different objects.
Other Part-based recognition systems focus on nameable
parts, too. Good performance has been achieved in face
detection [15]), human-pose estimation [27] or car classifi-
cation by partitioning into front, middle and rear parts [28].
Related to our approach is the work of Tenorth et al. [29].
They approximate containing objects by primitive geometrical
parts like spheres, planes and cylinders and fit CAD models
which requires similar objects in the training set. Still, all
approaches focus on specific domains where a preselected
pool of parts is available. Our approach is more generic in
the sense that we do not require an object to have a set
number of parts or being made of simple geometric primitives.
Others introduced pictorial frameworks [30], [31], which split
objects into part templates together with geometric constrains
on part-to-part relations (using for example spring models).
This has successfully been applied to human pose estimation,
where parts are connected at fixed locations. As objects do
not follow this constrain this method is not applicable to our
problem. Shapira et al. [32] proposed a method for contextual
part analogies. It bases on a part-to-part distance measure
propagated through the part connectivity graph. It relies on
characteristic appearance of parts, because they do not store
the information how parts are attached to their neighbors (point
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Fig. 3. The CPC algorithm applied to three different functional objects.
Left: Femur model from shapes.aimatshape.net; Middle: Hatchet model from
http://tf3dm.com; Right: WhiteCup scan from the KIT ObjectModels Web
Database.
of attachment and relative pose). We capture this information
in our pose-signature and show that it is important to recognize
function of tools (see Table. I).
In Attribute based approaches [33] classes are expressed as
a mixture of human-specified high-level descriptions, allowing
the classifier to be applied to new classes with known at-
tributes. Our approach, too, can deal with novel object classes
like a saw when other objects for cutting are known. In
contrast to [33], we do not need to provide attributes, but
summarize all objects allowing for certain functions into super-
categories. Combined with the fact that we can assign multiple
functions to objects, we also pave the way to makeshift tool
replacements. This is an interesting concept as it allows robots
for instance to bootstrap alternative solutions to problems.
IV. OBJECT DESCRIPTION AT THE PART LEVEL
All input data are full 3D point clouds either sampled from
publicly available mesh models/scans or using the procedural
shape generator from the Point Cloud Library 3.
A. Part Segmentation using the CPC algorithm
To segment 3D point clouds we use our Constrained Planar
Cuts algorithm proposed in [4]. It is based on the idea that
convex surfaces, separated by concave boundaries, play a cru-
cial role for the perception of objects and their decomposition
into parts. The algorithm starts by approximating a scene with
surface patches using our supervoxel algorithm [34]. Next
CPC analyses the connection between adjacent surface patches
and classifies them as either concave or convex. The algorithm
uses concave connections to propose planar cuts through as
many concavities as possible, while minimizing the number of
convex connections cut. Details of this procedure can be found
in [4]. Some examples for the object to part segmentation are
shown in Fig. 3.
B. Part Signatures
The goal of this section is to introduce methods to arrive
at a characteristic description – called part signature – of the
individual object parts. For this, visual features of the parts
























Fig. 4. Aspect Ratio dependency of the basic shape histogram SH for a
cuboid with Nd = Nα = 80.
For signature generation, in this work we investigate Sig-
nature of Histograms of OrienTations (SHOT) features [35],
Ensemble of Shape Functions (ESF) features [36] as well as an
extension of the two dimensional shape histogram proposed by
Mustafa et al. [37]. Both SHOT and ESF features are geometry
based and have shown state-of-the-art performance in object
classification tasks [38]. All features use 3D information as
their input.
SHOT features are extracted at local feature points and
oriented to the so-called Local-Reference-Frame. They divide
the local neighborhood of a feature point using a spherical
grid into 32 cells. Within each cell SHOT accumulates the
neighboring points according to their normal directions into
11 bins. This results in a 11 · 32 = 352 dimensional his-
togram. For generating global SHOT signatures we followed
the procedure proposed in [39], which calculates one SHOT
descriptor for the object’s centroid. We call them SHOT-C in
this paper. Additionally, we create global SHOT descriptors
by calculating a descriptor for each point and averaging all.
We denote them as SHOT-A. As neighbors for the feature
and Local-Reference-Frame calculation we consider all other
points in the cloud.
ESF is a global point cloud descriptor which encodes the
geometric information in a point cloud using 10 concatenated
64-bin histograms, including distance between two random
points, area of triangle formed by three random points, and
angle formed by three random points from the point cloud.
This results in a 10 · 64 = 640 dimensional histogram.
Additionally, we extend the two dimensional shape-
histograms proposed by Mustafa et al. [37]. They are
generated by iterating through all possible point pairs within
a part. For each pair we calculate the distance between points
d and angle difference between point normals α in degrees.
The variable d is normalized in such a way that 1 corresponds
to the biggest distance determined. Both measures are then
discretized by binning and added to a Nα · Nd dimensional
histogram with Nd and Nα describing the number of distance
and angle bins, respectively. We call these histograms basic
shape histograms SH . Example basic shape histograms
showing the aspect ratio dependency for a cube are shown in
Fig. 4.
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Convex conn. Concave conn. Concave conn.
Fig. 5. Showing an example of convex vs. concave connectable point pairs
introduced in Eq. (1). The red lines denote a potential surface connecting both
points. ~dji = −~dij .
We extend the histogram by additionally checking if the
pair is convex- or concave-connectable. Points are convex-
connectable if there could exist a closed surface containing
both points which is purely convex (see also Fig. 5). If there
is no such surface, we call the pair concave-connectable. We
can check this for two points i and j with normals ~ni and ~nj
and displacement vector ~dij = −~dji, pointing from i to j,
using the following equation:
Connectable(i, j) :=
 Convex
~dij · ~nj > 0 and
~dji · ~ni > 0
Concave otherwise
(1)
This extension is similar to the inside/outside classification
used in ESF-features. The extended shape histogram accord-
ingly results in a 2 ·Nα ·Nd dimensional histogram. Instead
of showing 2 histograms, we use negative difference-values to
denote the concave connectable pairs. Naturally, point pairs
on convex objects are always convex connectable. This is
why only objects with concavities have pairs with negative
angles (see Fig. 6). The usage of extended shape histograms
is denoted by the superscript SHExt.
C. Pose Signature
The second required descriptor is addressing the question
how parts are attached to each other, for which we calculate
the so-called pose signature consisting of an alignment and an
attachment component. Hence, we define
• The way parts are rotated in respect to one another: The
alignment AL.
• The locations at which parts are attached to one another:
The attachment AT .
Whenever we write “pose signature” it means both proper-
ties.
1) Alignment AL: We define the alignment number be-
tween two parts A and B, ALAB , as a scalar in the range of 0
to 1. It should change as soon as a part is rotated in respect to
the other one. Still, to preserve overall rotational invariance,
AL is not allowed to change, if identical transformations are
applied to both parts. The more the parts are in-line, the
bigger AL should be. One obvious solution to this would be
to calculate each part’s axis of elongation (for example by
applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the part’s
point cloud and using the first principal component axis). The
angle between these axes could than be used to calculate
Convex 1 Convex 2 Convex 3
Concave 1 Concave 2 Concave 3
0° 180°-180 ° 0° 180°-180 ° 0° 180°-180 °










concave c. convex c. concave c. convex c.
concave c. convex c. concave c. convex c. concave c. convex c.
Fig. 6. Here we show three convex (top) and three concave shapes (bottom)
together with their extended shape histogram SHExt. Each pair of points in
the convex shapes are convex connectable (positive angles). This is why we
do not have entries for concave connectable pairs (negative angles) in contrast







































Fig. 7. Visualization of the influence of changing part shape (top) and
relative orientation (bottom) on the variance blobs, intersection blobs, and
the alignment number. VA, VB : Variance blobs for the green parts (A)
and the blue parts (B). The bins of both variance blobs sum up to 1, i.e.,
BS(VA) = BS(VB) = 1 (see Eq. (3)). VAB : Intersection of VA and VB
using Eq. (4). ALAB : Calculated Alignment number by summing over all
bins of VAB , Eq. (5), i.e., ALAB = BS(VAB) ≤ 1. Please note that ALAB
only reaches 100 % if both parts are in-line (like the 0◦ object at the bottom)
and have the exact same aspect ratio.
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AL. This however only works for parts which are elongated
enough, which many times is not the case. An example is
shown in Fig. 7 top: The more the blue part is scaled down,
the harder it is to define a proper axis of elongation. This
would lead to a discontinuous jump in the alignment number
close to the 1:1:1 case.
In the following, we show how to circumvent this problem
and how we define AL: First, we represent each part with
a so-called variance blob V . The variance blob represents
the variance of the point distribution of a part in all possible
directions. To denote a direction ~r in 3D we use spherical
coordinates, i.e., ~r(θ, φ). θ denotes the polar angle (measured
from the pole), and φ represents the azimutal angle. ~r is L2-
normalized, such that ||~r|| = 1. The variance of the point cloud
along a direction ~r(θ, φ) is calculated using:






(~xi − ~µ) · ~r(θ, φ)
)2
. (2)
Here Np is the number of points in the part’s point cloud,
~xi is the coordinate of the ith point and ~µ is the centroid of
the part’s point cloud.
If ~r points in direction of the part’s elongation, it results
in a bigger variance as compared to a direction which is, for
example, perpendicular to the elongation.
To make calculations feasible we only calculate the variance
at discrete uniform steps using Nθ and Nφ bins. Therefore, this
results in a two dimensional histogram with Nθ · Nφ entries
in total.
Visualizations of these variance blobs, V (θ, φ), can be done
using spherical plots as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In the plots
the variance is denoted by the radius of the surface from the
origin. In case of constant variance this results in a constant
radius in all directions, thus in a perfect sphere (e.g., the blue
part in Fig. 8).
A variance blob represents the variance in the Euclidean
space of the point cloud. This is why the aspect ratio /
elongation of a part is directly visible in the elongation of
its variance blob. Exact shape detail (like round, cylindric,
etc.) is, in contrast, ignored.
We further want to ignore the total size of the parts, as this
should not influence the alignment number between two parts.
Therefore, we now normalize the variance blobs. Because we
calculate the variance at uniform steps in spherical coordinates,
the size of a bin (in Euclidean space of the point cloud) scales
with the sine of the polar angle, sin(θ). This effect is visible
in smaller bin sizes close to the poles of the variance blobs.
Taking the changing bin size into account we can define the





with i iterating through all bins of the variance blob and V i
and θi denoting the variance and polar angle of the ith bin.
Each part’s variance blob V is normalized such that
BS(V ) = 1. To calculate ALAB between part A and B, we
use the histogram intersection similarity between VA and VB .
This is done by calculating the intersection of each bin of
variance blob A with each corresponding bin in variance blob
B such that for the ith bin of the intersection blob we can
write:





Finally, we calculate the alignment number ALAB as the
sum of the bins of the intersection blob, again taking the
varying bin size into account, by using Eqs. (3) and (4):











An example how the alignment AL changes when rotating
one part in respect to another is depicted in Fig. 7 bottom.
Since the min operation is commutative, the alignment number
is commutative as well: ALAB = ALBA.
2) Attachment AT : The attachment number ATAB reflects
at which location of part A, part B is connected. Accordingly,
if a part is attached at the tip of a long rod, in contrast to
its side, the number should reflect that change. To determine
ATAB , we, first of all, calculate the vector connecting centroid
A to centroid B, ~rAB . Please see Fig. 8 for more details. For
ATAB we retrieve the value on the variance blob of part A,
VA, in direction of ~rAB . Since V is normalized, the values
of single bins scales reciprocal with the number of total bins.
This is why we multiply by the total number of bins. Thus
the attachment number is defined as:
ATAB = VA(rθ, rφ)NθNφ. (6)
To calculate ATBA we use the value on B’s variance blob
instead. This is why ATAB 6= ATBA. The non-commutative
property of the attachment is best explained looking at Fig.
8. Since the blue part is highly rotational symmetric it does
not matter if we attach another part to the top or any of the
sides. On the contrary, the green part is anisotropic, hence it
makes a big difference for the functionality/usability in which
direction/locations we attach other parts.
D. Object Representation
To be able to combine these signatures and describe an
object X as a whole, we use a graph representation GX =
(VX , EX) with the ith part signature corresponding to ith
attributed node VXi and the pose signature between part i and
j forming the attributed directed edges EXij between node i
and j. We define edges in the graph only between parts which
are touching. To determine part proximity we first estimate
the point density within both part’s point clouds. We do this
by generating kd-trees for each. Next we select M random
points for both parts and determine the distance to their nearest
neighbors within their own part. From these distances we take
the maximum dmax and set the threshold τ = 2dmax.
Again using the kd-trees, we calculate the closest distance
for K random points from part A to the points in part B and
vice versa. If any of these distances is smaller than τ , we
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Fig. 8. Three objects consisting of identical parts. The blue part A (cube) is
shifted from the long end of the green part B (elongated cuboid) to the middle.
We did not draw the directions for the vectors ~r since values on opposite sites
of the variance blobs are equal (the variance calculation ignores orientation).
The parts are not rotated in respect to each other, which leads to a stable
alignment number. In contrast to this the attachment of the Part A (blue) in
respect to Part B (green) (A at B) changes significantly. Since Part A (blue)
is a cube, the B at A attachment is not influenced nearly as much.
consider the parts as touching. For the experiments we use
M = 30 and K = 1000. Often parts are separated by a large
margin, which makes this part of the algorithm robust.
V. FUNCTION ANALYZER
In the following sections we describe how the algorithm
allows comparing objects and assigning functional meanings
to them. Thus, we want the function analyzer to have the
following properties:
1) Object as well as parts should be recognized.
2) The analyzer should be able to generalize across objects
with different number of parts. To recognize the function
of a cup having 6 handles, as shown in Figs. 1 and 10,
should not require cups with six handles in the training
set.
3) Multiple function assignment should be possible. One
object may be used for different functions with parts
used for different purposes.
A. Training
The function analyzer’s training procedure is outlined in
Fig. 9. As input it uses labeled and segmented synthetic data.
We used synthetic data for the training in order to create
minimalistic stereotypical examples of tools, without including
unnecessary details found in real-world objects.
Full objects get a primary function label (contain, cut,
poke, hit, ...), and each part gets its part-functionality attached




























































































Fig. 9. Training procedure for the function analyzer.
Discussion section, address the question how much complexity
arises from such a labeling procedure.
In the next step we calculate part and pose signatures
(see Section IV-B and IV-C) for the training set. Inspired
by the idea of Torresani et al. [40], we use the output of
a Support-Vector-Machine (SVM) to convert the raw part
signatures to second order signatures. Using a support-vector-
machine at this level allows the function analyzer to better
generalize across parts with the same function. At the same
time it emphasizes properties of the raw signatures, which are
important for the discrimination of different functional parts.
We train a one-vs-rest SVM with a Chi-square kernel on the
part signatures using each unique combination of function and
part-name as a label (cut:blade, hit:head, contain:container,
...). For K functions with N parts each, this would result
in K · N classes, which accordingly results in a K · N
dimensional second order part signature. These signatures,
the pose signatures, the graph structure, and the labels (for
full objects and parts) are then stored for the later testing.
Please note that we neither require all objects to have the
same number of parts, nor that they should be composed of
all possible parts. For example, a fillable object does not need
a handle or can have multiple handles and still retains its
functionality.
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B. Testing
For a new object Y we first generate its graph representation
GY by calculating the part (nodes) and pose (edges) signatures.
Edges are only drawn where parts touch (see Section IV-D).
The part signatures are again transformed into SVM scores.
Since we want the function analyzer to generalize to objects
with an arbitrary number of parts and graphs with different
numbers of nodes and edges, we now define a similarity metric
which allows all objects to be compared and at the same
time leveraging on as much information as possible from the
training (more specifically the part and pose signatures as well
as the graph structure). As we do not know a priori which
part from Y might correspond to which part from X , we
need a association algorithm to allow checking all possible
combinations.
Let us assume object Y consists of 5 parts, NY = 5, and
object X consists of two parts, NX = 2. To compare both,
we can assign each of the parts of Y , PY = {a, b, c, d, e}, one
of the parts of X , PX = {A,B}. A possible association (the
mapping from PY to PX ) Ai can thus be written using a NY -
tuple of the elements in the set PX . The tuple (A,A,A,A,B)
would for example denote the parts a, b, c, d being assigned
to A and e to B. We further require the number of unique
elements in the tuple
U (Ai) = min (NX , NY ) . (7)
In the case of NY > NX this corresponds to a surjective
mapping, for NY = NX to a bijective mapping, and in
the case of NY < NX to an injective mapping. For each
association Ai we create an association graph GAi by replacing
the parts/nodes in the graph of Y , VY , with the associated
parts/nodes of graph X . If two parts i, j in object X are
touching, we add the edge EXij to the graph GAi. Only if the
graph has no additional or missing edges compared to the
graph GY , we call it compatible and consider it further.
This pruning is not only important for eliminating cases
where required parts for a functionality are not being assigned,
but it is mandatory when comparing two objects with many
parts, as the number of total associations grows exponentially.
For example comparing the 6 handle cup (NY = 7) to any
of the forks with 4 tips (NX = 5) shown in Fig. 10 starts
with 16807 possible associations (NNXY ), reduces to 2520
associations after the surjective mapping test and again reduces
to 360 after checking the graph structure.
All remaining association graphs GAi have now the same
structure as the graph GY , thus we next calculate association
scores. For this we compare part and pose signatures separately
and combine part and pose scores ASPa and ASPo in a
weighted sum:









with part and pose weights ωPa and ωPo. For all experiments
we use ωPa = 23 and ω
Po = 13 .
To calculate ASPa and ASPo we L2-normalize all sig-
natures and calculate the L2-distance between all associated
part and pose pairs from the graph GY = (VY , EY ) and
GAi = (VAi, EAi). The L2-distance between two signatures
ranges between 0 and 2. This follows from the triangle
inequality for two L2-normalized vectors x, and y: ||x−y|| ≤
||x||+ ||y|| = 2.
A normalized ASPai and AS
Po
i can thus be calculated using
the equations




‖VYn − VAin ‖2 (9)
and







‖EYnm − EAinm‖2. (10)
Here NV and NE denote the number of nodes and edges
in the graph GY , respectively GAi.
After calculating the scores, ASi, for all associations we
define their maximum as the final object similarity of object







Finally, the function compatibility is calculated using the
maximum object score per function: Instead of a hard-max
assignment we tried other voting schemes like k-nearest neigh-
bors voting or averaging over all object scores per function,
but this decreased performance by about 3 %. Our intuition is
that a winner takes it all assignment works best, because we
have a huge variance in the appearance of training objects,
such that averaging the response of multiple objects is not
meaningful. A positive side-effect: Assuming object X leads
to the function score, we can easily retrieve the labels of the
parts for that functionality by using the known part-labels and
winning association Ai for object X . Thus, we are not only
able to assess the compatibility of an object Y to a certain
function, but can additionally identify the parts, which are
indispensable for this. Additionally, one can assign tools and
their parts multiple possible functionalities by thresholding the
function scores as we show in Fig. 12.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. M1 and M2 Benchmarks
For testing the generalization capabilities of our algorithm
we create two benchmarks (M1 and M2) consisting of 144
models from 56 traditional classes (like saw, hatchet, sword,
dumpling spoon, pizza-cutter, cleaver, drumstick, pugil stick,
rapier). Models have been generated using the shape generator
from the Point Cloud Library.
For this experiment we let humans assign the most probable
primitive functionality (see Fig. 1) to all objects. From all
the human annotations we use the function (and the part
assignments) with most votes as ground-truth. For the first
benchmark (M1) we limit the objects to two parts. The second
benchmark (M2) drops this restriction by allowing objects to
have any number and type of parts, which increases intra-
class variance. Both benchmarks consist of 72 models. Some
example objects from M2 are shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Eighteen example objects from the M2 benchmark.
To compare to a baseline recognition system we use SHOT
[35] and ESF-features [36] extracted on the full objects
together with a Chi-square Support-Vector-Machine. Since
the size of objects has a very high intra-class variance we
normalize the biggest L2-distance in the objects to one. Tests
are performed using the following cross-validation procedure:
We train the framework with a random selection of 70 % of
the objects and test on the remaining 30 %. We repeat this for
60 different partitionings of the data and average the accuracy.
We use the ground-truth segmentation for training and testing
on M1 and M2 in order to measure the performance of the
function recognition in isolation.
We use the following convention to name the classification
pipelines:
1) Baseline centroid SHOT classifier trained on the full
object (SHOT-C).
2) Baseline averaged SHOT classifier trained on the full
object (SHOT-A).
3) Baseline ESF classifier trained on the full object (ESF).
4) Classifiers trained on parts ignoring pose. Superscript P
(e.g. ESFP ).
5) Classifiers trained on parts together with the pose sig-
natures. Superscript PP (e.g. ESFPP ).
6) Basic Shape Histogram using X distance and Y angle
bins (SHX,Y ).
7) Extended Shape Histogram using X distance and Y
angle bins (SHExtX,Y ).
B. Models and Scans
Furthermore, we investigate how well we can generalize
across domains to polygonal models and scans from the
databases 3Dcadbrowser, KIT Object Model Web Database
(OMWD), tf3dm, and thingiverse. We sample equi-density
random points on the faces of each model. Normals are
calculated using the first three vertices of each face. For all
objects we generate segmentations and ground truths using the
CPC-algorithm. We use the SHExt,PP4,4 classification pipeline
together with all training images from the set M1 to determine
the functionality of the objects.
VII. RESULTS
A. M1 and M2 Benchmarks
Table I summarizes the mean accuracy achieved on the
M1 and M2 benchmarks. SHOT-A, SHOT-C and ESF trained
on the full objects are considered the baseline classification
pipelines as they do not use the concept of parts and poses.
The results indicate that averaging SHOT features rather than
using a single centroid based feature yields better performance.
Introducing part-based classifiers increases performance sig-
nificantly, adding +20% to the SHOT-A classifier, which
makes this classifier comparable to some systems using Part
& Pose. ESF histograms are inferior to SHOT-A histograms,
since normal information is not used for the former. This
confirms the findings reported by Aldoma et al. [39]. Part
& Pose pipelines finally employ the proposed system. They
show the best results in both benchmarks, improving results
for the M1 benchmark by up to +12 % and results for the M2
benchmark by up to +15 %. The fact that we combine many
different objects into one functional class leads to less detailed
shape histograms (4 angular and spatial bins) being better
suited for recognition than more detailed shape histograms
(20 angular and spatial bins).
Using extended shape histograms improves results by an
additional +1-2 %. Comparing the confusion matrices shown
in Fig. 11 we notice that pose is especially important to discern
poke and hook as objects, because these functions mainly
differ in how parts are aligned in respect to one another.
The M2 benchmark shows more intra-class variance, be-
cause objects differ in the number of parts. This reduces
performance of the baseline classifiers, on average, by about
12 % as they cannot deal with this kind of variance. The
proposed Part & Pose pipelines, on the contrary, are not much
affected by the increased variability and can generalize from
the known parts and part-to-part relations.
B. Models and Scans
Figure 12 shows the segmentation and classification of
several models and scans. Shown is the highest scoring func-
tion as well as the second highest if the difference is less
than 2%. We empirically determined this number. Allowing
a confidences difference of 5 % leads to wrong secondary
function assignments in the case of difficult objects (like the
double bladed cut object, which has a low confidence for the
first function). This can be alleviated using a bigger training
set.
The fact that vastly different objects can be classified
using the simplistic models from our M1-dataset shows the
generalization capabilities of our algorithm. This particularly
crystallizes in the analysis of the hollow skull and the roman
helmet models. Although these objects have been made for a
different purpose they can be used as a makeshift replacement
for transporting liquids. For an application of this see [41].
The hammer in the bottom right corner shows interesting
results. The function classifier retrieves two high scoring
functions. It can be used like an ordinary hammer for hitting.
Additionally, it was labeled with the function poke, which
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Contain Cut Hit Hook Poke Sieve
Contain 89% 0% 2% 0% 0% 9%
Cut 1% 81% 0% 15% 3% 0%
Hit 0% 0% 86% 1% 13% 0%
Hook 5% 14% 0% 54% 27% 1%
Poke 1% 7% 15% 29% 48% 0%
Sieve 10% 0% 0% 4% 0% 87%
Contain Cut Hit Hook Poke Sieve
Contain 90% 0% 0% 0% 0% 10%
Cut 3% 87% 0% 4% 6% 0%
Hit 0% 0% 92% 4% 4% 0%
Hook 0% 5% 3% 78% 12% 2%
Poke 0% 0% 0% 7% 93% 0%
Sieve 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 92%
Contain Cut Hit Hook Poke Sieve
Contain 78% 2% 8% 0% 4% 7%
Cut 0% 91% 0% 8% 1% 0%
Hit 0% 0% 88% 3% 9% 0%
Hook 0% 9% 4% 72% 14% 0%
Poke 0% 1% 10% 10% 76% 2%
Sieve 10% 3% 0% 6% 0% 81%
Contain Cut Hit Hook Poke Sieve
Contain 83% 0% 5% 0% 2% 9%
Cut 0% 85% 1% 10% 3% 0%
Hit 0% 0% 90% 5% 4% 0%
Hook 0% 3% 3% 84% 10% 0%
Poke 0% 5% 0% 1% 94% 0%
Sieve 9% 2% 0% 0% 3% 86%
Fig. 11. Confusion matrices showing the importance of Pose information to the classification pipelines. It is especially important for telling hook from poke
objects, as they mostly differ in the way parts are attached and aligned.
TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY IN % FOR THE BENCHMARKS M1 AND M2
USING DIFFERENT PIPELINES. Base ARE THE BASELINE CLASSIFIERS
TRAINED AND TESTED ON FULL OBJECTS. Part ARE CLASSIFIERS TRAINED
ON PARTS. Part+Pose SYSTEMS ADDITIONALLY MAKE USE OF THE GRAPH
STRUCTURE AS WELL AS THE POSE SIGNATURES. THE BEST RESULTS
(MARKED BOLT) IN BOTH BENCHMARKS ARE ACHIEVED BY THE SHExt4,4































enables an agent to use the hammer as a improvised tool to
drill holes into soil for instance.
VIII. DISCUSSION
The here suggested computer vision algorithm relies on
some older ideas, like using geons for composing objects
[42] and representing them as graphs [43], [44]. We had
discussed above that parts have their own semantics – they
are meaningful for us – an idea which goes clearly beyond
a mere geometrical, geon-based representation. The bottle-
neck so far had been that there were no efficient algorithms
available that actually extract parts. In earlier studies we had
shown that convex-concave transitions provide a very good
data-driven prior for part segmentation [4], [20] and this notion
is supported by a very large number of psychophysical studies,
which show that humans perform part segmentation at such
cutting planes [5], [45]–[50]. Therefore, we believe that the
here-pursued algorithmic approach does indeed go beyond the
existing older studies, which either had to rely on predefined
entities [29] or on other, less meaningful features for defining
an object graph.
Converting the problem of traditional classification, with its
recent trend to become more fine-grained, to the problem of
classifying super-categories (here: functional categories) we
are able to show that the semantics of a whole tool can arise
from the “understanding” of the composition from its parts.
The word “understanding” relates here to the supervised train-
ing of our system by some labeled data. Here it is important to
emphasize that our training set is very small and that – by this
– we can extract the “essence” of tools, which allows us to
generalize to even unknown classes like saws, as soon as knifes
are known. This is non-trivial. Just consider, for example, the
class “saw” and think of the very wide variety of items in this
class such as those which you could buy in a D.I.Y-shop. Thus,
compared to very tunable algorithms like Deep Convolutional
Neural Networks, which need huge amounts of training data
to achieve some kind of generalization, our algorithm only
needs very few training samples. Moreover, our method can
assign multiple functionalities to one object which allows for
bootstrapping makeshift replacements for tools (like a hammer
used for drilling holes, or a hollow skull being used to transport
liquids).
However, some limitations and potential future work exists:
First, we largely ignore size of objects, both for the part-
signatures as well as for the pose-signatures. At this point we
are interested in the general compatibility to tool-functions
without looking at the target properties (e.g., target’s size,
material, and so on). When executing an action, the target
properties will become important. For this, one would likely
need to add a second layer of reasoning about tool-target
compatibility. For example: If the target is soft (e.g., soil),
the tool can be made out of wood. If the target is hard (e.g.,
wood), the tool needs to be made of metal or stone. If target
is 5 liters of liquid, the container must have at least this
volume. Still, for assessing general function-compatibility (not
target compatibility), size can be ignored in our opinion. For
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Fig. 12. Analysis of models and scans from Thingiverse (T), tf3dm (Tf), KIT OMWD (K), and 3Dcadbrowser (3d). All objects have been segmented using
the CPC algorithm. The object segmentation as well as the most similar object are shown as colored point clouds. Additionally, the highest scoring function
(score in brackets) as well as the part-mapping (black arrows) from the most similar object are depicted. We also include the mapping of the second highest
scoring function if the score-difference is less than 2%. Training-labels are shown in black and inferred labels in red and blue.
example, take a barrel and a cup. Both objects largely differ in
their size, still they are both used to contain a liquid. Therefore,
ignoring size largely increases generalization performance of
the algorithm.
Second, we compare an object to all other instances and
use a classifier only for generalizing part signatures. While
this has advantages, like allowing assignment of single parts
to multiple other parts, or by providing more insight into
the function of the algorithm (by for example showing the
most similar training objects, Fig. 12), this shifts most of the
algorithm’s complexity to the testing stage. We are currently
investigating possibilities to use a classifier also at the function
assignment stage, which would provide a remarkable speed-up
at testing time.
Third, if we deal with very complicated objects, like a saw
where the blade is hidden, our algorithm fails as long as such
a saw is not in the training set. However, even we, as humans,
would not be able to assess such tool’s function without having
seen a similar saw before (or reading the label).
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Fig. 13. Ontology of simple tools (reduced to the manipulator) derived from hand shapes and functions. Knowing the target surface (blue line) with normal ~t
as well as the way the manipulator acts upon it, allows us to infer the function of the manipulator in this action. Red labels in 4 denote example objects/tools
to fulfill the function. ~r refers to the axis of rotation and d to the distance of manipulator to target along the normal ~t. For further explanation see text.
IX. BOOTSTRAPPING TOOL USE - AN EXTENSION
In the current study we have shown our results on classify-
ing objects (tools) by considering their parts and part relations.
We have motivated our approach by the use of the human hand,
which we consider as a possible structure for bootstrapping
the understanding of tool function. That first part of the study
was much motivated by the speculation that cognitive ability
to use ones hand in different ways allows learning to transfer
this knowledge to unknown objects, which are then recognized
as tools. To support the conjecture of a possible cognitive
hand-to-tool transfer we are, here, analyzing primary tools by
also incorporating tool-dynamics. For this we design a tool-
ontology and argue that its complexity remains quite limited.
Recognition of tool function is in our system – like in
many others – fundamentally a supervised process. We used
“labeled part data” for training where we claimed that there
are only very few basic tool functions existing, which are
(all) related to the shapes and the function of our hands. A
handle is a common entity among all objects we analyzed
so far. In contrast, the manipulator, or tool-end (the actual
part interacting with a target) is more discriminative and
determines most of the functionality. Interestingly, the handle
shape together with the way a handle is attached and aligned
to the manipulator – determined by the pose-signature in the
previous sections – just determines the direction and motion a
tool can be applied best. This concept is supported by the fact
that first prehistoric tools only consisted of the manipulator
without an attached handle. A handle was added later to make
the tool more usable by allowing for example a longer lever
or an improved grasp.
But, if one knows how the manipulator is being used (e.g.
the trajectory and motion relative to the target), the handle
is actually not important anymore for the recognition of the
tool function. Figure 13 shows how one could include this
information in an ontology of primordial tools using hand-
shape and function as a reference.
We distinguish five levels (red numbers). The first three
levels are strictly geometrical, where level 1 and 2 directly
refer to the hand shape and level 3 to the arrangement of the
hand (or manipulator) relative to the target object. Levels 4 and
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5 take the movement patterns into account, too. Hence here we
move from a pure object-guided (hand shape guided) ontology
to the final one which uses manipulator shape, arrangement
and the actual action pattern for tool classification. All this
remains very reductionistic and we think less is not possible.
We show in the end that such an ontology contains only 32
entries for different possible simple tools and how concept of
wheels naturally emerges.
Level 1 asks about the basic hand shape: Is it convex or
concave? In the figure we just show the convex branch to
explain the next levels.
Level 2 addresses the aspect ratio (“AR”). For simplicity
we set x = y (the coordinate system is given in the center of
the figure) and plot the possible aspect ratios. Hence this plot
exceeds the hand size to show by ways of the three colored
areas (blue, green, red) roughly which aspect ratios are existing
(a very limited range) when considering regular tools ranging
from: (high AR) borers to sabers, from (medium AR) small
to large hammers and from (small AR) paddles, spades to
cleavers.
We use now an object with high aspect ratio (High AR in
Fig. 13-2) to explain the next three levels. The same arguments
hold for the other aspect ratios, too.
Level 3 addresses the relative orientation between hand
shape (or tool) and target object (target surface ~t) indicated by
blue. Using our elongated tool with the tip pointing against
the target surface, hence in a parallel way to the normal
(~t ‖ ~z, Level 3, top) could mean it is a poker. Using it in
a perpendicular arrangement (~t ⊥ ~z Level 3, bottom) might
make it a tool for spreading something out.
In the 4th level we consider the relative motion between
tool and target surface during tool operation and whether we
have a rotational component in the movement. If the distance
d gets smaller and we have a parallel arrangement (~t ‖ ~z) then
this might mean that this is a pusher, poker, or stabber (Level
4, very top). If, in the same arrangement, d = const, then this
is possibly a drawing or stirring tool (Level 4, one-down from
the very top). Already at this level several configurations do
not make much sense anymore or are only very rarely found
(indicated with “NA=not applicable”). Hence not all slots in
this ontology are filled.
Level 5 finally asks about the dynamics of the movement,
mainly: Is it fast or slow? The two examples shown allow
distinguishing push/poke from stab.
Note that at level 4 we observe a few rotation examples.
Most indeed work using your hands but it would be much more
efficient if one uses a tool with an axis. Thus, this ontology
suggests introducing wheel-like structures. It certainly goes too
far to think that there had been a mental transfer from hand
function all the way to the design of rotational tools. However,
the desire to arrive at a better functionality in these rotation-
cases might well have stimulated inspiration and ingenuity
leading to the wheeled tools we have nowadays.
Thus, it seems there are some mental transfer processes that
are easy and could indeed have taken place this way during the
evolution of hominids: fist to hammer, finger to borer (stick),
etc. Others are clearly unrealistic (grinder to wheeled grinder).
But this is not the main point. Central to our argumentation is
that the here presented ontology leads to a very small system
of primary tools, which can easily be stored and remembered
by real or artificial agents. Thus, manual tagging of training
examples for tools based on their parts and part relations – as
performed in this study – requires not much effort and only a
total of 32 entries.
Figure 14 shows that we have found indeed only 32 different
actions with their simple tools when using this ontology. Note
that the same tool (e.g. “stick” can appear in different actions
(e.g. “push” or “draw”). Also, there are certainly many variants
of tools and tool names existing of which we tried to only
include common examples.
Tools are ordered by their basic shape (convex vs. concave,
top) as well as their aspect ratio as defined in Figure 13.
The tools beneath the triple separating lines in every section
are those that require circular or turning movement patterns.
Hence, those are generally wheeled tools. Note that there are
far fewer tools existing in the concave branch, most of which
are containers.
Let us consider one comparison and refer this back to the
definition of the ontology in Fig. 13. The tuple: (Action shovel,
Tool shovel) in the concave section third from above means
that here
• a usually fast (level 5)
• forward movement is performed (level 4, d shrinks)
• against the target surface (level 3, ~t ⊥ ~z)
• with a shovel-shaped (Level 2, small AR)
• concave tool (level 1),
where the tool is pushed into something, like a pile of sand, to
shovel it up. Now you could continue this movement staying in
the same ontological class throwing the content off in a similar
forward motion (e.g. continuing the shoveling motion). Or by
comparison you could use the tuple (Action “empty4”, Tool
shovel) where this is the movement by which the filled shovel
is turned to empty it and for which a different branch in the
ontology exists.
X. CONCLUSION
This paper was meant to give some speculative food for
thought about cognitive development and tool ontologies, but
at the same time we tried to provide a rather more solid
algorithmic basis for the possible underlying processes. The
here developed framework for providing object graphs based
on their parts and part constellations generalizes to all objects,
which can be segmented into their parts. Several algorithms
exist by now that achieve the latter to quite a high degree
of accuracy, which supports the viability of this approach. In
general we advocate the idea that object recognition might be
much facilitated when considering part combinations and we
have used simple tools to show how this might work. Just by
the fact that a part can also be considered an object and since
one can combine same parts to many different objects there
are much less “parts” than “objects” in the world. One could
indeed hope that this approach might be more successful and
possibly “brain-like” than brute-force training of deep-learning
4Means: to empty something.
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Convex (Level 1) Concave (Level 1)
Action Tool Action Tool
T
Paddle Paddle Sieve, lift Sieve
Hit Rug beater Sieve, shake Sieve
Spread Butter knife, spatula Shovel Shovel
Chop Cleaver, axe, sword Rake Rake
Cut Knife, sword
R
Mix Mixer Empty Shovel
Paddle/mix parallel* circular Blade(s) of an agitator
Paddle/mix perp.* circular Blade(s) of a water mill
Grind parallel* circular 
Cut/grind perp.* circular Circular saw, angle grinder
T




Grind parallel* circular Grinding/millstone used flat (fat) Pour Cup
Grind perp.* circular Grinding stone sed upright
T
Push poke Stick Fill Test tube
Stab Rapier, dagger
Draw, stir Stick, pen
Push Stick
Whip Cane
Wipe, spread, hook Stick, hook
Wipe, spread Stick
R Bore, drill Drill Pour Test tube








Fig. 14. All entries for the tool ontology showing actions as well as the related tools. We grouped entries according to their Basic Shape (Level 1), Aspect
Ratio (Level 2), and to the property if motion is translational T or rotational R. A total of 32 actions and their tools are found.
classifiers where all this variance needs to be put into the
training set. In contrast to our proposed method those will
continue to fail as soon as human invention designs (artistic)
objects, which humans – but not such machines – can easily
classify.
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Summary: FunctionPerception
In this chapter we treated object perception at the function level. We see function perception
as being tightly linked to part perception. Therefore, our main goal was an algorithm which
is able to assign function to novel objects and their parts. In order to achieve this, we addi-
tionally needed to segment object-parts. Besides the supervisedObject Function Assignment
(OFA) algorithm, this required developing a series of unsupervised algorithms for theObject
Partitioning (OP). Altogether, we contributed to solving the following four problems:
Problem 1: Doing computations in 3D is expensive.
Our contribution: The Voxel Cloud Connectivity Segmentation (VCCS) algorithm which
creates an over-segmentation for a Point Cloud. It combines voxels into so-called su-
pervoxels, which are very efficient to use (they have adjacency information stored) and
do not cross object boundaries.
Problem 2: In order to recognize novel objects, we need to be able to segment unknown
objects in a scene.
Our contribution: The Locally Convex Connected Patches (LCCP) algorithm which uses
existing concavities between objects for the separation.
Problem 3: In order to get parts of objects, we need to be able to do unsupervised segmen-
tation of parts (OP) for unknown objects.
Our contribution: The Constrained Planar Cuts (CPC) algorithm which uses concavities
found in objects to induce cuts.
Problem 4: Assigning function to full objects as well as their parts.
Our contribution: We created an algorithm which describes objects at their part level. By
comparing thepart constellationof anewobject topart constellationsof knownobjects,
it is able to assign one or multiple functions to objects and parts.
While all the algorithms in this chapter can be used in their own right, each of them con-
tributed to achieve the main goal of assigning function to novel objects. This gives agents new







In this work we addressed Visual Object Perception (VOP) for artificial agents. Wemotivated the existence of the three levels of perception Instance, Category as well asFunctionality and contributed to five sub-problems, namely Instance Recognition (IR)
[1], Object Categorization (OC) [2, 3], Pose Estimation at the category level (PEC) (using a
DeepConvolutionalNeural Network (DCNN)) [4], unsupervisedObject Partitioning (OP)
(using three consecutive algorithms, Voxel Cloud Connectivity Segmentation (VCCS) [5],
Locally Convex Connected Patches (LCCP)[6, 7], and Constrained Planar Cuts (CPC)[8]),
and Object Function Assignment (OFA) [9]. All algorithms have been thoroughly bench-
marked and achieved better than state-of-the-art results in their respective tasks. Before we
summarize the particular contributions in the next sections, we would like to emphasize that
most of the algorithms designed in the course of this work have been released to the public-
domain and are available to the vision community as part of the Point Cloud Library (PCL).
7.1 Instance Recognition (IR)
We started to address the problem of IR in Chapter 4. A problem which requires dealing
with the countless number of possible objects in our surrounding and objects which are vi-
sually similar to one another. Using the traditional classification strategy of offline-training on
database-samples is not possible: There is an almost unlimited number of objects existing in
theworld. Consequently, creating a database for all potential objects is not possible. We there-
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fore proposed amethod [1] to create needed training samples on-the-fly using the agent itself
with a highly autonomous algorithm. It can, by ways of exploration, be used to gather needed
information about environment specific objects. We dealt with the low inter-class variance
by using a novel Radial Orientation Scheme, which leads to highly invariant and discriminative
object signatures.
7.2 Object Categorization (OC) and Category Pose Estima-
tion (PEC)
While our IR pipeline allows an agent to discriminate objects, those remain isolated entities.
Hence, it doesnot allowamachine to structure itsworldby combiningobjects intomeaningful
categories. In Chapter 5 we addressed this problem.
As we moved away from the countless number of individual objects to a smaller set of cat-
egories, we inevitably increased the intra-class variance due to many visually different objects
being combined into single classes. Todealwith this variance, one needs to usemachine learn-
ing techniques which are able to draw complex and highly non-linear decision boundaries.
Those algorithms, with DCNNs being among the most successful, are, due to the richness
of their models, prone to over-fitting unless huge amounts of training data are available. We
therefore proposed the TransClean algorithm (Section 5.1)[2, 3] which provides such meth-
odswith an almost unlimited number of high quality training samples by utilizing information
from a label+verb or label+adjective pair. Such pairs can be extracted from commands given
to agents or manually defined. Additionally, it allows for disambiguation of polysemic class-
names. Even though both, our previous IR-classification pipeline as well as theTransClean al-
gorithm, are capable of generating training sets on-demand, both approaches fundamentally
differ. The former generates training sets by capturing samples; TransCleanmaps word-based
given labels and contexts to the image domain using online word-databases, image-databases,
and translation services in concert.
While plain categorization of objects in scenes is desirable formany applications, it is insuf-
ficient for complicated roboticmanipulationof thoseobjects. In this case oneneeds todoPose
Estimation at the category level of the encountered objects. While pose estimation is usually
addressed by finding the 3D-affine transformation of known models to new observations in
the context of instance perception, it is not applicable at the category level, because we do not
have information (models) about particular objects. This motivated us to design our com-
bined Categorization-Localization-Pose Estimation framework (Section 5.2)[4] which oper-
ates on object categories rather than instances by using a DCNN architecture. Here we treated
all three problems in unison using a common large network. We solved the need for huge
amounts of annotated training data for such network by automatically assembling synthetic
scenes with thousands of different models from various categories. To close the gap between
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training on synthetic scenes and testing on real scenes, we simulated themodel and geometry
of real RGB-D sensors. Additionally, we adapted the trained DCNN using transfer-learning
on theNYUDepth V2 training-data. Finally, we tested on theNYUDepth V2 testing-data and
achieved better than state-of-the-art results.
7.3 Object Partitioning (OP) and Function Assignment
(OFA)
Up to here the agent has obtained the ability to annotate objects in a scene with a category
as well as a 6 DoF pose. Still this did not allow the transfer of existing knowledge to unusual
objects and novel categories. As this is a precursor to bootstrapping tool usage and makeshift
tool replacement in agents, we designed a sequence of algorithms to tackle this OFA problem
at the part level (Chapter 6). Since we deal with unknown objects most of the employed algo-
rithms needed to operatemodel- and category-independent, thus unsupervised. In a first step,
we therefore designed the VCCS algorithm (Section 6.1)[5] as a bridge between the sensory
output and higher level processing. By combining voxels from a scene to supervoxels, which
adhere to object and part boundaries, we were able to reduce noise from the sensors and the
computational cost of the following algorithms to a feasible amount. Building upon the psy-
chophysical evidence that humans use concavity information for object and part perception,
we designed two algorithms LCCP (Section 6.2)[6, 7] and CPC (Section 6.3)[8] which are
used to segment full scenes into separate objects and those objects into constituent parts.
This finally allowed us to create an algorithm (Section 6.4)[9] which treats objects merely
as an assembly of individual parts. It analyses parts as well as part constellations in order to
make predictions about an object’s compatibility to certain tool-functionalities. Using this in-
termediate part level between an object and higher level classification not only reduced the
intra-class variance to a viable degree but also provides us with information about the func-
tionality of each particular part (like being a blade or a handle). This is indispensable for the







At the beginning of this thesis we namedVisual Object Perception (VOP) as oneof the fundamental problems an artificial agent (e.g., a robot) has tomaster beforebeing of any assistance to humans. Motivated by our own experience, we stated
that object perception is closely connected to the task an agent is set to solve. Therefore, not
taking action into account when treating artificial perception leads to an ill-posed problem.
We, as the most advanced biological agents, are able to perceive our surrounding with appar-
ent ease. Without much thinking we can process the complex visual stream into meaningful
entities. What we define as an entity, again, depends on the task. While it is still an open
question how humans actually do it, here we contributed to the solution of this problem for
artificial systems. For this we created algorithms which produce results that resemble those
from visual cognition found in biological agents. Perceiving objects in such a comprehen-
sive way givesmachines fundamentally powerful ways ofmaking sense of and interacting with
their environments. Applications include robots working in household environments, doing
construction, or assisting humans.
Still, some limitations exist. The algorithms we developed have been used with the opera-
tor dictating which level of perception should be employed. For a fully autonomous system,
we would need to combine all perception levels into one system, where pipelines run concur-
rently. This would allow a machine to see an object with a hierarchy of labels (e.g., this is the
blue-white cup, it is of the category cup, and it can contain). The machine would than need to
findoutwhich granularity of perception is required for solving the task. For example, the pres-
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ence of a direct or indirect article in a command or instruction gives a strong cue whether we
are dealing with Instance Recognition (IR) or not. Another potential use for such a concur-
rent system would be failure recovery. For example, if the exact instance is not available in the










Figure 8.1: Part-based Pose Estimation at the function level (PEF) proposal. Generic pose
for a functional object does not exist. Instead pose for parts needs to be defined as shown here
for contain objects. The coordinate system x y z defines how a part needs to be used. For
handles (H) z defines the axis around which a grasp needs to be done; y defines the direction
of approach. For containers (C) z defines the direction of the opening.
A further limitation of the current work is the dependency on 3D of the unsupervised algo-
rithms. This is especially true for the Constrained Planar Cuts (CPC) algorithmwhich works
much more reliable for point clouds from multiple views, than for single views. The reason is
that it needs to record the concavities of an object to induce cuts (if those are not visible, no
cuts are being induced). While one can always argue that this approach can be combinedwith
Structure from Motion (SfM) methods to record objects by ways of exploration, it would be
a desirable property for amethod to guess where concavities exist, by ways of shape completion
for example [77, 78]. Furthermore, one could potentially use a Deep Convolutional Neural
Network (DCNN) to partition objects into parts. For this we could combine our synthetic
scene generation (Section 5.2) with our Object Partitioning (OP) algorithm (Section 6.3).
This way we could simulate single-view scenes with ground truth partitioning for the training
of a DCNN.
Finally, Pose Estimation at the function level (PEF) is another unsolved problem. Even
defining a generic pose for functional classes is not trivial. We believe that it does not even ex-
ist for full objects. Still, there may be a potential way out: We use pose in our robotic context
to describe how to use a perceived object. At the functionality level full-objects are, anyhow,
seen as an assembly of various parts, some of which interact with the target and some of which
can be handles for grasping. Our algorithm in Section 6.4 is able to label each part in context
of a certain functionality. This allows us to define the tool-end and the handle of each object.
While pose for full objects may not be defined, pose of handles or tool-ends could be defined.
For example, the reference frame of handles could be defined in suchway that the z-axis points
along the axis around which a grasp needs to be done; the y-axis could point into the direc-
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tion from which to approach the object. A containers z-axis could point in direction of the
opening. This proposal is depicted in Fig. 8.1. Although we show discrete axes for the pose,
exact orientation for some are irrelevant and/or not well defined due to symmetries (e.g., the
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Object perception in this thesis was limited to still frames. In robotic appli-cations, however, one often deals with continuous visual streams. Employingour algorithms on each frame independently would cause a massive computa-
tional overload for systems, and would not make use of the coherence between consecutive
frames. While this is not in the main focus of this thesis, the Voxel Cloud Connectivity Seg-
mentation (VCCS) segmentation served as a strong basis for point cloud tracking as well. By
continuously tracking the transformationwhichmaps objects from frame to frame, object par-
titioning, pose, and label can be, once initialized, forwarded through a whole sequence. In the
paper
[10] Papon, J. and Schoeler, M. and Wörgötter, F.: “Spatially Stratified Correspondence
Sampling for Real-Time Point Cloud Tracking”, IEEE Winter Conference on Applications
of Computer Vision (WACV), 2015. See page 147.
we show that one can use supervoxels as sampling points for estimating the correct 3D affine
transformation between themodel and the observation. While accuracy stays stable, it greatly
reduces run-time on CPUs by orders of magnitudes, outperforming even state-of-the-art
methods on GPUs. We demonstrate that this increase in efficiency permits online 6 DoF
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Abstract
In this paper we propose a novel spatially stratified sam-
pling technique for evaluating the likelihood function in
particle filters. In particular, we show that in the case where
the measurement function uses spatial correspondence, we
can greatly reduce computational cost by exploiting spa-
tial structure to avoid redundant computations. We present
results which quantitatively show that the technique per-
mits equivalent, and in some cases, greater accuracy, as
a reference point cloud particle filter at significantly faster
run-times. We also compare to a GPU implementation, and
show that we can exceed their performance on the CPU. In
addition, we present results on a multi-target tracking appli-
cation, demonstrating that the increases in efficiency permit
online 6DoF multi-target tracking on standard hardware.
1. Introduction
Visual tracking is a crucial challenge for many com-
puter vision applications such as visual surveillance, action
recognition, and robotic demonstration learning. In these,
visual tracking serves as a precursor to higher-level infer-
ence, making robust tracking fundamental to their success.
Multi-target visual tracking (MTVT) is a well-established
field which goes back over thirty years [6]. One pop-
ular tracking methodology is Sequential Bayesian Filter-
ing (SBF), which recursively determines the time-changing
posterior distribution of target states conditioned on previ-
ous observations. Particle Filtering has received consider-
able attention as a method of approximating this posterior.
It was first introduced to the vision community by Isard and
Blake [8] for single targets, and was subsequently extended
to multiple targets [7, 19, 20].
There are two standard approaches that have been used
to extend the Particle Filter to multiple targets. The first
represents all targets jointly in a single particle filter by as-
signing individual particles to particular labels [18]. This
means that, for a given total number of particles, there will
be fewer for each individual target - resulting in reduced
accuracy. The second approach is to add additional dimen-
sions to the state space for each additional target [17]. Un-
fortunately, this approach quickly increases the dimension-
ality of the state space, which also results in a need for a
very high number of particles for the filter to remain accu-
rate.
In both of the above approaches, the computational com-
plexity increases exponentially as targets are added (for
constant level of accuracy). As a consequence of this, it
is beneficial to use a separate particle filter for each target.
One way of doing this is to add factors to the observation
and/or process models of the filters which explicitly model
occlusions and interactions between targets [9, 13]. Alter-
natively, one can use a discrete processing step to resolve
the association of target detections [10, 1].
While these approaches have attempted to address the
problem of multiple targets, in general they suffer from
one fundamental problem - they all significantly increase
the computational resources required. This increase can be
seen in the need for more particles - due to assignment of
particles to individual targets, a larger state space, or inde-
pendent filters for each target. While there has been work
addressing this problem by offloading processing to a GPU
[3], in this work we take a different approach, and search
for fundamental changes to the point cloud correspondence
particle filter which can reduce computational complexity
without affecting accuracy.
The primary contribution of this work is the use of a
supervoxel-based stratified sampling approach to greatly re-
duce the computational complexity of point cloud corre-
spondence particle filtering. We show that the approach
allows performance (on a standard CPU) exceeding that
which can be obtained on a recent GPU implementation [3].
Additionally, we present extensive experiments demonstrat-
ing the benefits of this approach, as well as show qualita-





Figure 1. Example of data from “Tide” sequence. The left frame shows an example of the raw input cloud. Sampling effects from the
synthetic RGB-D camera are visible in the quantization of points, especially on the edges of objects. The middle frame shows the voxelized
model representation we use, while the right frame shows an example of supervoxel strata used for sampling with Rseed = 0.07m.
code for our tracker as part of the Point Cloud Library 1 so
that the community may take advantage of its quick perfor-
mance in their applications.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
present the point cloud correspondence-based particle fil-
ter, and then present the sampling approach in Section 3.
We then give results from experiments on both synthetic
and real-world data in Section 4 and discuss the impact of
sampling on computational complexity and tracker error.
2. Particle Filters in 3D
The underlying mechanics of 3D point cloud correspon-
dence particle filtering remain the same as in other particle
filters, and so we shall not discuss them extensively here;
for a detailed introduction to the topic, we refer the reader
to [5] or [20]. Rather, we shall only discuss the aspects
that differentiate it - the models and how they are scored
and propagated. The models here consist of point clouds,
and the measurement function relies on point to point cor-
respondence for scoring, rather than a global per-detection
metric (such as a histogram distance, commonly used in 2D
trackers). The dynamic model uses real-world 3D coordi-
nates which also include orientation, rather than 2D pixel
coordinates in the image plane. The primary novelty of the
approach we present here lies in how we score individual
particle predictions using the measurement model.
2.1. Model Representation
In this work we use voxelized 3D models of tracked ob-
jects, allowing tracking through any change in pose, and ad-
ditionally allowing accurate tracking of pose itself. We rep-
resent objects as clouds of voxels corresponding to the sur-
1http://www.pointclouds.org/
face of the object. A visual representation of such a model
is given in Figure 1.
Points for objects are stored in a model-centered refer-
ence frame (which we shall denote with superscript m), with
each containing an XYZ position, an HSV color, as well as
a surface normal vector. That is, each point p of the model
k consists of a nine-dimensional vector:
pmk = [x
m, ym, zm,H, S, V, nx, ny, nz], (1)








Points of an object model given above are model-relative
- they must be transformed into the world coordinates in
order to evaluate their fit to observations.
2.2. Dynamic Model
Our trackers use a time-dependent state vector consist-
ing of translation and rotations around the object reference
frame x-axis (roll - γ), y-axis (pitch - β), and z-axis (yaw -
α). This yields a position state vector for particle j at time
t of
xjt = [dx, dy, dz, γ, β, α]. (3)
Each object model is tracked using a set of N such par-
ticles. Additionally, we have velocity state vector
vt = [vx, vy, vz, vγ , vβ , vα], (4)
which is not tracked individually per particle, but rather
as a whole for the model. While the use of independent
per-particle velocity states potentially helps in complicated
tracking scenarios, in our experiments we were unable to
observe any tangible benefit. Moreover, in order to avoid
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instability in the tracking results we needed to significantly
increase the number of particles for a given noise level. As
such, we have chosen to use the “group-velocity”, and leave
it to future work to investigate the possibility of independent
velocity states.
Motion is modeled using a constant velocity model in
discrete time with a variable sampling period T , giving the
dynamic model
xt = xt−1 + Tvt−1 + ω, (5)
with noise vector ω assumed to be zero mean Gaussian
with fixed covariance. Particle velocities are updated af-
ter weighting of individual particles using the measurement











where wj is the normalized weight for particle j.
2.3. Measurement Model
As points for the model are given in a model-centered
frame of reference, pm = [xm, ym, zm, 1], we must trans-
form them to the world frame using a 3D affine transforma-
tion quaternion. This yields positions in the world frame for
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Once we have our transformed points, we then must
establish correspondences between each particle’s model
points and a world point so that we can score how well a
state matches the current world model observation. That is,
for each transformed point pj1...η, we select corresponding
point p∗ in the observation which has minimal spatial dis-
tance.
To find these correspondences, we first compute a KD-
tree of the spatial dimensions of the world model points.
This allows us to efficiently search for the nearest corre-
spondence for each transformed point. We create this tree
for the world model rather than the transformed model (even
though the former has more points) as there is only one
world, but many particles and models. Computing it for the
models would require a KD-tree for each particle in each
model. Additionally, computing it for the world allows us
to take advantage of sampling strategies which significantly
reduce run-time complexity. Finally, using the world-model
allows us to take advantage of the sequential octree first pre-
sented in [15], greatly improving performance in the case of
full and partial occlusions.
Figure 2. The model is divided into strata (shown as separate col-
ors) by the supervoxel algorithm. Each particle independently se-
lects a random sample (or samples) from each stratum for corre-
spondence matching, and then searches for a correspondence for
it in the observation.
Once we have selected (with replacement) an observed
point correspondence for each model point, we must cal-
culate a weight w̃j corresponding to the global similarity
of the transformed points to the world observation. This is
accomplished by summing the individual correspondence
scores computed using weighted Euclidean distance in nor-
malized world-spatial-, color-, and normal-space. In our ex-
periments we set the weighting factors to have a 1:1:2 ratio
(spatial:normal:color), as this balances the scoring between
color and geometric shape, and found experimentally that it
produced consistently good tracking results. The calculated
particle weights w̃j are then normalized, and a final state








and the group-velocity can be computed using Equation 6.
3. Supervoxel Stratified Correspondence Sam-
pling
While the tracking methodology discussed above works,
in practice its run time performance is very poor, even for
single objects. Moreover, speed of tracking is highly depen-
dent on the size of object models as well as voxel resolution
used. To address this, we propose a sampling scheme which
selects a limited number of points from the model to trans-
form and test. By doing this, we achieve linear asymptotic
time complexity for the particle filter with respect to the




Figure 3. Tracking on the artificial “Kinect Box” sequence. The top row shows tracked output overlaid on input data, while the bottom row
shows the supervoxl strata that are used for sampling.
of points in the models or the voxel resolution used. The
only step which is dependent on the number of input points
is the KD-tree construction, but this is only done once for
the world model independent of the number of trackers, and
is done as a pre-processing step regardless (for normal com-
putation).
The proposed sampling scheme is as follows. We select
a spatial sampling resolution Rseed based on the number
of desired sample points per particle Ns. We then divide
the model into strata, where each stratum is a supervoxel
using the method of Papon et al.[14]. Supervoxels are a
voxel-based surface patch representation that use connec-
tivity, colors, and normals so that their edges conform well
to object part boundaries. The strata are evenly divided over
the spatial structure of the model, as seen in Figure 1. Ad-
ditionally, using supervoxels as the strata ensures that we
sample the important features of the models - for example
in the model of Figure 1, we have a stratum for the brand
logo, as well as ones for the concavities of the handle.
For each particle, we randomly select a point from each
stratum using uniform sampling, and then transform and
score it as described in the previous Section. As an ad-
ditional step, we also select Ns4 points uniformly from the
entire model. Using strata reduces the noise which occurs
when sampling from the whole model exclusively, while
sampling randomly from the entire distribution improves
occlusion performance.
While sampling will tend to produce noisier tracking re-
sults for low Ns, it also greatly reduces the computational
complexity, as we only need to transform and test a small
subset of the model points. This allows one to greatly in-
crease the number of particles for a given frame-rate. Im-
portantly, each particle is testing a separate random subset
of model points. This results in the product of Ns, the num-
ber of sample points per particle, and N , the number of
particles, reaching a critical level where coverage becomes
sufficient that error is equivalent to sampling all points. In
the results presented below, we shall demonstrate that this
critical level can be used to significantly decrease run time
for a given level of error. That is, we shall show that the
number of points that must be tested overall, for a given
level of error, is lower when stratified sampling is used.
This means that we can significantly increase accuracy for a
given frame-rate, reducing run-time complexity to the point
that we can track 6 DoF pose for multiple objects in real-
time.
4. Results
In this Section we first present results on a set of syn-
thetic videos to quantify the effect of the stratified sampling,
and compare results to a state of the art GPU particle fil-
ter [3]. We then present qualitative results on real videos
in a robotic learning application, where we track multiple
interacting targets with significant occlusions. In both syn-
thetic and real cases, input consists of RGB-D sequences.
Trackers were initialized using an external pose - in the
synthetic case, from ground truth, and in the real case, us-
ing a pose estimation algorithm [2]. Object models were
generated by registering multiple views of the objects using
the same RGB-D sensor employed for tracking. All experi-
ments were performed on a standard desktop computer (In-
tel i7 3.2Ghz), using four cores, and real data was obtained
using a Kinect RGB-D camera.
4.1. Synthetic Data
In our first experiment, we demonstrate the effective-
ness of our stratified sampling strategy using four synthetic
tracking videos from [3]. These RGB-D sequences are set
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Figure 4. Displacement and rotation ground truth, with an example tracked result from a single run at Nsamples = 100 and Nparticles =
1000 (a frame rate of 20 fps).
in a virtual kitchen (see Figure 3) and each contain a single
item to track as the camera moves. Ground truth trajectories
of the cameras can be found in [3], but for our purposes it is
sufficient to note that the trajectories are complex, consist-
ing of large variations in position, orientation, and velocity.
To evaluate our approach, we compute root mean square
(RMS) error in both translation and orientation, averaged
over 25 test runs for each sequence. Computation times
are measured in ms per frame, and are also averaged across
all frames of the 25 test runs. In order to compare with
[3], we have combined their RMS error results for each di-
mension (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw) into two measurements -
displacement and rotation. Rotation is calculated using the
unit quaternion distance metric [11], which is equivalent to
the geodesic distance on the unit sphere. This combina-
tion reduces the amount of data to compare without loss,
as the choice of orientation of the dimensions is arbitrary
and without import. Example displacement and geodesic
ground truths for the “Kinect Box” sequence can be found
in Figure 4.
Timing results are given in Figure 5, showing results for
the “Kinect Box” sequence (the most challenging of the
four) scanning across number of particles and number of
sample points. Plots for the other sequences can be found
in the supplementary material and on the author’s website.
One can observe that, for a given level of sampling, the
RMS error decreases for both displacement and geodesic
as the number of particles increases. More importantly, it
is also apparent that, for a given level of error, run-time per
frame can be minimized by reducing the number of samples
used and increasing the number of particles. Additionally,
one can observe that RMS error appears to be asymptotic,
with lower sampling levels approaching the asymptote at
lower run-times.
We should also note that the minimum error asymptote
observed is likely a consequence of the sampling resolution
of the synthetic Kinect camera. For example, in the “Kinect
Box” sequence, average distance to neighboring points (8-
neighborhood) on the tracked box surface is 3.3 mm. This
corresponds almost exactly to our observed error asymp-
tote. This can be observed in all four sequences - our min-
imal error corresponds closely to the average point to point
resolution of the observations on the model.
Our performance compares favorably to the results of
Choi and Christensen [3] - for a given level of error, we
achieve per-frame run times that are between half and a
tenth of their published results. Additionally, we consis-
tently reach the error asymptote, at considerably lower run
times. We should also note that the highest sampling level
shown corresponds to a complete sampling of the model,
and is equivalent to the baseline PCL implementation, al-
though we have made some slight modifications to the re-
sampling and dynamic model which improve results. As
can be seen, we are at least an order of magnitude faster
than this base implementation.
4.2. Real Sequences
One application of our tracker is to provide semantic un-
derstanding and imitation of assembly tasks. This can be
accomplished by tracking all interacting parts of an assem-
bly as a human demonstrates, and then using the trajectories
and poses in order to train a robot to replicate the construc-
tion. Additionally, the tracked output can be used as an in-
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Figure 5. Results on the Kinect Box artificial sequence. Each colored curve represents a certain number of samples, and gives mean RMS
error averaged over 25 trial runs for increasing numbers of particles (shown by increasing circle sizes). It is clear that using more samples
and using more particles tends to decrease error. The black dotted lines give the results of the GPU method of Choi and Christensen [3].
it has successfully completed each step of the task.
As a demonstration of this, we use the well established
“Cranfield” benchmark set [4]. This set consists of eight
pieces which can be assembled in a number of different or-
ders. In our experiments, models consist of voxelized point
clouds derived from high-resolution models of the pieces,
and initial poses for tracking are found using a combined
object recognition and pose estimation algorithm [2]. Each
object is tracked using an independent particle filter, with
Nsamples set to 50, and Nparticles set to 1000.
Figure 6 shows a montage of screenshots captured as a
human demonstrates assembly of the benchmark. As can be
seen, all pieces are successfully tracked from start to finish,
with each tracker outputting smooth trajectories that can be
used for training a robot using Dynamic Motion Primitives
(DMP) [12]. In Figure 7 we show tracks from multiple dif-
ferent human demonstrations - one can observe the different
strategies that people employ in assembling the benchmark.
The tracks in the lower right corner of the Figure are from
a robot reproducing the assembly after being trained on the
human demonstrations [16].
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a novel spatially strati-
fied sampling approach which greatly reduces the compu-
tational complexity of 3D Point Cloud particle filters. We
evaluated the tracker using synthetic sequences for which
precise ground truth exists, as well as real sequences of
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Figure 6. Human demonstration of assembly of the Cranfield Scenario on data from two fused RGB-D cameras. Tracking runs live for all
objects at once at sufficient frame rates to track the whole task. Extracted trajectories are shown as traces.
a robot-teaching application. To demonstrate the effect of
stratified sampling on performance, we conducted a sweep
over the parameter space of number of particles and sam-
ples. This sweep showed the clear effectiveness of the pro-
posed method in matching and even out-performing a GPU
implementation on the CPU.
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